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First of all, as usual, I have used the current Standard Edition of Strachey for the English text and the Studienausgabe for the German text. The latter was chosen, for reasons of greater accuracy and because of the fact that in it, some of the notes in English from the Standard Edition have been translated into German.

I was struck by a few peculiar parallels between Freud and Schreber and I will attempt to list them below in tabular form:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREUD</th>
<th>SCHREBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fleischl, Fliess</td>
<td>Flechsig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nervenarzt</td>
<td>Nervenkranken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seelische</td>
<td>Seele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verwandlung ins Gegenteil</td>
<td>Verwandlung zum Weibe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traumarbeit</td>
<td>Wahnbildungsarbeit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurones filled with Q</td>
<td>Nerve endings-feelings of voluptuousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas light flames of Leipzig</td>
<td>ditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Such ideas—which will later become the basic concepts of the science are still more indispensable as the material is further worked over” Instincts and Their Vicissitudes p.117</td>
<td>“This is naturally only an hypothesis, but as in scientific research it has to be adhered to until a better explanation for the events under investigation is found” Memoirs, p.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(There is probably an even more exact parallel quote from Freud but at the moment I cannot locate it.)

These are just a few parallels that I have seen which may show more about my psychosis than Schreber’s. And, I am certainly not the first to have noticed this, because Freud himself on page 79 of this very article writes “It remains for the future to decide whether there is more delusion in my theory than I should like to admit, or whether there is more truth in Schreber’s delusion than other people are as yet prepared to believe.” I believe in rhetoric this is called a chiasmus.
Furthermore, Lacan states in his Proposition of 9 October 1967, “that if you withdraw the Oedipus complex psychoanalysis in extension, I would say, falls entirely into the jurisdiction of President Schreber’s delusion.”

I am also surprised that no one has written a book yet on the parallel lives of Schreber, Nietzsche and Cantor. Besides all of them being very intelligent men, they were all roughly from the same time and place, and all of them had some type of nervous breakdown and spent some time in a mental asylum. And last but not least, all of them wrote.

One last thing that I have noticed from Schreber studies in general, is that Daniel Paul Schreber’s first name, “Daniel” means in Hebrew, “God has judged”. (He was a judge and in a certain sense felt he was judged by God). And that he married in 1878 a woman named Ottilie Sabine Behr. Her last name could be a truncated version of his own last name, Schre-ber. I have noticed that occasionally people get married where the first or last name, or part of it, of the spouse is embedded in their own last or first name or vice versa, at least homophonically. What significance this has, or if it is just a coincidence, I do not know. But if it is not a coincidence, it would be one way that desire is passed down through the generations via a signifier.

I have decided that in the near future, I will make a bi-lingual version of Schreber’s Memoirs of My Nervous Illness, so that one may easily compare how Ida Macalpine and Richard A. Hunter have translated the text and compare that to how Strachey(see page 8) has translated the quotations from the original German text.

As usual, I hope that the reader will find some interesting things in reading this bi-lingual edition that were not evident by just reading the English translation by itself. As Schreber reminds us, “Aller Unsinn hebt sich auf” that is, if you have the opportunity to be using a bi-lingual text.

Richard G. Klein
Apr 5, 2004
New York City
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EDITOR'S NOTE

PSYCHOANALYTISCHE BEMERKUNGEN
ÜBER EINEN AUTOBIOGRAPHISCH BESCHRIEBENEN FALL VON PARANOIA (DEMENTIA PARANOIDES)

(a) German Editions:
1911 *Jb. psychoan. psychopath. Forsch.*, 3 (1), 9–68.
1913 *S.K.S.N.*, 3, 198–266.
1932 *Vier Krankengeschichten*, 377–460.
1912 'Nachtrag zu dem autobiographisch beschriebenen Fall von Paranoia (Dementia paranoides)', *Jb psychoan. psychopath. Forsch.*, 3 (2), 588–90.
1913 *S.K.S.N.*, 3, 267–70.
1924 *G.S.*, 8, 432–5.
1932 *Vier Krankengeschichten*, 460–3.

(b) English Translation:
'Psycho-Analytic Notes upon an Autobiographical Account of a Case of Paranoia (Dementia Paranoides)'
1925 *C.P.*, 3, 387–466.—‘‘Postscript’’ to the Case of Paranoia’, ibid., 467–70. (Tr. Alix and James Strachey.)

The present translation is a re-issue, with a number of corrections and additional notes, of the one published in 1925.

NOTES ON A CASE OF PARANOIA

before the Third International Psycho-Analytical Congress (held at Weimar) on September 22, 1911, and was published at the beginning of the next year.

Freud had attacked the problem of paranoia at a very early stage of his researches into psychopathology. On January 24, 1895, some months before the publication of the Studies on Hysteria, he sent Fliess a long memorandum on the subject (Freud, 1950a, Draft H). This included a short case history and a theoretical discussion which aimed at establishing two main points: that paranoia is a neurosis of defence and that its chief mechanism is projection. Almost a year later (on January 1, 1896) he sent Fliess another, much shorter, note on paranoia; this formed part of a general account of the ‘neuroses of defence’ (ibid., Draft K), which he soon afterwards expanded into his second published paper bearing that title (1896b). In its published form, Section III of this paper included another and longer case history and was headed: ‘Analysis of a Case of Chronic Paranoia’—a case for which Freud (in a footnote added nearly twenty years later) preferred the amended diagnosis of ‘dementia paranoides’. As regards theory, this paper of 1896 added little to his earlier suggestions; but in a letter to Fliess not very long afterwards (December 9, 1899, Freud, 1950a, Letter 125) a somewhat cryptic paragraph occurs, which gives a hint of Freud’s later views, including a suggestion that paranoia involves a return to an early auto-erotism. It will be found quoted in full in the Editor’s Note to the paper on ‘The Disposition to Obsessional Neurosis’ in connection with the problem of ‘choice of neurosis’. (See below, p. 314 f.)

Between the date of this last passage and the publication of the Schreber case history more than ten years elapsed with scarcely a mention of paranoia in Freud’s published writings. We learn from Ernest Jones (1955, 281), however, that on November 21, 1906, he presented a case of female paranoia before the Vienna Psycho-Analytical Society. At that date he had apparently not yet arrived at what was to be his main generalization on the subject—namely, the connection between paranoia and repressed passive homosexuality. Nevertheless, only a little over a year later he was putting forward that hypothesis in letters to Jung (January 27, 1908) and Ferenczi (February 11, 1908), and was asking for and receiving their...
confirmation of it. More than three more years elapsed before the Schreber memoirs offered him the opportunity of publishing his theory for the first time and of supporting it by a detailed account of his analysis of the unconscious processes at work in paranoia.

There are a number of references to that disease in Freud's later writings. The more important of these were his paper on 'A Case of Paranoia Running Counter to the Psycho-Analytic Theory of the Disease' (1915f) and Section B of 'Some Neurotic Mechanisms in Jealousy, Paranoia and Homosexuality' (1922b). In addition, 'A Seventeenth Century Demonological Neurosis' (1923d) includes some discussion of the Schreber case, though the neurosis which is the subject of the paper is nowhere described by Freud as paranoia. In none of these later writings is there any essential modification of the views on paranoia expressed in the present work.

The importance of the Schreber analysis, however, is by no means restricted to the light it throws on the problems of paranoia. Its third section, in particular, was, together with the simultaneously published short paper on the two principles of mental functioning (1911b), p. 218 below, in many ways a forerunner of the metapsychological papers on which Freud embarked three or four years later. A number of subjects are touched upon which were to be discussed afterwards at greater length. Thus, the remarks on narcissism (p. 60 f.) were preliminary to the paper devoted to that subject (1914c), the account of the mechanism of repression (p. 66 ff.) was to be taken up again in the course of a few years (1915d), and the discussion of the instincts (p. 74) was feeling its way towards the more elaborate one in 'Instincts and their Vicissitudes' (1915e). The paragraph on projection (p. 66) on the other hand was not, in spite of its promise, to find any sequel. Each of the two topics discussed in the later part of the paper, however—the various causes of the onset of neurosis (including the concept of 'frustration') and the part played by successive 'points of fixation'—was to be dealt with before long in a separate paper (1912c and 1913f). Finally, in the postscript we find Freud's first brief excursion into the field of mythology and his first mention of totems, which were beginning to occupy his thoughts and which were to give the title to one of his principal works (1912–13).

As Freud tells us (p. 46, n. 1), his case history makes use of only

---

**EDITOR'S NOTE**

zeit seine wichtigste allgemeine Erklärung zum Thema blieb, nämlich daß eine Verbindung zwischen Paranoia und verdrängter passiver Homosexualität bestehende; sowohl Jung als auch Ferenczi pflichteten ihm bei. Es vergingen dann noch einmal drei Jahre, bevor Schrebers Denkwürdigkeiten Freud die Gelegenheit boten, seine Theorie erstmals vor die Öffentlichkeit zu bringen und sie durch eine eingehende Darstellung seiner Analyse der unbewussten Prozesse, die bei der Paranoia am Werk sind, zu belegen.


Wie Freud uns selbst mitteilt (S. 172, Anm. 1), hat er in seiner Falldarstellung
NOTES ON A CASE OF PARANOIA

a single fact (Schreber's age at the time he fell ill) that was not contained in the Memoirs. We now possess, thanks to a paper written by Dr. Franz Baumeyer (1956), a quantity of additional information. Dr. Baumeyer was for some years (1946–9) in charge of a hospital near Dresden where he found a quantity of the original case records of Schreber's successive illnesses. He has summarized these records and quoted many of them in his paper, it will be found mentioned in the footnotes. Here it is only necessary to report the sequel to the history narrated in the Memoirs. After his discharge at the end of 1902, Schreber seems to have carried on an outwardly normal existence for some years. Then, in November, 1907, his wife had a stroke (though she lived until 1912). This seems to have precipitated a fresh onset of his illness, and he was re-admitted—this time to an asylum in the Dösen district of Leipzig—a fortnight later. He remained there in an extremely disordered and largely inaccessible state until his death, after gradual physical deterioration, in the spring of 1911—only a short time before the publication of Freud's paper. The following chronological table, based on data derived partly from the Memoirs and partly from Baumeyer's material, may make the details in Freud's discussion easier to disentangle.

1861 November. Father died, aged 53.
1877 Elder brother (3 years his senior) died, aged 38.
1878 Married.

First Illness

1884 Autumn. Stood as candidate for the Reichstag.

1 It appears from a letter to Princess Marie Bonaparte, written by Freud on September 13, 1926, and published in part in the third volume of Ernest Jones's biography (1957, 477), that he had been informed of this relapse and its occasion (among other things) through a Dr. Stegmann, though he made no mention of it in his paper. See footnotes on pp. 46 and 51 below.

2 At this time Schreber was already filling an important judicial office, as judge presiding over the Landgericht (a court of inferior jurisdiction) at Chemnitz. After recovering from his first illness he occupied a similar position in the Landgericht in Leipzig. Just before his second illness he was appointed Presiding Judge over a Division of the Saxon Appeal Court in Dresden.

Über einen autobiographisch beschriebenen Fall von Paranoia


Die folgende chronologische Aufstellung, die auf Daten sowohl aus den Denkwürdigkeiten als auch aus Baumeyers Material fußt, mag dem Leser das Verfolgen der Details in Freuds Darstellung erleichtern.

1877 Tod des 3 Jahre älteren Bruders im Alter von 38 Jahren.
1878 Heirat.

Erste Erkrankung
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1884 October. For some weeks in Sonnenstein Asylum.
December 8. Leipzig Psychiatric Clinic.
1885 June 1. Discharged.
1886 January 1. Took up appointment in Leipzig Landgericht.

Second Illness

1893 June. Informed of approaching appointment to Appeal Court.
October 1. Took up appointment as Presiding Judge.
1894 June 14. Transferred to Lindenhof Asylum.
June 29. Transferred to Sonnenstein Asylum.
1900–1902. Wrote Memoirs and took legal action for his discharge.
December 20. Discharged.
1903 Memoirs published.

Third Illness

1907 May. Mother died, aged 92.
November 14. Wife had stroke. Fell ill immediately afterwards.
November 27. Admitted to Asylum at Leipzig-Dösen.
1911 April 14. Died.
1912 May. Wife died, aged 54.

A note on the three mental hospitals referred to in various ways in the text may also be of help.
(1) Psychiatric Clinic (In-patient department) of the University of Leipzig. Director: Professor Flechsig.
(2) Schloss Sonnenstein. Saxon State Asylum at Pirna on the Elbe, 10 miles above Dresden. Director: Dr. G. Weber.

An English translation of the Denkwürdigkeiten by Dr. Ida Macalpine and Dr. Richard A. Hunter was published in 1955 (London: William Dawson). For various reasons, some of which will be obvious to anyone comparing their version with ours, it has not been possible to make use of it for the many quotations from Schreber's book which occur in the case history.

-Editorische Vorbemerkung

1884 Oktober. Einige Wochen in der Landesheilanstalt Sonnenstein.

Zweite Erkrankung

1893 Juni. Schreber erhält Nachricht von seiner bevorstehenden Berufung an das Oberlandesgericht.
1. Oktober. Schreber tritt seinen Posten als Senatspräsident an.
1900–1902 Schreber schreibt seine Denkwürdigkeiten und unternimmt rechtliche Schritte zur Aufhebung seiner Entmündigung.
1903 Veröffentlichung der Denkwürdigkeiten.

Dritte Erkrankung

1907 Mai. Tod der Mutter im Alter von 92 Jahren.
1912 Mai. Tod der Ehefrau im Alter von 54 Jahren.

Ferner mag noch ein Hinweis auf die drei psychiatrischen Anstalten, auf die im Text nicht in einheitlicher Weise Bezug genommen wird, von Nutzen sein:
3. Private Heilanstalt Lindenhof bei Coswig, etwa 18 km nordwestlich von Dresden. Direktor: Dr. Pierson.
I refer to Dr. jur. Daniel Paul Schreber, formerly Senatspräsident in Dresden, whose book, Denkwürdigkeiten eines Nervenkranken [Memoirs of a Nervous Patient], was published in 1903, and, if I am rightly informed, aroused considerable interest among psychiatrists. It is possible that Dr. Schreber may still be living to-day and that he may have dissociated himself so far from the delusional system which he put forward in 1903 as to be pitied by these notes upon his book. In so far, however, as he still retains his identity with his former personality, I can rely upon the arguments with which he himself—as a man of superior mental gifts and endowed with an unusual keenness alike of intellect and of observation—countered the efforts that were made to restrain him from publishing his memoirs: ‘I have been at no pains’, he writes, ‘to close my eyes to the difficulties that would appear to lie in the path of publication, and in particular to the problem of paying due regard to the susceptibilities of certain persons still living. On the other hand, I am of opinion that it might well be to the advantage both of Science and of the recognition of religious truths if, during my lifetime, qualified authorities were enabled to undertake some examination of my body and to hold some enquiry into my personal experiences. To this consideration all feelings of a personal character must yield.’ He declares in another passage that he has decided to keep to his intention of publishing the book, even if the consequence were to be that his physician, Geheimrat Dr. Flechsig of Leipzig, brought an action against him. He urges upon Dr. Flechsig, however, the same considerations that I am now urging upon him himself. ‘I trust’, he says, ‘that even in the case of Geheimrat Prof. Dr. Flechsig any personal susceptibilities that he may feel will be outweighed by a scientific interest in the subject-matter of my memoirs.’

1 [A Senatspräsident in an Oberlandesgericht is the Judge presiding over a Division of an Appeal Court.]
2 [Schreber in fact died on April 14, 1911, a few months after Freud wrote this case history (see p. 3).]
3 [This piece of self-portraiture, which is certainly not unjustified, will be found on page 35 of his book.]
4 [Preface, iii. [Cf. end of footnote, p. 32.]
5 [Paul Emil Flechsig (1847–1929), Professor of Psychiatry at Leipzig from 1877 to 1921, was celebrated for his work in neuro-anatomy.]
6 [A note on the system of page references adopted in the translation of the present paper will be found at the end of the Editor’s Note, p. 8 above.]

Über einen autobiographisch beschriebenen Fall von Paranoia

Es ist dies der ehemalige sächsische Senatspräsident Dr. jur. Daniel Paul Schreber, dessen Denkwürdigkeiten eines Nervenkranken im Jahre 1903 als Buch erschienen sind und, wenn ich recht berichtet bin, ein ziemlich großes Interesse bei den Psychiatern erweckt haben. Es ist möglich, daß Dr. Schreber heute noch lebt und sich von seinem 1903 vertretenen Wahnsystem so weit zurückgezogen hat, daß er diese Bemerkungen über sein Buch peinlich empfindet. Soweit er aber die Identität seiner heutigen Persönlichkeit mit der damaligen noch festhält, darf ich mich auf seine eigenen Argumente berufen, die der ‚geistig hochstehende Mensch von ungewöhnlich scharfem Verstand und scharfer Beobachtungsgabe‘ den Bemühungen, ihn von der Publikation abzuhalten, entgegenzusetzen: ‚Dabei habe ich mir die Bedenken nicht verheimt, die einer Veröffentlichung entgegenzustehen scheinen: es handelt sich namentlich um die Rücksicht auf einzelne noch lebende Personen. Auf der anderen Seite bin ich der Meinung, daß es für die Wissenschaft und für die Erkenntnis religiöser Wahrheiten von Wert sein könnte, wenn noch bei meinen Lebzeiten irgendwelche Beobachtungen von berufener Seite an meinem Körper und meinen persönlichen Schicksalen zu ermöglichen wären.‘

1 [Tatsächlich starb Schreber am 14. April 1911, nur wenige Monate, nachdem Freud seine Kranke geschichte niedergeschrieben hatte (s. oben, S. 135.)]
2 [Diese gewiß nicht unberechtigte Selbstcharakteristik findet sich auf S. 35 des Schreberschen Buches.]
3 [Vorrede der Denkwürdigkeiten [Vorwort, im ersten Absatz. Vgl. den Schluß der Anm., S. 159.]]
4 [Paul Emil Flechsig (1847–1929), Professor der Psychiatrie in Leipzig von 1877 bis 1921, weitgehend bekannt durch seine neuroanatomischen Forschungen.]
5 [Über das in der vorliegenden Ausgabe dieser Arbeit verwendete System der Seitenverweise unterrichtet eine Notiz gegen Ende der ‚Editorischen Vorbemerkung‘, S. 138.]
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There are clearly special difficulties in translating the productions of schizophrenics, in which words, as Freud himself pointed out in his paper on 'The Unconscious' (Standard Ed., 14, 197 ff.), play such a dominating part. Here the translator is faced by the same problems that meet him so often in dreams, slips of the tongue and jokes. In all these cases the method adopted in the Standard Edition is the pedestrian one of giving the original German words in footnotes and endeavouring by means of explanatory comments to allow an English reader some opportunity of forming an opinion of his own on the material. At the same time, it would be misleading to disregard outward forms entirely and to present through a purely literal translation an uncouth picture of Schreber's style. One of the remarkable features of the original is the contrast it perpetually offers between the involved and elaborate sentences of official academic nineteenth-century German and the outré extravagances of the psychotic events which they describe.

Throughout this paper figures in brackets with no preceding 'p.' are page references to the original German edition of Schreber's memoirs—Denkwürdigkeiten eines Nervenkranken, Leipzig, Oswald Mutze. Figures in brackets with a preceding 'p.' are as always in the Standard Edition, references to pages in the present volume.


PSYCHO-ANALYTIC NOTES ON AN AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL ACCOUNT OF A CASE OF PARANOIA (DEMENTIA PARANOIDES)

[INTRODUCTION]

The analytic investigation of paranoia presents difficulties of a peculiar nature to physicians who, like myself, are not attached to public institutions. We cannot accept patients suffering from this complaint, or, at all events, we cannot keep them for long, since we cannot offer treatment unless there is some prospect of therapeutic success. It is only in exceptional circumstances, therefore, that I succeed in getting more than a superficial view of the structure of paranoia—when, for instance, the diagnosis (which is not always an easy matter) is uncertain enough to justify an attempt at influencing the patient, or when, in spite of an assured diagnosis, I yield to the entreaties of the patient’s relatives and undertake to treat him for a time. Apart from this, of course, I see plenty of cases of paranoia and of dementia praecox, and I learn as much about them as other psychiatrists do about their cases; but that is not enough, as a rule, to lead to any analytic conclusions.

The psycho-analytic investigation of paranoia would be altogether impossible if the patients themselves did not possess the peculiarity of betraying (in a distorted form, it is true) precisely those things which other neurotics keep hidden as a secret. Since paranoids cannot be compelled to overcome their internal resistances, and since in any case they only say what they choose to say, it follows that this is precisely a disorder in which a written report or a printed case history can take the place of personal acquaintance with the patient. For this reason I think it is legitimate to base analytic interpretations upon the case history of a patient suffering from paranoia (or, more precisely, from dementia paranoides) whom I have never seen, but who has written his own case history and brought it before the public in print.

Psychoanalytische Bemerkungen über einen autobiographisch beschriebenen Fall von Paranoia (Dementia paranoides)

[EINLEITUNG]


Die psychoanalytische Untersuchung der Paranoia wäre überhaupt unmöglich, wenn die Kranken nicht die Eigentümlichkeit besäßen, allerdings in entstellter Form, gerade das zu verraten, was die anderen Neurotiker als Geheimnis verbergen. Da die Paranoiker nicht zur Überwindung ihrer inneren Widerstände gezwungen werden können und ohnedies nur sagen, was sie sagen wollen, darf gerade bei dieser Affektion der schriftliche Bericht oder die gedruckte Krankengeschichte als Ersatz für die persönliche Bekanntschaft mit dem Kranken eintreten. Ich halte es darum nicht für unstatthaft, analytische Deutungen an die Krankengeschichte eines Paranoikers (Dementia paranoides) zu knüpfen, den ich nie gesehen habe, der aber seine Krankengeschichte selbst beschrieben und zur öffentlichen Kenntnis durch den Druck gebracht hat.
INTRODUCTION

Though all the passages from the *Denkwürdigkeiten* upon which my interpretations are based will be quoted verbatim in the following pages, I would ask my readers to make themselves acquainted with the book by reading it through at least once beforehand.
I

CASE HISTORY

'I HAVE suffered twice from nervous disorders', writes Dr. Schreber, 'and each time as a result of mental overstrain. This was due on the first occasion to my standing as a candidate for election to the Reichstag while I was Landgerichtsdirektor\(^1\) at Chemnitz, and on the second occasion to the very heavy burden of work that fell upon my shoulders when I entered on my new duties as Senatorspräsident in the Oberlandesgericht in Dresden.' (34.)

Dr. Schreber's first illness began in the autumn of 1884, and by the end of 1885 he had completely recovered. During this period he spent six months in Flechsig's clinic, and the latter, in a formal report which he drew up at a later date, described the disorder as an attack of severe hypochondria [379]. Dr. Schreber assures us that this illness ran its course 'without the occurrence of any incidents bordering upon the sphere of the supernatural'. (35.)

Neither the patient's own account, nor the reports of the physicians which are reprinted at the end of his book,\(^8\) tell us enough about his previous history or his personal circumstances. I am not even in a position to give the patient's age at the time of his illness,\(^9\) though the high judicial position which he had attained before his second illness establishes some sort of lower limit. We learn that Dr. Schreber had been married long before the time of his 'hypochondria'. 'The gratitude of my wife', he writes, 'was perhaps even more heartfelt; for she revered Professor Flechsig as the man who had restored her husband to her, and hence it was that for years she kept his portrait standing upon her writing-table.' (36.) And in the same place: 'After my recovery from my first illness I spent eight years with my wife—

1 [Judge presiding over an inferior Court.]
2 [The Appendices to Schreber's book, covering nearly 140 pages, include three medico-legal Reports by Dr. Weber (dated December, 1899, November, 1900, and April, 1902), Schreber's own Statement of his Case (July, 1901) and the Court Judgement of July, 1902.]
3 [He was, in fact, 42 at the time of his first illness (p. 7) and, as Freud himself tells us on p. 46, 51 at the time of his second.]

I

KRANKENGESCHICHTE

Dr. Schreber berichtet: »Ich bin zweimal nervenkrank gewesen, beide Male infolge von geistiger Überanstrengung; das erstemal (als Landgerichtsdirektor in Chemnitz) aus Anlaß einer Reichstagskandidatur, das zweitemal aus Anlaß der ungewöhnlichen Arbeitslast, die ich beim Antritt des mir neu übertragenen Amtes eines Senatorspräsidenten beim Oberlandesgericht Dresden vorfand.« (34.)

Die erste Erkrankung trat im Herbst 1884 hervor und war Ende 1885 vollkommen geheilt. Flechsig, auf dessen Klinik der Patient damals 6 Monate verbrachte, bezeichnete in einem später abgegebenen »Formulargutachten« den Zustand als einen Anfall schwerer Hypochondrie [379]. Dr. Schreber versichert, daß diese Krankheit ohne jede an das Gebiet des Übersinnlichen anstrebenden Zwischenfälle verlief. (35.)

Über die Vorgeschichte und die näheren Lebensumstände des Patienten geben weder seine Niederschriften noch die ihr angefügte Gutachten der Ärzte genügende Auskunft\(^1\). Ich wäre nicht einmal in der Lage, sein Alter zur Zeit der Erkrankung anzugeben\(^2\), wiewohl die vor der zweiten Erkrankung erreichte hohe Stellung im Justizdienst eine gewisse Grenze sichert. Wir erfahren, daß Dr. Schreber zur Zeit der »Hypochondrie« bereits lange verheiratet war. Er schreibt: »Fast noch inniger wurde der Dank von meiner Frau empfunden, die in Professor Flechsig geradezu denjenigen verehrte, der ihr ihren Mann wiedererkannt habe, und aus diesem Grunde sein Bildnis jahrelang auf ihrem Arbeitstische stehen hatte.« (36.) Und ebenda: »Nach der Genesung von meiner ersten Krankheit habe ich acht, im ganzen recht glückliche, auch

1 [Die fast 140 Seiten umfassenden Anlagen zu Schreibers Buch enthalten drei gerichtsärztliche Gutachten von Dr. Weber (vom Dezember 1899, November 1900 und April 1902), Schreibers eigene »Berufs begründung« (Juli 1901) und das Urteil des Oberlandesgerichts Dresden vom Juli 1902.]
2 [Er war zur Zeit seiner ersten Erkrankung 42 (s. oben, S. 137), bei der zweiten, wie Freud auf S. 171 selber mitteilt, 51 Jahre alt.]
years, upon the whole, of great happiness, rich in outward honours, and only clouded from time to time by the oft-repeated disappointment of our hope that we might be blessed with children.'

In June, 1893, he was notified of his prospective appointment as Senatspräsident, and he took up his duties on the first of October of the same year. Between these two dates he had some dreams, though it was not until later that he came to attach any importance to them. He dreamt two or three times that his old nervous disorder had come back; and this made him as miserable in the dream as the discovery that it was only a dream made him happy when he woke up. Once, in the early hours of the morning, moreover, while he was in a state between sleeping and waking, the idea occurred to him 'that after all it really must be very nice to be a woman submitting to the act of copulation'. (36.) This idea was one which he would have rejected with the greatest indignation if he had been fully conscious.

The second illness set in at the end of October 1893 with a torturing bout of sleeplessness. This forced him to return to the Flechsig clinic, where, however, his condition grew rapidly worse. The further course of the illness is described in a Report drawn up subsequently [in 1899] by the director of the Sonnenstein Asylum: 'At the commencement of his residence there he expressed more hypochondriacal ideas, complained that he had softening of the brain, that he would soon be dead, etc. But ideas of persecution were already finding their way into the clinical picture, based upon sensory illusions which, however, seemed only to appear sporadically at first; while simultaneously a high degree of hyperaesthesia was observable—great sensiveness to light and noise.——Later, the visual and auditory illusions became much more frequent, and, in conjunction with coenaesthetic disturbances, dominated the whole of his feeling and thought. He believed that he was dead and decomposing, that he was suffering from the plague; he asserted that his body was being handled in all kinds of revolting ways; and, as he himself declares to this day, he went through worse horrors than any one could have imagined, and all on behalf of a holy

1 And therefore before he could have been affected by the overwork caused by his new post, to which he attributes his illness.

2 In Professor Flechsig's clinic at Leipzig. [See Editor's Note, p. 7.]
The patient was so much pre-occupied with these pathological experiences that he was inaccessible to any other impression and would sit perfectly rigid and motionless for hours (hallucinatory stupor). On the other hand, they tortured him to such a degree that he longed for death. He made repeated attempts at drowning himself in bath, and asked to be given the “cyanide that was intended for him”. His delusional ideas gradually assumed a mystical and religious character; he was in direct communication with God, he was the plaything of devils, he saw “miraculous apparitions”, he heard “holy music”, and in the end he even came to believe that he was living in another world. (380.)

It may be added that there were certain people by whom he thought he was being persecuted and injured, and upon whom he poured abuse. The most prominent of these was his former physician, Flechsig, whom he called a ‘soul-murderer’; and he used to call out over and over again: “Little Flechsig!” putting a sharp stress upon the first word (383). He was moved from Leipzig, and, after a short interval spent in another institution, 1 was brought in June 1894 to the Sonnenstein Asylum, near Pirna, where he remained until his disorder assumed its final shape. In the course of the next few years the clinical picture altered in a manner which can best be described in the words of Dr. Weber, the director of the asylum. 2

‘I need not enter any further into the details of the course of the disease. I must, however, draw attention to the manner in which, as time went on, the initial comparatively acute psychosis, which had directly involved the patient’s entire mental life and deserved the name of “hallucinatory insanity”, developed more and more clearly (one might almost say crystalized out) into the paranoic clinical picture that we have before us-to-day.’ (385.) The fact was that, on the one hand, he had developed an ingenious delusional structure, in which we have every reason to be interested, while, on the other hand, they tortured him to such a degree that he longed for death. He made his delusional ideas gradually assumed a mystical and religious character; he was in direct communication with God, he was the plaything of devils, he saw “miraculous apparitions”, he heard “holy music”, and in the end he even came to believe that he was living in another world. (380.)

Dr. Weber, in his Report of 1899, makes the following remarks: ‘It thus appears that at the present time, apart from the demands of everyday life. 3

Fügen wir hinzu, daß er verschiedene Personen, von denen er sich verfolgt und beeinträchtigt glaubte, vor allem seinen früheren Arzt Flechsig, beschimpfte, ihn «Seelenmörder» nannte und ungezählte Male «kleiner Flechsig», das erste Wort scharf betonend, ausrief (383). In die Anstalt Sonnenstein bei Pirna war er aus Leipzig nach kurzem Zwischenaufenthalt 4 im Juni 1894 gekommen und verblieb dort bis zur endgültigen Gestaltung seines Zustandes. Im Laufe der nächsten Jahre veränderte sich das Krankheitsbild in einer Weise, die wir am besten mit den Worten des Anstaltsdirektors Dr. Weber beschreiben werden: 5

>Ohne noch weiter auf alle Einzelheiten des Krankheitsverlaufes einzugehen, sei nur darauf hingewiesen, wie in der Folge aus der anfänglichen akuten, die gesamte psychische Geschehen unmittelbar in Mitleidschaft ziehende Psychose, die als hallucinatorischer Wahnsinn zu bezeichnen war, immer entschiedener das paranormale Krankheitsbild sich hervorob, sozusagen heraustag über die Grenze der Wahnsinnszustände verlieh. (385.) Er hatte nämlich einerseits ein kunstvolles Wahngebäude entwickelt, welches dem größten Anspruch auf unser Interesse hat, andererseits hatte sich seine Persönlichkeit rekonstruiert und sich den Aufgaben des Lebens bis auf einzelne Störungen gewachsen gezeigt.

Dr. Weber berichtet über ihn im Gutachten von 1899:

1. [Dr. Pierson's private asylum at Lindenhoft.] 2. [In his Report of July, 1899.] 3. [In Dr. Pierson's private asylum at Lindenhoft.] 4. [In seinen Gutachten vom Dezember 1899.]
certain obvious psychomotor symptoms which cannot fail to strike even the superficial observer as being pathological, Herr Senatspräsident Dr. Schreber shows no signs of confusion or of psychical inhibition, nor is his intelligence noticeably impaired. His mind is collected, his memory is excellent, he has at his disposal a very considerable store of knowledge (not merely upon legal questions, but in many other fields), and he is able to reproduce it in a connected train of thought. He takes an interest in following events in the world of politics, science and art, etc., and is constantly occupied with such matters... and an observer who was uninstructed upon his general condition would scarcely notice anything peculiar in these directions. In spite of all this, however, the patient is full of ideas of pathological origin, which have formed themselves into a complete system; they are more or less fixed, and seem to be inaccessible to correction by means of any objective appreciation and judgement of the external facts." (385–6.)

Thus the patient's condition had undergone a great change, and he now considered himself capable of carrying on an independent existence. He accordingly took appropriate steps with a view to regaining control over his own affairs and to securing his discharge from the asylum. Dr. Weber set himself to prevent the fulfilment of these intentions and drew up reports in opposition to them. Nevertheless, in his Report dated 1900, he felt obliged to give this appreciative account of the patient's character and conduct: 'Since for the last nine months Herr Präsident Schreber has taken his meals daily at my family board, I have had the most ample opportunities of conversing with him upon every imaginable topic. Whatever the subject was that came up for discussion (apart, of course, from his delusional ideas), whether it concerned events in the field of administration and law, of politics, art, literature or social life—in short, whatever the topic, Dr. Schreber gave evidence of a lively interest, a well-informed mind, a good memory, and a sound judgement; his ethical outlook, moreover, was one which it was impossible not to endorse. So, too, in his lighter talk with the ladies of the party, he was both courteous and affable, and when he touched upon matters in a more humorous vein he invariably displayed tact and decorum. Never once, during these innocent talks round the dining-table, did he introduce subjects which should more properly have been raised at a
den selbst für den flüchtigen Beobachter unmittelbar als krankhaft sich aufdrängenden psychomotorischen Symptomen, weder verwirrt noch psychisch gehemmt, noch in seiner Intelligenz merklich beeinträchtigt — er ist begabt, sein Gedächtnis vorzüglich, er verfügt über ein erhebliches Maß von Wissen, nicht nur in juristischen Dingen, sondern auch auf vielen anderen Gebieten, und vermag es in geordnetem Gedankengange wiederzugeben, er hat Interesse für die Vorgänge in Politik, Wissenschaft und Kunst usw. und beschäftigt sich fortgesetzt mit ihnen... und wird in den angedeuteten Richtungen den von seinem Gesamtzustande nicht näher unterrichteten Beobachter kaum viel Auffälliges wahrnehmen lassen. Bei alledem ist der Patient von krankhaft bedingten Vorstellungen erfüllt, die sich zu einem vollständigen System geschlossen haben, mehr oder weniger fixiert sind und einer Korrektur durch objektive Auffassung und Beurteilung der tatsächlichen Verhältnisse nicht zugänglich erscheinen." (385–6.)

Der so weit veränderte Kranke hielt sich selbst für existenzfähig und unternahm zweckmäßige Schritte, um die Aufhebung seiner Kuratel und die Entlassung aus der Anstalt durchzusetzen. Dr. Weber widersprach diesen Wünschen und gab Gutachten im entgegengesetzten Sinne ab; doch kann er nicht umhin, das Wesen und Benehmen des Patienten im Gutachten von 1900 in folgender anerkennender Weise zu schildern: »Der Unterzeichnete hat seit 1/4 Jahren bei Einnahme der täglichen Mahlzeiten am Familientisch ausgiebigste Gelegenheit gehabt, mit Herrn Präsidenten Schreber über alle möglichen Gegenstände sich zu unterhalten. Welche Dinge nun auch — von seinen Wahnideen natürlich abgesehen — zur Sprache gekommen sind, mochten sie Vorgänge im Bereiche der Staatsverwaltung und Justiz, der Politik, der Kunst und Literatur, des gesellschaftlichen Lebens oder was sonst berühren, überall bekundete Doktor Schreber reges Interesse, eingehende Kenntnisse, gutes Gedächtnis und zutreffendes Urteil und auch in ethischer Beziehung eine Auffassung, der nur beigetreten werden konnte. Ebenso zeigte er sich in leichter Plauderei mit den anwesenden Damen nett und liebenswürdig und bei humoristischer Behandlung mancher Dinge immer taktvoll und dezent, niemals hat er in die harmlose Tischunterhaltung die Erörterung von Angelegenheiten hineingezogen, die nicht dort, sondern bei der
medical consultation.’ (397–8.) Indeed, on one occasion during this period when a business question arose which involved the interests of his whole family, he entered into it in a manner which showed both his technical knowledge and his common sense (401 and 510).

In the numerous applications to the courts, by which Dr. Schreber endeavoured to regain his liberty, he did not in the least disavow his delusions or make any secret of his intention of publishing the Denkwürdigkeiten. On the contrary, he dwelt upon the importance of his ideas to religious thought, and upon their invulnerability to the attacks of modern science; but at the same time he laid stress upon the ‘absolute harmlessness’ (430) of all the actions which, as he was aware, his delusions obliged him to perform. Such, indeed, were his acumen and the cogency of his logic that finally, and in spite of his being an acknowledged paranoic, his efforts were crowned with success. In July, 1902, Dr. Schreber’s civil rights were restored, and in the following year his Denkwürdigkeiten eines Nervenkranken appeared, though in a censored form and with many valuable portions omitted.

The Court Judgement that gave Dr. Schreber back his liberty summarizes the content of his delusional system in a few sentences: ‘He believed that he had a mission to redeem the world and to restore it to its lost state of bliss.’ (475.) This, however, he could only bring about if he were first transformed from a man into a woman.’ (475.)

For a more detailed account of his delusions as they appeared in their final shape we may turn to Dr. Weber’s Report of 1899: ‘The culminating point of the patient’s delusional system is his belief that he has a mission to redeem the world, and to restore mankind to their lost state of bliss. He was called to this task, so he asserts, by direct inspiration from God, just as we are taught that the Prophets were; for nerves in a condition of great excitement, as his were for a long time, have precisely the property of exerting an attraction upon God—though this is touching on matters which human speech is scarcely, if at all, capable of expressing, since they lie entirely outside the scope of human experience and, indeed, have been revealed to him alone. The most essential part of his mission of redemption is if 

[See footnote 3, p. 23.]
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ärztlichen Visite zu erledigen gewesen wären.« (397–8.) Selbst in eine geschäftliche, die Interessen der ganzen Familie berührende Angelegenheit hatte er damals in fachgemäßer und zweckentsprechender Weise eingegriffen. (401 und 510.)

In den wiederholten Eingaben an das Gericht, mittels deren Dr. Schreber um seine Befreiung kämpfte, verleugnete er durchaus nicht seinen Wahn und machte kein Hehl aus seiner Absicht, die Denkwürdigkeiten der Öffentlichkeit zu übergeben. Er betonte vielmehr den Wert seiner Gedankengänge für das religiöse Leben und deren Unzersetzzbarkeit durch die heutige Wissenschaft; gleichzeitig berief er sich aber auch auf die absolute Harmlosigkeit (430) all jener Handlungen, zu denen er sich durch den Inhalt des Wahnes genötigt wußte. Der Scharfsinn und die logische Treffsicherheit des als Paranoiker Erkannten führten denn auch zum Triumph. Im Juli 1902 wurde die über Dr. Schreber verhängte Entmündigung aufgehoben; im nächsten Jahr erschienen die Denkwürdigkeiten eines Nervenkranken als Buch, allerdings zensuriert und um manches wertvolle Stück ihres Inhaltes geschmälert.

In der Entscheidung, welche Dr. Schreber die Freiheit wiedergab, ist der Inhalt seines Wahnsystems in wenigen Sätzen zusammengefaßt: »Er halte sich für berufen, die Welt zu erlösen und ihr die verlorenengegangene Seligkeit wiederzubringen. Das könne er aber nur, wenn er sich zuvor aus einem Manne zu einem Weibe verwandelt habe.« (475.)

Eine ausführliche Darstellung des Wahnes in seiner endgültigen Gestaltung können wir dem 1899 vom Anstaltsarzte Dr. Weber erstatteten Gutachten entnehmen: »Das Wahnsystem des Patienten gipfelt darin, daß er berufen sei, die Welt zu erlösen und der Menschheit die verlorenengegangene Seligkeit wiederzubringen. Er sei, so behauptet er, zu dieser Aufgabe gekommen durch unmittelbar göttliche Eingebungen, ähnlich wie dies von den Propheten gelehrt wird; gerade aufgeregter Nerven, wie es die einigen so lange Zeit hindurch gewesen seien, hätten nämlich die Eigenschaft, anziehend auf Gott zu wirken; es handle sich dabei aber um Dinge, die sich entweder gar nicht oder doch nur sehr schwer in menschlicher Sprache ausdrücken lassen, weil sie außerhalb aller menschlichen Erfahrung lägen und eben nur ihm offenbart seien. Das wesentlichste bei seiner erlösenden Mission sei, 1 (S. Anm. 1, S. 151.)
that it must be preceded by his transformation into a woman. It is not to be supposed that he wishes to be transformed into a woman; it is rather a question of a "must" based upon the Order of Things, which there is no possibility of his evading. He himself, of this he is convinced, is the only object upon which divine miracles are worked, and he is thus the most remarkable human being who has ever lived upon earth. Every hour and every minute for years he has experienced these miracles in his body, and he has had them confirmed by the voices that have conversed with him. During the first years of his illness certain phenomena have ceased long ago, but divine miracles are worked, and he is thus the most remarkable human being who has ever lived upon earth. Every hour and every minute for years he has experienced these miracles in his body, and he has had them confirmed by the voices that have conversed with him. During the first years of his illness certain of his bodily organs suffered such destructive injuries as would inevitably have led to the death of any other man; he lived for a long time without a stomach, without intestines, almost without lungs, with a torn oesophagus, without a bladder, and with shattered ribs, he used sometimes to swallow part of his own larynx with his food, etc. But divine miracles ("rays") always restored what had been destroyed, and therefore, as long as he remains a man, he is altogether immortal. These alarming phenomena have ceased long ago, and his "femaleness" has become prominent instead. This is a matter of a process of development which will probably require decades, if not centuries, for its completion, and it is unlikely that anyone now living will survive to see the end of it. He has a feeling that enormous numbers of "female nerves" have already passed over into his body, and out of them a new race of men will proceed, through a process of direct impregnation by God. Not until then, it seems, will he be able to die a natural death, and, along with the rest of mankind, will he regain a state of bliss. In the meantime not only the sun, but trees and birds, which are in the nature of "bemiracled residues of former human souls", speak to him in human accents, and miraculous things happen everywhere around him." (386–8.)

The interest felt by the practical psychiatrist in such delusional formations as these is, as a rule, exhausted when once he has ascertained the character of the products of the delusion and has formed an estimate of their influence on the patient's life beyond except by his bodily organs suffered such destructive injuries as would happen everywhere around him.' (386–8.)

Das Interesse des praktischen Psychiaters an solchen Wahnbildungen ist in der Regel erschöpft, wenn er die Leistung des Wahnes festgestellt und seinen Einfluß auf die Lebensführung des Kranken beurteilt hat;
general behaviour: in his case marvelling is not the beginning of understanding. The psycho-analyst, in the light of his knowledge of the psychoneuroses, approaches the subject with a suspicion that even thought-structures so extraordinary as these and so remote from our common modes of thinking are nevertheless derived from the most general and comprehensible impulses of the human mind; and he would be glad to discover the motives of such a transformation as well as the manner in which it has been accomplished. With this aim in view, he will wish to go more deeply into the details of the delusion and into the history of its development.

(a) The medical officer lays stress upon two points as being of chief importance: the patient's assumption of the role of Redeemer, and his transformation into a woman. The Redeemer delusion is a phantasy that is familiar to us through the frequency with which it forms the nucleus of religious paranoia. The additional factor, which makes the redemption dependent upon the man being previously transformed into a woman, is unusual and in itself bewildering, since it shows such a wide divergence from the historical myth which the patient's phantasy is setting out to reproduce. It is natural to follow the medical report in assuming that the motive force of this delusional complex was the patient's ambition to play the part of Redeemer, and that his emasculation was only entitled to be regarded as a means for achieving that end. Even though this may appear to be true of his delusion in its final form, a study of the Denkwürdigkeiten compels us to take a very different view of the matter. For we learn that the idea of being transformed into a woman (that is, of being emasculated) was the primary delusion, that he began by regarding that act as constituting a serious injury and persecution, and that it only became related to his playing the part of Redeemer in a secondary way. There can be no doubt, moreover, that originally he believed that the transformation was to be effected for the purpose of sexual abuse and not so as to serve higher designs. The position may be formulated by saying that a sexual delusion of persecution was later on converted in the patient's mind into a religious delusion of grandeur. The part of persecutor was at first assigned to Professor Flechsig, the physician in whose charge he was; later, his place was taken by God Himself.
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seine Verwunderung ist nicht der Anfang seines Verständnisses. Der Psychoanalytiker bringt von seiner Kenntnis der Psychoneurosen her die Vermutung mit, daß auch so absonderliche, so weit von dem gewohnten Denken der Menschen abweichende Gedankenbildungen aus den allgemeinsten und begreiflichsten Regungen des Seelenlebens hervorgegangen sind, und möchte die Motive wie die Wege dieser Umbildung kennenlernen. In dieser Absicht wird er sich gerne in die Entwicklungsgeschichte wie in die Einzelheiten des Wahnes vertieft.

a) Als die beiden Hauptpunkte werden vom ärztlichen Begutachter die Erlöserrolle und die Verwandlung zum Weibe hervorgehoben. Der Erlöserwahn ist eine uns vertraute Phantasie, er bildet so häufig den Kern der religiösen Paranoia. Der Zusatz, daß die Erlösung durch die Verwandlung des Mannes in ein Weib erfolgen müsse, ist ungewöhnlich und an sich befremdend, da er sich weit von dem historischen Mythos entfernt, den die Phantasie des Kranken reproduzieren will. Es liegt nahe, mit dem ärztlichen Gutachten anzunehmen, daß der Ehrgeiz, den Erlöser zu spielen, das Treibende dieses Wahnkomplexes sei, wobei die Entmännung nur die Bedeutung eines Mittels zu diesem Zweck in Anspruch nehmen könne. Mag sich dies auch in der endgültigen Gestaltung des Wahnes so darstellen, so wird uns doch durch das Studium der Denkwürdigkeiten eine ganz andere Auffassung aufgenötigt. Wir erfahren, daß die Verwandlung in ein Weib (Entmännung) der primäre Wahn war, daß sie zunächst als ein Akt schwerer Beeinträchtigung und Verfolgung beurteilt wurde und daß sie erst sekundär in Beziehung zur Erlöserrolle trat. Auch wird es unzweifelhaft, daß sie zuerst zum Zwecke sexuellen Mißbrauches und nicht im Dienste höherer Absichten erfolgen sollte. Formal ausgedrückt, ein sexueller Verfolgungswahn hat sich dem Patienten nachträglich zum religiösen Größenwahn umgebildet. Als Verfolger galt zuerst der behandelnde Arzt Prof. Flechsig, später trat Gott selbst an dessen Stelle.
I will quote the relevant passages from the Denkwürdigkeiten in full: ‘In this way a conspiracy against me was brought to a head (in about March or April, 1894). Its object was to contrive that, when once my nervous complaint had been recognized as incurable or assumed to be so, I should be handed over to a certain person in a particular manner: my soul was to be delivered up to him, but my body—owing to a misapprehension of what I have described above as the purpose underlying the Order of Things—was to be transformed into a female body, and as such surrendered to the person in question with a view to sexual abuse, and was then simply to be “left on one side”—that is to say, no doubt, given over to corruption.’ (56.)

‘It was, moreover, perfectly natural that from the human standpoint (which was the one by which at that time I was still chiefly governed) I should regard Professor Flechsig or his soul as my only true enemy—at a later date there was also the von W. soul, about which I shall have more to say presently— and that I should look upon God Almighty as my natural ally. I merely fancied that He was in great straits as regards Professor Flechsig, and consequently felt myself bound to support Him by every conceivable means, even to the length of sacrificing myself. It was not until very much later that the idea forced itself upon my mind that God Himself had played the part of accomplice, if not of instigator, in the plot whereby my soul was to be murdered and my body used like a strumpet. I may say, in fact, that this idea has in part become clearly to me only in the course of writing the present work.’ (59.)

‘Every attempt at murdering my soul, or at emasculating me for purposes contrary to the Order of Things (that is, for the gratification of the sexual appetites of a human individual), or later at destroying my understanding—every such attempt has come to nothing. From this apparently unequal struggle between one weak man and God Himself, I have emerged as the victor—though not without undergoing much bitter suffering and privation—because the Order of Things stands upon my side.’ (61.)

In a footnote attached to the words ‘contrary to the Order of Things’ in the above passage, the author foreshadows the

1 It is shown from the context in this and other passages that ‘the person in question’ who was to practise this abuse was none other than Flechsig. (See below [p. 38 ff.].)
subsequent transformation in his delusion of emasculation and in his relation to God: 'I shall show later on that emasculation for quite another purpose—a purpose in consonance with the Order of Things—is within the bounds of possibility, and, indeed, that it may quite probably afford the solution of the conflict.'

These statements are of decisive importance in determining the view we are to take of the delusion of emasculation and in thus giving us a general understanding of the case. It may be added that the 'voices' which the patient heard never treated the view we are to take of the delusion of emasculation thus giving us a general understanding of the case. It may be quite probably afford the solution of the conflict.'

Fügen wir hinzu, daß die »Stimmen«, die der Patient hörte, die Umwandlung in ein Weib nie anders denn als eine sexuelle Schmach behandelten, wegen welcher sie den Kranken hohnen durften. »Gottesstrahlen« glaubten mich nicht selten mit Rücksicht auf die angeblich bevorstehende Entmannung als »Miss Schreber« zu verhöhnen zu dürfen. (127.)—Das will ein Senatspräsident gewesen ein, der sich f... läßt—»Schämen Sie sich denn nicht vor Ihrer Frau Gemahlin?« [177.]


Der Monat November 1895 wird von Schreber selbst als die Zeit hingestellt, in welcher sich der Zusammenhang der Entmannungsphantasie mit der Erlöseridee herstellte und solcherart eine Versöhnung mit der ersteren angenähert wurde. »Nunmehr aber wurde mir unzweifelhaft bewußt, daß die Weltordnung die Entmannung, möchte sie mir persönlich zusagen oder nicht, gebieterisch verlange und daß mir daher aus Vernunftgründen gar nichts anderes übrigbleibe, als mich mit dem Gedanken der Verwandlung in ein Weib zu befrieden. Als weitere Folge der Entmannung konnte natürlich nur eine Befruchtung durch göttliche

1 Die »Gottesstrahlen« sind, wie sich ergeben wird [S. 151], identisch mit den in der »Grundsprache« redenden Stimmen.

The idea of being transformed into a woman was the salient feature and the earliest germ of his delusional system. It also proved to be the one part of it that persisted after his cure, and the one part that was able to retain a place in his behaviour in real life after he had recovered. 'The only thing which could appear unreasonable in the eyes of other people is the fact, already touched upon in the expert's report, that I am sometimes to be found standing before the mirror or elsewhere, with the upper portion of my body bared, and wearing sundry feminine adornments, such as ribbons, false necklaces, and the like. This only occurs, I may add, when I am by myself, and never, at least so far as I am able to avoid it, in the presence of other people.' (429.) The Herr Senatspräsident confesses to this frivolity at a date (July, 1901) at which he was already in a position to express very aptly the completeness of his recovery in the region of practical life: 'I have now long been aware that the persons I see about me are not "curiously improvised men" but real people, and that I must therefore behave towards them as a reasonable man is used to behave towards his fellows.' (409.) In contrast to the way in which he put his emasculation phantasy into action, the patient never took any steps towards inducing people to recognize his mission as Redeemer, beyond the publication of his Denkwürdigkeiten.

(b) The attitude of our patient towards God is so singular and so full of internal contradictions that it requires more than a little faith to persist in the belief that there is nevertheless 'method' in his 'madness'. With the help of what Dr. Schreber tells us in the Denkwürdigkeiten, we must now endeavour to arrive at a more exact view of his theologico-psychological system, and we must expound his opinions concerning nerves, the state of bliss, the divine hierarchy, and the attributes of God, in their manifest (delusional) nexus. At every point in his theory we shall be struck by the astonishing mixture of the commonplace and the clever, of what has been borrowed and what is original.

The human soul is comprised in the nerves of the body. These

1 [In his Statement of his Case (see footnote 2, p. 12).]
2 ['Seele.' When used adjectively, the term is here translated 'spiritual'. See, for instance, on p. 23, 'Seelenleib', 'spiritual parts'.]
are to be conceived of as structures of extraordinary fineness, comparable to the finest thread. Some of these nerves are suited only for the reception of sense-perceptions, while others (the nerves of understanding) carry out all the functions of the mind; and in this connection it is to be noticed that each single nerve of understanding represents a person's entire mental individuality, and that the presence of a greater or lesser number of nerves of understanding has no influence except upon the length of time during which the mind can retain its impressions.¹

Whereas men consist of bodies and nerves, God is from His very nature nothing but nerve. But the nerves of God are not, as is the case with human bodies, present in limited numbers, but are infinite or eternal. They possess all the properties of human nerves to an enormously intensified degree. In their creative capacity—that is, their power of turning themselves into every imaginable object in the created world—they are known as rays. There is an intimate relation between God and the starry heaven and the sun.²

When the work of creation was finished, God withdrew to an immense distance (10–11 and 252) and, in general, resigned the world to its own laws. He limited His activities to drawing up to Himself the souls of the dead. It was only in exceptional instances that He would enter into relations with particular, highly gifted persons,³ or would intervene by means of a miracle in the destinies of the world. God does not have any

¹ The words in which Schreber states this theory are italicized by him, and he adds a footnote, in which he insists that it can be used as an explanation of heredity: 'The male semen', he declares, 'contains a nerve belonging to the father, and it unites with a nerve taken from the mother's body to form a new entity.' (7.) Here, therefore, we find a quality properly belonging to the spermatozoon transferred on to the nerves, which makes it probable that Schreber's 'nerves' are derived from the sphere of ideas connected with sexuality. It not infrequently happens in the Denkwürdigkeiten that an incidental note upon some piece of delusional theory gives us the desired indication of the genesis of the delusion and so of its meaning. [Cf. below, p. 35 f.]
² In this connection see my discussion below on the significance of the sun [p. 53 ff.].—The comparison between (or rather the condensation of) nerves and rays may well have been based on the linear extension which they have in common.—The ray-nerves, by the way, are no less creative than the spermatozoon-nerves.
³ In the 'basic language' (see below [p. 23]) this is described as 'making a nerve-connection with them'.

Gebilde von außerordentlicher Feinheit—den feinsten Zwirnfäden vergleichbar—vorzustellen sind. Einige dieser Nerven sind nur zur Aufnahme sinnlicher Wahrnehmungen geeignet, andere (die Verstandesnerven) leisten alles Psychische, wobei das Verhältnis stattfindet, daß jeder einzelne Verstandesnerv die gesamte geistige Individualität des Menschen repräsentiert und die größere oder geringere Zahl der vorhandenen Verstandesnerven nur von Einfluß ist auf die Zeitdauer, während deren die Eindrücke festgehalten werden können ¹.


Nach dem Schöpfungswerk zog sich Gott in ungeheure Entfernung zurück (10–11 und 252) und überließ die Welt im allgemeinen ihren Gesetzen. Er beschränkte sich darauf, die Seelen Verstorbenen zu sich heraufzuziehen. Nur ausnahmsweise möchte er sich mit einzelnen hochbegabten Menschen in Verbindung setzen ³ oder mit einem Wunder in die Geschicke der Welt eingreifen. Ein regelmäßiger Verkehr Gottes mit

¹ In der Anmerkung zu dieser von Schreber unterstrichenen Lehre wird deren Brauchbarkeit zur Erklärung der Erblichkeit betont. »Der männliche Samen enthält einen Nerv des Vaters und vereinigt sich mit einem aus dem Leib der Mutter entnommenen Nerv zu einer neuentstehenden Einheit.« (7.) Es ist also hier ein Charakter, den wir dem Spermatozoon zuschreiben müssen, auf die Nerven übertragen worden und dadurch die Herkunft der Schreberschen »Nerven« aus dem sexuellen Vorstellungskreis wahrscheinlich gemacht. In den Denkwürdigkeiten trifft es sich nicht so selten, daß eine beißende Anmerkung zu einer wahnhaften Lehre den erwünschten Hinweis auf die Genese und somit auf die Bedeutung des Wahnes enthält. [Vgl. unten, S. 162–3.]
³ Das wird in der »Grundsprache« (s. unten [S. 151]) als »Nervenanhang bei ihnen nehmen« bezeichnet.
regular communication with human souls, in accordance with the Order of Things, till after death. When a man dies, his spiritual parts (that is, his nerves) undergo a process of purification before being finally reunited with God Himself as ‘fore-courts of Heaven’. Thus it comes about that everything moves in an eternal round, which lies at the basis of the Order of Things. In creating anything, God is parting with a portion of Himself, or is giving a portion of His nerves a different shape. The apparent loss which He thus sustains is made good when, after hundreds and thousands of years, the nerves of dead men, that have entered the state of bliss, once more accrue to Him as ‘fore-courts of Heaven’ (18 and 19).

Suns that have passed through the process of purification enter into the enjoyment of a state of bliss. In the meantime they have lost some of their individual consciousness, and have become fused together with other souls into higher unities. Important souls, such as those of men like Goethe, Bismarck, etc., may have to retain their sense of identity for hundreds of years to come, before they too can become resolved into higher soul-complexes, such as ‘Jehovah rays’ in the case of ancient Jewry, or ‘Zoroaster rays’ in the case of ancient Persia. In the course of their purification ‘souls learn the language which is spoken by God Himself, the so-called “basic language”, a vigorous though somewhat antiquated German, which is especially characterized by its great wealth of euphemisms.

God Himself is not a simple entity. Above the ‘fore-courts of Heaven’ hovered God Himself, who, in contradistinction to males, the word ‘Slut’ (136). [In German ‘Luder’. This term of abuse is occasionally applied to males, though much more often to females.—Freud returns to a discussion of the ‘basic language’ at the end of Lecture X in his Introductory Lectures (1916–17).]

Menschenseelen findet nach der Weltordnung erst nach dem Tode statt. Wenn ein Mensch gestorben ist, so werden seine Seelenteile (Nerven) einem Läuterungsverfahren unterworfen, um endlich als >Vorhöfe des Himmels< Gott selbst wieder angegliedert zu werden. Es entsteht so ein ewiger Kreislauf der Dinge, welcher der Weltordnung zugrunde liegt. Indem Gott etwas schafft, entäußert er sich eines Teiles seiner selbst, gibt einem Teile seiner Nerven eine veränderte Gestalt. Der scheinbar hierdurch entstehende Verlust wird wiederum ersetzt, wenn nach Jahrhunderten und Jahrtausenden die selig gewordenen Nerven verstorbener Menschen als >Vorhöfe des Himmels< ihm wieder zuwachsen. (18 und 19, Anm.)

Die durch den Läuterungsprozeß gereinigten Seelen befinden sich im Genusse der Seligkeit. Sie haben unterdessen ihr Selbstbewußtsein abgeschwächt und sind mit anderen Seelen zu höheren Einheiten zusammengeschmolzen. Bedeutsame Seelen, wie die eines Goethe, Bismarck u. a., haben ihr Identitätsbewußtsein vielleicht noch durch Jahrhunderte zu bewahren, bis sie selbst in höheren Seelenkomplexen (wie >Jehovaraylen< für das alte Judentum, >Zoroasterstrahlen< für das Perser-tum) aufgehen können. Während der Läuterung lernen die Seelen die von Gott selbst gesprochene Sprache, die sogenannte >Grundsprache<, ein etwas altertümliches, aber immerhin kraftvolles Deutsch, das sich namentlich durch einen großen Reichtum an Euphemismen auszeichnet. (15).

Gott selbst ist kein einfaches Wesen. >Über den Vorhöfen des Himmels< schwiebte Gott selbst, dem im Gegensatz zu diesen vorderen Gottes-

Welche Einwürfe gegen Gott sich hieran knüpfen, werden wir später [S. 152 ff.] erfahren.

Die besteht wesentlich in einem Wollustgefühl (s. unten [S. 156; s. a. Freuds Anm. 2, S. 157]).
to these "anterior realms of God", was also described as the "posterior realms of God". The posterior realms of God were, and still are, divided in a strange manner into two parts, so that a lower God (Ahriman) was differentiated from an upper God (Ormuzd). (19.) As regards the significance of this division Schreber can tell us no more than that the lower God was more especially attached to the peoples of a dark race (the Semites) and the upper God to those of a fair race (the Aryans); nor would it be reasonable, in such sublime matters, to expect more of human knowledge. Nevertheless, we are also told that "in spite of the fact that in certain respects God Almighty forms a unity, the lower and the upper God must be regarded as separate Beings, each of which possesses its own particular egoism and its own particular instinct of self-preservation, even in relation to the other, and each of which is therefore constantly endeavouring to thrust itself in front of the other" (140 n.). Moreover, the two divine Beings behaved in quite different ways towards the unlucky Schreber during the acute stage of his illness.1

In the days before his illness Senatspräsident Schreber had been a doubter in religious matters (29 and 64); he had never been able to persuade himself into a firm belief in the existence of a personal God. Indeed, he adduces this fact about his earlier life as an argument in favour of the complete reality of his delusions.8 But any one who reads the account which follows of the character-traits of Schreber's God will have to allow that the transformation effected by the paranoid disorder was no very fundamental one, and that in the Redeemer of to-day much remains of the doubter of yesterday.

For there is a flaw in the Order of Things, as a result of which

1 A footnote on page 20 leads us to suppose that a passage in Byron's Manfred may have determined Schreber's choice of the names of Persian divinities. We shall come later upon further evidence of the influence of this poem on him. [P. 44.]

8 That it was simply a matter of illusions seems to me to be in my case, from the very nature of things, psychologically unthinkable. For illusions of holding communication with God or with departed souls can properly only arise in the minds of persons who, before falling into their condition of pathological nervous excitement, already have a firm belief in God and in the immortality of the soul. This was not by any means so, however, in my case, as has been explained at the beginning of this chapter." (79.)
the existence of God Himself seems to be endangered. Owing to circumstances which are incapable of further explanation, the nerves of living men, especially when in a condition of intense excitement, may exercise such a powerful attraction upon the nerves of God that He cannot get free from them again, and thus His own existence may be threatened (11). This exceedingly rare occurrence took place in Schreber's case and involved him in the greatest sufferings. The instinct of self-preservation was aroused in God far removed from the perfection ascribed to him by religions. Through the whole of Schreber's book there runs the bitter complaint that God, being only accustomed to communication with the dead, does not understand living men.

'In this connection, however, a fundamental misunderstanding prevails, which has since run through my whole life like a scarlet thread. It is based precisely upon the fact that, in accordance with the Order of Things, God really knew nothing about living men and did not need to know; consonantly with the Order of Things, He needed only to have communication with corpses.' (55.)—"This state of things... I am convinced, is once more to be brought into connection with the fact that God was, if I may so express it, quite incapable of dealing with living men, and was only accustomed to communicate with corpses, or at most with men as they lay asleep (that is, in their dreams)." (141.)—'I myself feel inclined to exclaim: "Incredibile scriptum!" Yet it is all literally true, however difficult it may be for other people to grasp the idea of God's complete inability to judge living men correctly, and however long I myself took to accustom myself to this idea after my innumerable observations upon the subject.' (246.)

But as a result of God's misunderstanding of living men it was possible for Him Himself to become the instigator of the plot against Schreber, to take him for an idiot, and to subject him to these severe ordeals (264). To avoid being set down as an idiot, he submitted himself to an extremely burdensome system of 'enforced thinking'. For every time that my intellectual activities ceased, God jumped to the conclusion that my mental faculties were extinct and that the destruction of my understanding (the idiocy), for which He was hoping, had actually set in, and that a withdrawal had now become possible' (206).

The behaviour of God in the matter of the urge to evacuate S.F. XII—G

Gottes selbst gefährdet erscheint. Vermöge eines nicht näher aufzuklärenden Zusammenhangs über die Nerven lebender Menschen, namentlich im Zustand einer hochgradigen Erregung, eine derartige Anziehung auf die Gottesnerven aus, daß Gott nicht wieder von ihnen loskommen kann, also in seiner eigenen Existenz droht (11). Dieser außerordentlich seltene Fall ereignete sich nun bei Schreber und hatte die größten Leiden für ihn zur Folge. Gottes Selbsterhaltungstrieb wurde dadurch rege gemacht (30), und es ergab sich, daß Gott von der Vollkommenheit, die ihm die Religionen beilegen, weit entfernt ist. Durch das ganze Buch Schrebers zieht sich die bittere Anklage, daß Gott, nur an den Verkehr mit Verstorbenen gewöhnt, den lebenden Menschen nicht versteht.

»Dabei waltet nun aber ein fundamentales Mißverständniss ob, welches sich seitdem wie ein roter Faden durch mein ganzes Leben hindurchzieht und welches eben darauf beruht, daß Gott nach der Weltordnung den lebenden Menschen eigentlich nicht kannte und nicht zu kennen brauchte, sondern weltordnungsmäßig nur mit Leichen zu verkehren hatte.« (55.) — »Daß..., muß nach meiner Überzeugung wiederum damit in Zusammenhang gebracht werden, daß Gott mit dem lebenden Menschen sozusagen nicht umzugehen wüßte, sondern nur den Verkehr mit Leichen oder allenfalls mit dem im Schlaf dahiliegenden (träumenden) Menschen gewöhnt war.« (141.) — »Incredibile scriptum; möchte ich selbst hinzufügen, und doch ist alles tatsächlich wahr, so wenig andere Menschen den Gedanken einer so totalen Unfähigkeit Gottes, den lebenden Menschen richtig zu beurteilen, werden fassen können, und so langer Zeit es auch für mich bedürft hat, um mich an diesen Gedanken nach den unzähligen hierüber gemachten Beobachtungen zu gewöhnen.« (246.)

Allein infolge dieses Mißverständnisses Gottes für den lebenden Menschen konnte es geschehen, daß Gott selbst der Anstifter des gegen Schreber gerichteten Komplotts wurde, daß Gott ihn für blödsinnig hielt und ihm die beschwerlichsten Prüfungen auferlegte (264). Er unterwarf sich einem höchst lästigen »Denkwange«, um dieser Verurteilung zu entgehen. »Bei jeder Einstellung meiner Denktäigkeit erachtet Gott augenblicklich meine geistigen Fähigkeiten für-erloschen, die von ihm erhoffte Zerstörung des Verstandes (den Blödsinn) für eingetreten und damit die Möglichkeit eines Rückzuges für gegeben. « (206.)

Eine besonders heftige Empörung wird durch das Benehmen Gottes in
(or ‘sh—’) rouses him to a specially high pitch of indignation. The passage is so characteristic that I will quote it in full. But to make it clear I must first explain that both the miracles and the voices proceed from God, that is, from the divine rays.

Although it will necessitate my touching upon an unsavoury subject, I must devote a few more words to the question that I have just quoted ("Why don't you sh—?") on account of the typical character of the whole business. The need for evacuation, like all else that has to do with my body, is evoked by a miracle. It is brought about by my faeces being forced forwards (and sometimes backwards again) in my intestines; and if, owing to there having already been an evacuation, enough material is not present, then such small remains as there may still be of the contents of my intestines are smeared over my anal orifice. This occurrence is a miracle performed by the upper God, and it is repeated several dozens of times at the least every day. It is associated with an idea which is utterly incomprehensible to human beings and can only be accounted for by God's complete ignorance of living man as an organism. According to this idea "sh—ing" is in a certain sense the final act; that is to say, when once the urge to sh— has been miracled up, the aim of destroying the understanding is achieved and a final withdrawal of the rays becomes possible. To get to the bottom of the origin of this idea, we must suppose, as it seems to me, that there is a misapprehension in connection with the symbolic meaning of the act of evacuation, a notion, in fact, that any one who has been in such a relation as I have with my vicinity was sent (by having his nerves stimulated for that purpose) to the lavatory, in order to prevent my evacuating. This is a phenomenon which I have observed for years and upon such countless occasions—thousands of them—and with such regularity, as to exclude any possibility of its being attributable to chance. And thereupon comes the question: "Why don't you sh—?", to which the brilliant repartee is made that I am "so

1 In a footnote at this point the author endeavours to mitigate the harshness of the word 'perfidy' by a reference to one of his arguments in justification of God. These will be discussed presently [p. 28].
stupid or something". The pen well-nigh shrinks from recording so monumental a piece of absurdity as that God, blinded by His ignorance of human nature, can positively go to such lengths as to suppose that there can exist a man too stupid to do what every animal can do—too stupid to be able to sh...—. When, upon the occasion of such an urge, I actually succeed in evacuating—and as a rule, since I nearly always find the lavatory engaged, I use a pail for the purpose—the process is always accompanied by the generation of an exceedingly strong feeling of spiritual voluptuousness. For the relief from the pressure caused by the presence of the faeces in the intestines produces a sense of intense well-being in the nerves of voluptuousness; and the same is equally true of making water. For this reason, even down to the present day, while I am passing stool or making water, all the rays are always without exception united; for this very reason, whenever I address myself to these natural functions, an attempt is invariably made, though as a rule in vain, to miracle backwards the urge to pass stool and to make water.¹ (225-7.)

Furthermore, this singular God of Schreber's is incapable of learning anything by experience: 'Owing to some quality or other inherent in his nature, it seems to be impossible for God to derive any lessons for the future from the experience thus gained.' (186.) He can therefore go on repeating the same torturing ordeals and miracles and voices, without alteration, year after year, until He inevitably becomes a laughing-stock to the victim of His persecutions.

'The consequence is that, now that the miracles have to a great extent lost the power which they formerly possessed of producing terrifying effects, God strikes me above all, in almost everything that happens to me, as being ridiculous or childish. As regards my own behaviour, this often results in my being obliged in self-defence to play the part of a scoffer at God, and even, on occasion, to scoff at Him aloud.' (333.)²

¹ This confession to a pleasure in the excretory processes, which we have learnt to recognize as one of the auto-erotic components of infantile sexuality, may be compared with the remarks made by little Hans in my 'Analysis of a Phobia in a Five-year-old Boy' (1909b), Standard Ed., 10, 97.

² Even in the basic language it occasionally happened that God was not the abuser but the abused. For instance: 'Deuce take it! What a thing to have to say—that God lets himself be f—d!' (194.)
This critical and rebellious attitude towards God is, however, opposed in Schreber's mind by an energetic counter-current, which finds expression in many places: 'But here again I must most emphatically declare that this is nothing more than an episode, which will, I hope, terminate at the latest with my decease, and that the right of scoffing at God belongs in consequence to me alone and not to other men. For them He remains the almighty creator of Heaven and earth, the first cause of all things, and the salvation of their future, to whom—notwithstanding that a few of the conventional religious ideas may require revision—worship and the deepest reverence are due.' (333-4.)

Repeated attempts are therefore made to find a justification for God's behaviour to the patient. In these attempts, which display as much ingenuity as every other theodicy, the explanation is based now upon the general nature of souls, and now upon the necessity for self-preservation under which God lay, and upon the misleading influence of the Flechsig soul (60-1 and 160). In general, however, the illness is looked upon as a struggle between Schreber the man and God, in which victory lies with the man, weak though he is, because the Order of Things is on his side (61).

The medica report might easily lead us to suppose that Schreber exhibited the everyday form of Redeemer phantasy, in which the patient believes he is the son of God, destined to save the world from its misery or from the destruction that is threatening it, and so on. It is for this reason that I have been careful to present in detail the peculiarities of Schreber's relation to God. The significance of this relation for the rest of mankind is only rarely alluded to in the Denkwürdigkeiten and not until the last phase of his delusional formation. It consists essentially in the fact that no one who dies can enter the state of bliss so long as the greater part of the rays of God are absorbed in his (Schreber's) person, owing to his powers of attraction (32). It is only at a very late stage, too, that his identification with Jesus Christ makes an undisguised appearance (338 and 431).

No attempt at explaining Schreber's case will have any chance of being correct which does not take into account these

1 [The word in brackets was added in 1924.]


Es wird darum zu wiederholten Male eine Rechtfertigung Gottes wegen seines Benehmens gegen den Patienten versucht, die, ebenso spitzfindig wie alle Theodizeen, bald in der allgemeinen Natur der Seele, bald in der Nötiigung Gottes, sich selbst zu erhalten, und in dem irreführenden Einflusse der Flechsig'schen Seele die Erklärung findet (60-1 und 160). Im ganzen aber wird die Krankheit als ein Kampf des Menschen Schreber gegen Gott aufgefaßt, in welchem der schwache Mensch Sieger bleibt, weil er die Weltordnung auf seiner Seite hat (61).


Es wird kein Erklärungsversuch des Falles Schreber Aussicht auf Richtigkeit haben, der nicht diesen Besonderheiten seiner Gottesvorstellung,
peculiarities in his conception of God, this mixture of reverence and rebelliousness in his attitude towards Him.

I will now turn to another subject, which is closely related to God, namely, the *state of bliss*.¹ This is also spoken of by Schreber as 'the life beyond' to which the human soul is raised after death by the process of purification. He describes it as a state of uninterrupted enjoyment, bound up with the contemplation of God. This is not very original, but on the other hand it is surprising to learn that Schreber makes a distinction between a male and a female state of bliss.² 'The male state of bliss was superior to the female, which seems to have consisted chiefly in an uninterrupted feeling of voluptuousness.' (18.) In other passages this coincidence between the state of bliss and voluptuousness is expressed in plainer language and without reference to sex-distinction; and moreover that element of the state of bliss which consists in the contemplation of God is not further discussed. Thus, for instance: 'The nature of the nerves between the patient for the Appeal Court in July, 1901, he emphasizes as

1 Es liegt doch ganz im Sinne der Wunscherfüllung vom Leben im Jenseits, daß man dort endlich des Geschlechtsunterschiedes ledig wird.

² Ich wende uns nun einem andern, in inniger Beziehung zu Gott stehenden Thema, dem der Seligkeit, zu.

Die Seligkeit ist auch bei Schreber »das jenseitige Leben«, zu dem die Menschenseele durch die Läuterung nach dem Tod erhoben wird. Er beschreibt sie als einen Zustand ununterbrochenen Genießens, verbunden mit der Anschauung Gottes. Das ist nun wenig originell, aber dafür werden wir durch die Unterscheidung überrascht, die Schreber zwischen einer männlichen und einer weiblichen Seligkeit macht. »Die männliche Seligkeit stand höher als die weibliche Seligkeit, welch letztere vorzugsweise in einem ununterbrochenen Wollustgefühle bestanden zu haben scheint.« (18.)² Andere Stellen verkünden das Zusammenfallen von Seligkeit und Wollust in deutlicher Sprache und ohne Bezug auf den Geschlechtsunterschied, so wie auch von dem Bestandteile der Seligkeit, der Anschauung Gottes ist, weiter nicht gehandelt wird. So z. B.: »... mit der Natur der Gottesnerven, vermöge deren die Seligkeit ..., wenn auch nicht ausschließlich, so doch mindestens zugleich eine hochgesteigerte Wollustempfindung ist.« (51.) Und: »Die Wollust darf als ein Stück Seligkeit aufgefaßt werden, das dem Menschen und anderen lebenden Geschöpfen gewissermaßen im voraus verliehen ist« (281), so daß die himmlische Seligkeit wesentlich als Steigerung und Fortsetzung der irdischen Sinneslust zu verstehen wäre!

Diese Auffassung der Seligkeit ist keineswegs ein aus den ersten Stadien der Krankheit stammendes, später als unverträglich eliminiertes Stück des Schreberschen Wahns. Noch in der »Berufungsbegründung« (Juli 1901) hebt der Kranke als eine seiner großen Einsichten hervor,
one of his greatest discoveries the fact 'that voluptuousness stands in a close relationship (not hitherto perceptible to the rest of mankind) to the state of bliss enjoyed by departed spirits' [442].

We shall find, indeed, that this 'close relationship' is the rock upon which the patient builds his hopes of an eventual reconciliation with God and of his sufferings being brought to an end. The rays of God abandon their hostility as soon as they are certain that in becoming absorbed into his body they will experience spiritual voluptuousness (133); God Himself demands that He shall be able to find voluptuousness in him (283), and threatens him with the withdrawal of His rays if he neglects to cultivate voluptuousness and cannot offer God what He demands (320).

This surprising sexualization of the state of heavenly bliss suggests the possibility that Schreber's concept of the state of bliss is derived from a condensation of the two principal meanings of the German word 'selig'—namely, 'dead' and 'sensually happy'. But this instance of sexualization will also give us occasion to examine the patient's general attitude to the erotic side of life and to questions of sexual indulgence. For we psychoanalysts have hitherto supported the view that the roots of every nervous and mental disorder are chiefly to be found in the patient's sexual life—some of us merely upon empirical grounds, others influenced in addition by theoretical considerations.

The samples of Schreber's delusions that have already been given enable us without more ado to dismiss the suspicion that it might be precisely this paranoid disorder which would turn

1 The possibility of this discovery of Schreber's having a deeper meaning is discussed below. [The reference is perhaps to p. 47 ff.]
2 [See footnote 3, p. 23 above.] Extreme instances of the two uses of the word are to be found in the phrase 'mein seliger Vater' ['my late father'] and in these lines from [the German text of 'Là ci darem'] the duet in Don Giovanni:

Ja, dein zu sein auf ewig,
wie selig werd' ich sein.
[Ah, to be thine for ever—
How blissful I should be!]

But the fact that the same word should be used in our language in two such different situations cannot be without significance.

Über einen autobiographisch beschriebenen Fall von Paranoia

> daß die Wollust nun einmal in einer— für andere Menschen bisher nicht erkennbar gewordenen — nahe Beziehung zu der Seligkeit der abgeschiedenen Geister steht. [442.]

Ja, wir werden hören, daß diese nahe Beziehung der Fels ist, auf welchem der Kranke die Hoffnung einer endlichen Versöhnung mit Gott und eines Aufhörens seiner Leiden gebaut hat. Die Strahlen Gottes verlieren ihre feindselige Gesinnung, sobald sie versichert sind, mit Seelenwollust in seinem Körper aufzugehen (133); Gott selbst verlangt dann, die Wollust bei ihm zu finden (283), und droht mit dem Rückzuge seiner Strahlen, wenn er in der Pflege der Wollust nachläßt und Gott das Verlangte nicht bieten kann (320).

Diese überraschende Sexualisierung der himmlischen Seligkeit macht uns den Eindruck, als ob Schrebers Seligkeitsbegriff durch die Verdichtung der zwei Hauptbedeutungen des deutschen Wortes: verstorben und sinnlich glücklich entstanden wäre. Wir werden in ihr ab aber auch den Anlaß finden, das Verhältnis unseres Patienten zur Erotik überhaupt, zu den Fragen des sexuellen Genießens, der Prüfung zu unterziehen, denn wir Psychoanalytiker huldigen bis jetzt der Meinung, daß die Wirzeln jeder nervösen und psychischen Erkrankung vorzugsweise im Sexualleben zu finden seien, und zwar die einen von uns nur aus Gründen der Erfahrung, die anderen überdies noch infolge theoretischer Erwägungen.

Nadi den bisher gegebenen Proben des Schreberschen Wahnse ist die Befürchtung, gerade diese paranoide Erkrankung könnte sich als der so

1 Über den möglichen Tiefsinn dieses Schreberschen Fundes vgl. unten. [Der Hinweis bezieht sich wohl auf S. 172 ff.]
2 *Mein seliger Vater* und der Text der Arie aus dem Don Juan [vielmehr des Duett's *Là ci darem*]:

Ja, dein zu sein auf ewig,
wie selig werd' ich sein

als extreme Vertreter der beiden Bedeutungen. Es kann aber auch nicht ohne Sinn sein, daß unsere Sprache dasselbe Wort für so verschiedene Situationen verwendet.
out to be the 'negative case' which has so long been sought for—a case in which sexuality plays only a very minor part. Schreber himself speaks again and again as though he shared our prejudice. He is constantly talking in the same breath of 'nervous disorder' and erotic lapses, as though the two things were inseparable.1

Before his illness Senatspräsident Schreber had been a man of strict morals: 'Few people', he declares, and I see no reason to doubt his assertion, 'can have been brought up upon such strict moral principles as I was, and few people, all through their lives, can have exercised (especially in sexual matters) a self-restraint conforming so closely to those principles as I may say of myself that I have done.' (281.) After the severe spiritual struggle, of which the phenomena of his illness were the outward signs, his attitude towards the erotic side of life was altered. He had come to see that the cultivation of voluptuousness was incumbent upon him as a duty, and that it was only by discharging this duty that he could end the grave conflict which had broken out within him—or, as he thought, about him. Voluptuousness, so the voices assured him, had become 'God-fearing' and he could only regret that he was not able to devote himself to its cultivation the whole day long.2 (285.)

Such then, was the result of the changes produced in Schreber

1 'When moral corruption ("voluptuous excesses") or perhaps nervous disorder had taken a strong enough hold upon the whole population of any terrestrial body', then, thinks Schreber, bearing in mind the Biblical stories of Sodom and Gomorrah, the Deluge, etc., the world in question might come to a catastrophic end (52).—'[A rumour] sowed fear and terror among men, wrecked the foundations of religion, and spread abroad general nervous disorders and immorality, so that devastating pestilences have descended upon mankind.' (91.)—'Thus it seems probable that by a "Prince of Hell" the souls meant the uncanny Power that was able to develop in a sense hostile to God as a result of moral depravity among men or of a general state of excessive nervous excitement following upon over-civilization.' (163.)

2 In connection with his delusions he writes: 'This attraction [i.e. the attraction exercised by Schreber upon the nerves of God (see p. 25)], however, lost its terrors for the nerves in question, if, and in so far as, upon entering my body, they encountered a feeling of spiritual voluptuousness in which they themselves shared. For, if this happened, they found an equivalent or approximately equivalent substitute in my body for the state of heavenly bliss which they had lost, and which itself consisted in a kind of voluptuous enjoyment.' (179–80.)

This attraction and erotic excesses, as Schreber himself speaks of them, were inseparable. The latter sounds for Schreber a loving and soothing word, and the former a terror which, however, did not work upon him as a terror. For Schreber himself it was merely an 'unseparable' part of the psychic experience of the divine presence, of the heavenly bliss which he had lost, and which itself consisted in a kind of voluptuous enjoyment. (163.)

Das also war das Fazit der Krankheitsveränderung bei Schreber nach
by his illness, as we find them expressed in the two main features of his delusional system. Before it he had been inclined to sexual asceticism and had been a doubter in regard to God; while after it he was a believer in God and a devotee of voluptuousness. But just as his re-conquered belief in God was of a peculiar kind, so too the sexual enjoyment which he had won for himself was of a most unusual character. It was not the sexual liberty of a man, but the sexual feelings of a woman. He took up a feminine attitude towards God; he felt that he was God's wife.¹

No other part of his delusions is treated by the patient so exhaustively, one might almost say so insistently, as his alleged transformation into a woman. The nerves absorbed by him have, so he says, assumed in his body the character of female nerves of voluptuousness, and have given to his body a more or less female stamp, and more particularly to his skin a softness peculiar to the female sex (87). If he presses lightly with his fingers upon any part of his body, he can feel these nerves, under the surface of the skin, as a tissue of a thread-like or stringy texture; they are especially present in the region of the chest, where, in a woman, her breasts would be. 'By applying pressure to this tissue, I am able to evoke a sensation of voluptuousness such as women experience, and especially if I think of something feminine at the same time.' (277.) He knows with certainty that this tissue was originally nothing else than nerves of God, which could hardly have lost the character of nerves merely through having passed over into his body (279). By means of what he calls 'drawing' (that is, by calling up visual images) he is able to give both himself and the rays an impression that his body is fitted out with female breasts and genitals: 'It has become so much a habit with me to draw female

¹ 'Something occurred in my own body similar to the conception of Jesus Christ in an immaculate virgin, that is, in a woman who had never had intercourse with a man. On two separate occasions (and while I was still in Professor Flechsig's institution) I have possessed female genitals, though somewhat imperfectly developed ones, and have felt a stirring in my body, such as would arise from the quickening of a human embryo. Nerves of God corresponding to male semen had, by a divine miracle, been projected into my body, and impregnation had thus taken place.' (Introduction, 4.) [Schreber's book includes both a preface and an introduction as well as a prefatory 'Open Letter to Professor Flechsig'. Cf. p. 10, n. 4 and p. 38, n. 1.]


feminine finery—would receive an unmistakable impression of voluptuousness. Existing only in the sexual organs and their immediate vicinity (274). The spiritual voluptuousness which has been developed owing to accumulation of nerves in his body, whereas, in the male, to the best of knowledge, nerves of voluptuousness exist only in the sexual organs and their immediate vicinity (274). The spiritual voluptuousness which has been developed owing to accumulation of nerves in his body is so intense that it only requires a slight effort of imagination (especially when he is lying in bed) to procure him a feeling of sensual well-being that affords a tolerably clear adumbration of the sexual pleasure enjoyed by a woman during copulation (269).

If we now recall the dream which the patient had during the incubation period of his illness, before he had moved to Dresden [p. 13], it will become clear beyond a doubt that his delusion of being transformed into a woman was nothing else than a realization of the content of that dream. At that time he had rebelled against the dream with masculine indignation, and in the same way he began by striving against its fulfilment in his illness and looked upon his transformation into a woman as a disgrace with which he was threatened with hostile intention. But there came a time (it was in November, 1895) when he began to reconcile himself to the transformation and bring it into harmony with the higher purposes of God: 'Since then, and with a full consciousness of what I did, I have inscribed upon my banner the cultivation of femaleness.' (177-8.)

He then arrived at the firm conviction that it was God Himself who, for His own satisfaction, was demanding feminalness from him: 'No sooner, however, am I alone with God (if I may so express it), than it becomes a necessity for me to employ every imaginable device and to summon up the whole of my mental faculties, and especially my imagination, in order to bring it about that the divine rays may have the impression as

mal y pense — ist mir so zur Gewohnheit geworden, daß ich dies beim Bukken jedesmal fast unwillkürlich tue. (233.) Er will es kühn behaupten, daß jeder, der mich mit entblößtem oberen Teile des Rumpfes vor dem Spiegel stehen sehen würde — zumal wenn die Illusion durch ein weiblichen Aufputz unterstützt wird —, den unzweifelhaften Eindruck eines weiblichen Oberkörpers empfange würde. (280.) Er fordert die ärztliche Untersuchung heraus, um feststellen zu lassen, daß sein ganzer Körper vom Scheitel bis zur Sohle mit Wollnerven durchsetzt ist, was nach seiner Meinung nur beim weiblichen Körper der Fall ist, während beim Manne, soviel ihm bekannt ist, Wollnerven nur am Geschlechtsteile und in unmittelbarer Nähe desselben befinden (274). Die Seelenwollust, die sich durch diese Anhäufung der Nerven in seinem Körper entwickelt hat, ist so stark, daß es namentlich beim Liegen im Bette nur eines geringen Aufwandes von Einbildungskraft bedarf, um sich ein sinnlichen Behagen zu schaffen, das eine ziemlich deutliche Vorahnung von dem weiblichen Geschlechtscharakter beim Beischlaf gewährt (269).

Erinnern wir uns des Traumes, welcher in der Inkubationszeit der Erkrankung, noch vor der Übersiedlung nach Dresden, vorfiel [s. S. 142], so wird es über jeden Zweifel evident, daß der Wahn der Verwandlung in ein Weib nichts anderes ist als die Realisierung jenes Trauminhalts. Gegen diesen Traum hatte er sich damals mit männlicher Empörung gesträubt, und ebenso wehrte er sich anfänglich gegen dessen Erfüllung während der Krankheit, sah die Wandlung zum Weib als eine Schmach an, die in feindseliger Absicht über ihn verhängt werden sollte. Aber es kam ein Zeitpunk (November 1895), in dem er sich mit dieser Wandlung zu versöhnen begann und sie mit höheren Absichten Gottes in Verbindung brachte: 'Ich habe seitdem die Pflege der Weiblichkeit mit vollem Bewußtsein auf meine Fahne geschrieben.' (177-8.)

Er kam dann zur sicheren Überzeugung, daß Gott selbst zu seiner eigenen Befriedigung die Weiblichkeit von ihm verlangte:

'Sobald ich aber — wenn ich mich so ausdrücken darf — mit Gott allein bin, ist es eine Notwendigkeit für mich, mit allen erdenklichen Mitteln sowie mit dem vollen Aufgebote meiner Verstandskräfte, insbesondere meiner Einbildungskraft, dahin zu wirken, daß die göttlichen Strahlen
continuously as possible (or, since this is beyond mortal power, at least at certain times of day) that I am a woman luxuriating in voluptuous sensations." (281.)

"On the other hand, God demands a constant state of enjoyment, such as would be in keeping with the conditions of existence imposed upon souls by the Order of Things; and it is my duty to provide Him with this . . . in the shape of the greatest possible generation of spiritual voluptuousness. And if, in this process, a little sensual pleasure falls to my share, I feel justified in accepting it as some slight compensation for the inordinate measure of suffering and privation that has been mine for so many past years . . .." (283.)

"... I think I may even venture to advance the view based upon impressions I have received, that God would never take any steps towards effecting a withdrawal—the first result of which is invariably to alter my physical condition markedly for the worse—but would quietly and permanently yield to my powers of attraction, if it were possible for me always to be playing the part of a woman lying in my own amorous embraces, always to be casting my looks upon female forms, always to be gazing at pictures of women, and so on." (284–5.)

In Schreber's system the two principal elements of his delusions (his transformation into a woman and his favoured relation to God) are linked in his assumption of a feminine attitude towards God. It will be an unavoidable part of our task to show that there is an essential genetic relation between these two elements. Otherwise our attempts at elucidating Schreber's delusions will leave us in the absurd position described in Kant's famous simile in the Critique of Pure Reason—we shall be like a man holding a sieve under a he-goat while some one else milks it.

1 [In all previous German editions of Freud's Schreber analysis this is written incorrectly: "zu bieten." ]
II

ATTEMPTS AT INTERPRETATION

There are two angles from which we could attempt to reach an understanding of this history of a case of paranoia and to lay bare in it the familiar complexes and motive forces of mental life. We might start either from the patient's own delusional utterances or from the exciting causes of his illness.

The former method must seem enticing since the brilliant example given us by Jung [1907] in his interpretation of a case of dementia praecox which was far severer than this one and which exhibited symptoms far more remote from the normal. The high level of our present patient's intelligence, too, and his communicativeness, seem likely to facilitate the accomplishment of our task along these lines. He himself not infrequently presses the key into our hands, by adding a gloss, a quotation or an example to some delusional proposition in an apparently incidental manner, or even by expressly denying some parallel to it that has arisen in his own mind. For when this happens, we have only to follow our usual psycho-analytic technique—to strip his sentence of its negative form, to take his example as being the actual thing, or his quotation or gloss as being the original source—and we find ourselves in possession of what we are looking for, namely a translation of the paranoic mode of expression into the normal one.

It is perhaps worth giving a more detailed illustration of this procedure. Schreber complains of the nuisance created by the so-called 'miracled birds' or 'talking birds', to which he ascribes a number of very remarkable qualities (208-14). It is his belief that they are composed of former 'fore-courts of Heaven', that is, of human souls which have entered into a state of bliss, and that they have been loaded with ptomaine poison and set on to him. They have been brought to the condition of repeating 'meaningless phrases which they have learnt by heart' and which have been 'dinned into them'. Each time that they have discharged their load of ptomaine poison on to him—that is, each time that they have 'reeled off' the phrases which have

1 [German 'Leichengift', literally 'corpse poison'.]

II

DEUTUNGSVERSUCHE


Der erste Weg erschien verlockend, seitdem C. G. Jung uns das glänzende Beispiel der Deutung eines ungleich schwereren Falles von Dementia praecox, mit vom Normalen ungleich weiter abliegenden Symptomäußerungen gegeben hat¹. Auch die hohe Intelligenz und Mittel­samkeit des Kranken scheint uns die Lösung der Aufgabe auf diesem Wege zu erleichtern. Gar nicht so selten drückt er uns den Schlüssel selbst in die Hand, indem er zu einem wahnhaften Satz eine Erläuterung, ein Zitat oder Beispiel, wie beiläufig, hinzufügt oder eine ihm selbst auftauchende Ähnlichkeit ausdrücklich bestreitet. Man braucht dann nur im letzten Falle die negative Einkleidung wegzulassen, wie man es in der psychoanalytischen Technik zu tun gewohnt ist, das Beispiel für das Eigentliche, das Zitat oder die Bestätigung für die Quelle zu nehmen, und befindet sich im Besitze der gesuchten Übersetzung aus der paranoischen Ausdrucksweise ins Normale.

Ein Beleg für diese Technik verdient vielleicht eine ausführlichere Darstellung. Schreber beklagt sich über die Belästigung durch die sogenannten »gewunderten Vögel« oder »sprechenden Vögel«, denen er eine Reihe recht auffälliger Eigenschaften zuschreibt (208-14). Sie sind nach seiner Überzeugung aus Resten ehemaliger »Vorhöfe des Himmels«, also selig gewesener Menschenseelen, gebildet und mit Leichengift beladen auf ihn geheftet worden. Sie sind in den Stand versetzt, »sinnlos auswendig gelernte Redensarten« herzusagen, die ihnen »eingebleut« worden sind. Jedemal, wenn sie das ihnen aufgepackte Leichengift bei ihm abgelagert, d. h. »die ihnen gewissermaßen eingelebten Phrasen abgeleitet haben«, gehen sie mit den

¹ C. G. Jung (1907).
be the only words they are still capable of using to express a genuine feeling. They cannot understand the meaning of the words they speak, but they are by nature susceptible to similarity of sounds, though the similarity need not necessarily be a complete one. Thus it is immaterial to them whether one says:

'Santiago' or 'Karthago',
'Chinesentum' or 'Jesum Christum',
'Abendrot' or 'Atemnot',
'Ariman' or 'Ackermann' etc.¹ (210.)

As we read this description, we cannot avoid the idea that what it really refers to must be young girls. In a carping mood people often compare them to geese, ungallantly accuse them of having 'the brains of a bird' and declare that they can say nothing but phrases learnt by rote and they betray their lack of education by confusing foreign words that sound alike. The phrase 'The deuce of a fellow!', which has been dinned into them, as it were—they become to some extent absorbed into his soul, with the words 'The deuce of a fellow!' or 'Deuce take it!' which are the only words they are still capable of using to express a genuine feeling. They cannot understand the meaning of the words they speak, but they are by nature susceptible to similarity of sounds, though the similarity need not necessarily be a complete one. Thus it is immaterial to them whether one says:

¹ ['Santiago' or 'Carthage',
'Chinese-dom' or 'Jesus Christ',
'Sunset' or 'Breathlessness',
'Ahriman' or 'Farmer'.]


Ich verkenne nicht, daß es jedesmal eines guten Stückes Takt und Zurückhaltung bedarf, wenn man die typischen Fälle der Deutung in der psychoanalytischen Arbeit verläßt, und daß der Hörer oder Leser nur so weit mitgeht,
their own familiarity with analytic technique will allow them. He has every reason, therefore, to guard against the risk that an increased display of acumen on his part may be accompanied by a diminution in the certainty and trustworthiness of his results. It is thus only natural that one analyst will tend too much in the direction of caution and another too much in the direction of boldness. It will not be possible to define the proper limits of justifiable interpretation until many experiments have been made and until the subject has become more familiar. In working upon the case of Schreber I have had a policy of restraint forced on me by the circumstance that the opposition to his publishing the Denkwürdigkeiten was so far effective as to withhold a considerable portion of the material from our knowledge—the portion, too, which would in all probability have thrown the most important light upon the case. 3 Thus, for instance, the third chapter of the book opens with this promising announcement: 'I shall now proceed to describe certain events which occurred to other members of my family and which may conceivably have been connected with the soul-murder I have postulated; for there is at any rate something more or less problematical about all of them, something not easily explicable upon the lines of ordinary human experience.' (33.) But the next sentence, which is also the last of the chapter, is as follows: 'The remainder of this chapter has been withheld from print as being unsuitable for publication.' I shall therefore have to be satisfied if I can succeed in tracing back at any rate the nucleus of the delusional structure with some degree of certainty to familiar human motives.

With this object in view I shall now mention a further small

1 'When we survey the contents of this document', writes Dr. Weber in his report, 'and consider the mass of indiscretions in regard to himself and other persons which it contains, when we observe the unblushing manner in which he describes situations and events which are of the most delicate nature and indeed, in an aesthetic sense, utterly impossible, when we reflect upon his use of strong language of the most offensive kind, and so forth, we shall find it quite impossible to understand how a man, distinguished apart from this by his tact and refinement, could contemplate taking a step so compromising to himself in the public eye, unless we bear in mind the fact that . . . ' etc. etc. (402.) Surely we can hardly expect that a case history which sets out to give a picture of deranged humanity and its struggles to rehabilitate itself should exhibit 'discretion' and 'aesthetic' charm.

---

1 Gutachten des Dr. Weber: 'Überblickt man den Inhalt seiner Schrift, berücksichtigt man die Fülle der Indiskretionen, die in bezug auf ihn und andere in ihr enthalten sind, die ungenierte Ausmalung der bedenklichsten und ästhetisch geradezu unmöglichen Situationen und Vorgänge, die Verwendung der anöstigsten Kraftrausdrücke usw., so würde man es ganz unverständlich finden, daß ein Mann, der sich sonst durch Takt und Feingefühl auszeichnet hat, eine ihn vor der Öffentlichkeit so schwer kompromittierende Handlung beabsichtigen könnte, wenn eben nicht . . . usw. (402.) — Von einer Krankengeschichte, die die gestörte Menschlichkeit und deren Ringen nach Wiederherstellung schildern soll, wird man eben nicht fordern dürfen, daß sie »diskret« und »ästhetisch« ansprechend sei.
piece of the case history to which sufficient weight is not given in the reports, although the patient himself has done all he can to put it in the foreground. I refer to Schreber's relations to his first physician, Geheimrat Prof. Flechsig of Leipzig.

As we already know, Schreber's case at first took the form of delusions of persecution, and did not begin to lose it until the turning-point of his illness (the time of his 'reconciliation'). From that time onwards the persecutions became less and less intolerable, and the ignominious purpose which at first underlay his threatened emasculation began to be superseded by a purpose in consonance with the Order of Things. But the first author of all these acts of persecution was Flechsig, and he remains their instigator throughout the whole course of the illness.¹

Of the actual nature of Flechsig's enormity and its motives the patient speaks with the characteristic vagueness and obscurity which may be regarded as marks of an especially intense work of delusion-formation,² if it is legitimate to judge paranoia on the model of a far more familiar mental phenomenon—the dream. Flechsig, according to the patient, committed, or attempted to commit, 'soul-murder' upon him—an act which, he thought, was comparable with the efforts made by the devil or by demons to gain possession of a soul, and may have had its prototype in events which occurred between members of the Flechsig and Schreber families long since deceased (22 ff.). We should be glad to learn more of the meaning of this 'soul-murder', but at this point our sources remain their instigator throughout the whole course of the illness.

¹ 'Even now the voices that talk with me call out your name to me hundreds of times each day. They name you in certain constantly recurring connections, and especially as being the first author of the injuries I have suffered. And yet the personal relations which existed between us for a time have, so far as I am concerned, long since faded into the background; so that I myself could have little enough reason to be for ever recalling you to my mind, and still less for doing so with any feelings of resentment.' ('Open Letter to Professor Flechsig', viii.) [See footnote, p. 32.]
² ['Wahnbildungsarbeit'. This is parallel to 'Traumarbeit' ('dream-work'), the term used in The Interpretation of Dreams (1900a), Chapter VI.]
II. ATTEMPTS AT INTERPRETATION

 has already been indicated. There is only this, perhaps, to be added... (The passage which follows is unsuitable for publication.)

As a result of this omission we are left in the dark on the question of what is meant by 'soul-murder'. We shall refer later on [p. 44] to the only hint upon the subject which has evaded censorship.

However this may be, a further development of Schreber's delusions soon took place, which affected his relations to Flechsig. Hitherto he had regarded Flechsig (or rather his soul) as his only true enemy and had looked upon God Almighty as his ally; but now he could not avoid the thought that God Himself had played the part of accessory, if not of instigator, in the plot against him. (59.) Flechsig, however, remained the first seducer, to whose influence God had yielded (60). He had succeeded in making his way up to heaven with his whole soul or a part of it and in becoming a 'leader of rays', without dying or undergoing any preliminary purification. (56.) The Flechsig soul continued to play this role even after the patient had been moved from the Leipzig clinic to Dr. Pierson's asylum. The influence of the new environment was shown by the Flechsig soul being joined by the soul of the chief attendant, whom the patient recognized as a person who had formerly lived in the same block of flats as himself. This was represented as being the von W. soul. The Flechsig soul then introduced the system of 'soul-division', which assumed large proportions. At one time there were as

1 ['Reinigung.' In the first edition only, 'Reinigung' ('torment'), certainly a misprint.]—According to another and significant version, which, however, was soon rejected, Professor Flechsig had shot himself, either at Weissenburg in Alsace or in a police cell at Leipzig. The patient saw his funeral go past, though not in the direction that was to be expected in view of the relative positions of the University Clinic and the cemetery. On other occasions Flechsig appeared to him in the company of a policeman, or in conversation with his [Flecksig's] wife. Schreber was a witness of this conversation by the method of 'nerve-connection', in the course of it Professor Flechsig called himself 'God Flechsig' to his wife, so that she was inclined to think he had gone mad. (82.)

2 [At Lindenhof. See footnote 1, p. 14.]

The voices informed him that in the course of an official enquiry this von W. had made some untrue statements about him, either deliberately or out of carelessness, and in particular had accused him of masturbation. As a punishment for this he was now obliged to wait on the patient (108).

II. Deutungsversuche.

Angedeuteten nicht zu sagen. Hinzuzufügen wäre nur noch etwa (folgt eine Stelle, die sich zur Veröffentlichung nicht eignet). (28.) Infolge dieser Auslassung bleibt es für uns undurchsichtig, was unter dem 'Seelennord' gemeint ist. Den einzigen Hinweis, welcher der Zensor entgangen ist, werden wir an anderer Stelle [ unten, S. 170] erwähnen.


1 Nach einer anderen, bedeutungsvollen, aber bald abgewiesenen Version hatte sich Prof. Flechsig entweder zu Weissenburg im Elsaß oder im Polizeigefängnis zu Leipzig erschossen. Patient sah seinen Leidenszug, der sich aber nicht in der Richtung bewegte, die man nach der Lage der Universitätsklinik zum Friedhof erwarten sollte. Andere Male erschien ihm Flechsig in Begleitung eines Schutzmanes oder in der Unterhaltung mit seiner Frau, deren Zeuge er im Wege des Nervenanhanges wurde, und wobei sich Prof. Flechsig seiner Frau gegenüber 'Gott Flechsig' nannte, so daß diese geneigt war, ihn für verrückt zu halten. (82.)

2 Von diesem v. W. sagten ihm die Stimmen, er habe einer Enquête vorsätzlich oder fahrlässigerweise unwahre Dinge über ihn ausgesagt, namentlich ihn der Onanie beschuldigt; zur Strafe sei ihm jetzt die Bedienung des Patienten aufgelegt worden. (108.)
many as forty to sixty sub-divisions of the Flechsig soul; two of its larger divisions were known as the 'upper Flechsig' and the 'middle Flechsig'. The von W. soul (the chief attendant’s) behaved in just the same fashion (111). It was sometimes most entertaining to notice the way in which these two souls, in spite of their alliance, carried on a feud with one another, the aristocratic pride of the one pitted against the professorial vanity of the other (113). During his first weeks at Sonnenstein (to which he was finally moved in the summer of 1894) the soul of his new physician, Dr. Weber, came into play; and shortly afterwards the change-over took place in the development of his delusions which we have come to know as his 'reconciliation'.

During this later stay at Sonnenstein, when God had begun to appreciate him better, a raid was made upon the souls, which had been multiplied so much as to become a nuisance. As a result of this, the Flechsig soul survived in only one or two shapes, and the von W. soul in only a single one. The latter soon disappeared altogether. The divisions of the Flechsig soul, which slowly lost both their intelligence and their power, then came to be described as the 'posterior Flechsig' and the 'middle Flechsig'. The von W. soul (the chief attendant’s) had been multiplied so much as to become a nuisance. Instead of its larger divisions were known as the 'upper Flechsig' and the 'middle Flechsig'. The von W. soul in only a single one. The latter soon

The study of a number of cases of delusions of persecution

[1] [The Flechsig and the von W. souls.]
[2] [See footnote 1, p. 38.]
[3] 'I am accordingly obliged to admit as a possibility that everything in the first chapters of my Denkwürdigkeiten which is connected with

Über einen autobiographisch beschriebenen Fall von Paranoia

40 bis 60 solcher Abspaltungen der Flechsig'schen Seele; zwei größere Seelenteile wurden der »obere Flechsig« und der »mittlere Flechsig« genannt. Ebenso verhielt sich die v. W.sche Seele (die des Oberärzters) (111). Dabei wirkte es zuweilen sehr drollig, wie die beiden Seelen sich trotz ihrer Bundesgenossenschaft befederten, der Adelsstolz der einen und der Professordünkeln der anderen sich gegenseitig abstießen (113). In den ersten Wochen seines endgültigen Aufenthaltes auf dem Sonnenstein (Sommer 1894) trat die Seele des neuen Arztes Dr. Weber in Aktion, und bald darauf kam jener Um­schwung in der Entwicklung des Wahnes, den wir als die »Versöhnung« kennengelernt haben.

Während des späteren Aufenthaltes auf dem Sonnenstein, als Gott den Kranken besser zu würdigen begann, kam eine Razzia unter den lästigerweise vervielfältigten Seelen zustande, infolge deren die Flechsig­sche Seele nur in ein oder zwei Gestalten, die v. W.sche in einzigem Ge­stalt übrigblieb. Die letztere verschwand bald völlig; die Flechsig­schen Seelenteile, die langsam ihre Intelligenz wie ihre Macht einbüßten, wur­den dann als der »hintere Flechsig« und als die »Je-nun-Partei« be­zeichnet. Daß die Flechsig­sche Seele ihre Bedeutung bis zum Ende beibehielt, wissen wir aus der Vorrede, dem »Offenen Brief an Herrn Geh. Rath Prof. Dr. Flechsig«.


Aus dem Studien einer Reihe von Fällen des Verfolgungswahnes habe

[3] [S. Anm. 2, S. 164.]
II. DEUTNINGSVERSUCHE


Namen Flechsig in Verbindung stehen, nur auf die von dem lebenden Menschen zu unterscheidende Seele Flechsig sich bezieht, deren besondere Existenz zwar gewiß, auf natürlichem Wege aber nicht zu erklären ist.« (342–3.)

1 Vgl. K. Abraham (1908). — In dieser Arbeit räumt mir der gewissenhafte Autor einen aus unserem Briefverkehr stammenden Einfluß auf die Entwicklung seiner Ansichten ein. [Vgl. S. 192, Anm. 2.]

B. [167]
consider that his attitude had in the meantime been reversed. The passage immediately following the one that has just been quoted bears witness to the original warmth of his feelings towards the physician who had treated him so successfully: 'The gratitude of my wife was perhaps even more heartfelt; for she revered Professor Flechsig as the man who had restored her husband to her, and hence it was that for years she kept his portrait standing upon her writing-table.' (36.)

Since we cannot obtain any insight into the causes of the first illness (a knowledge of which is undoubtedly indispensable for properly elucidating the second and severer illness) we must now plunge at random into an unknown concatenation of circumstances. During the incubation period of his illness, as we are aware¹ (that is, between June 1893, when he was appointed to his new post, and the following October, when he took up his duties), he repeatedly dreamt that his old nervous disorder had returned. Once, moreover, when he was half asleep, he had a feeling that after all it must be nice to be a woman submitting to the act of copulation. The dreams and the phantasy are reported by Schreber in immediate succession; and if we also bring together their subject-matter, we shall be able to infer that, at the same time as his recollection of his illness, a recollection of his doctor was also aroused in his mind, and that the feminine attitude which he assumed in the phantasy was from the first directed towards the doctor. Or it may be that the dream of his illness having returned simply expressed some such longing as: 'I wish I could see Flechsig again!' Our ignorance of the mental content of the first illness bars our way in this direction. Perhaps that illness had left behind in him a feeling of affectionate dependence upon his doctor, which had now, for some unknown reason, become intensified to the pitch of an erotic desire. This feminine phantasy, which was still kept impersonal, was met at once by an indignant repudiation—a true 'masculine protest', to use Adler's expression, but in a sense different from his.² But in the severe psychosis which broke out soon afterwards the feminine phantasy carried everything before it; and it only requires a

¹ [See p. 13.]

² Adler (1910). According to Adler the masculine protest has a share in the production of the symptom, whereas in the present instance the patient is protesting against a symptom that is already fully fledged.

1 Adler (1910). — Nach Adler ist der männliche Protest an der Entstehung des Symptoms beteiligt, im hier besprochenen Falle protestiert die Person gegen das fertige Symptom. [Adlers Theorie wird relativ ausführlicher in Freuds späterer Arbeit »Ein Kind wird geschlagen« (1919 e), s. unten, S. 251 f., erörtert.]
it may be maintained that after all it is expressed openly in such a passage as the following: 'In this way a conspiracy against me was brought to a head (in about March or April, 1894). Its object was to contrive that, when once my nervous complaint had been recognized as incurable or assumed to be so, I should be handed over to a certain person in such a manner that my soul should be delivered up to him, but my body... should be transformed into a female body, and as such surrendered to the person in question with a view to sexual abuse...'.

(56). It is unnecessary to remark that no other individual is ever named who could be put in Flechsig's place. Towards the end of Schreber's stay in the clinic at Leipzig, a fear occurred in the person in question who was to be thrown to the attendants' for the purpose of sexual abuse (98). Any remaining doubts that we have upon the nature of the part originally attributed to the doctor are dispelled when, in the later stages of his delusion, we find Schreber outspokenly admitting his feminine attitude towards God. The other accusation against Flechsig echoes over-loudly through the book. Flechsig, he says, tried to commit soul-murder upon him. As we already know [p. 38f.], the patient was himself not clear as to the actual nature of that crime, but it was connected with matters of discretion which precluded their publication (as we see from the suppressed third chapter). From this point a single thread takes us further. Schreber illustrates the nature of soul-murder by referring to the legends embodied in Goethe's Faust, Byron's Manfred, Weber's Freischütz, etc. (22), and one of these instances is further cited in another passage. In discussing the division of God into two persons, Schreber identifies his 'lower God' and 'upper God' with Ahriman and Ormuzd respectively (19); and a little later a casual footnote occurs: 'Moreover, the name of Ahriman also appears in connection with a soul-murder in, for example, Lord Byron's Manfred.' (20). In the play which is thus referred to there is scarcely anything comparable to the bartering of Faust's soul, and I have searched it in vain for the expression 'soul-murder'. But the essence and the secret of the whole work lies in—an incestuous relation between a brother and a sister. And here our thread breaks off short. 

---

1 The italics in this passage are mine.

2 By way of substantiating the above assertion I will quote a passage

---

1 Diese Hervorhebungen habe ich angebracht.

2 Zur Erhärtung der obenstehenden Behauptung: Manfred sagt dem Damon, der ihn
At a later stage in this paper I intend to return to a discussion of some further objections; but in the meantime I shall consider myself justified in maintaining the view that the basis of Schreber's illness was the outburst of a homosexual impulse. This hypothesis harmonizes with a noteworthy detail of the case history, which remains otherwise inexplicable. The patient had a fresh 'nervous collapse', which exercised a decisive effect upon the course of his illness, at a time when his wife was taking a short holiday on account of her own health. Up till then she had spent several hours with him every day and had taken her mid-day meal with him. But when she returned after an absence of four days, she found him most sadly altered: so much so, 'in the mid-day meal with him. But when she returned after an absence of four days, she found him most sadly altered: so much so, which remained unconscious.

The question of why this outburst of homosexual libido from the last scene of the play, in which Manfred says to the demon who has come to fetch him away:

... my past power

Was purchased by no compact with thy crew.

There is thus a direct contradiction of a soul having been bartered This mistake on Schreber's part was probably not without its significance.—It is plausible, by the way, to connect the plot of Manfred with the incestuous relations which have repeatedly been asserted to exist between the poet and his half-sister. And it is not a little striking that the action of Byron's other play, his celebrated Cain, should be laid in the primal family, where no objections could exist to incest between brother and sister.—Finally, we cannot leave the subject of soul-murder without quoting one more passage from the Denkwürdigkeiten: 'in this connection Flechsig used formerly to be named as the first author of soul-murder, whereas for some time past the facts have been deliberately inverted and an attempt has been made to "represent" myself as being the one who practises soul-murder ...' (23.) [Cf. below, p. 53.]


Warum dieser Ausbruch homosexueller Libido den Patienten gerade zu aus dem Leben holen will (Schlußszenle):

was purchased by no compact with thy crew.

Es wird also dem Seelenpakete direkt widersprochen. Dieser Irrtum Schrebers ist wahr- scheinlich nicht tendenzlos. Es lag übrigens nahe, diesen Inhalt des Manfred mit der wiederholt behaupteten incestösen Beziehung des Dichters zu seiner Halbschwester in Zusammenhang zu bringen, und es bleibt auffällig, daß das andere Drama Byron's, der großartige Cain, in der Umgebung spielt, in welcher der Inzest unter Geschwistern vorwurfsfrei bleibt. — Auch wollen wir das Thema des Seelenmordes nicht verlassen, ohne noch folgender Stelle zu gedenken: »wobei in früherer Zeit Flechsig als Urheber des Seelenmordes genannt wurde, während man jetzt schon seit längerer Zeit in beabsichtigter Umkehr des Verhältnisses mich selbst als denjenigen, der Seelenmord getrieben habe, darstellen will...« (23.) [Vgl. oben, S. 177.]
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Overtook the patient precisely at this period (that is, between the dates of his appointment and of his move to Dresden) cannot be answered in the absence of more precise knowledge of the story of his life. Generally speaking, every human being oscillates all through his life between heterosexual and homosexual feelings, and any frustration or disappointment in the one direction is apt to drive him over into the other. We know nothing of these factors in Schreber’s case, but we must not omit to draw attention to a somatic factor which may very well have been relevant. At the time of this illness Dr. Schreber was fifty-one years old, and he had therefore reached an age which is of critical importance in sexual life. It is a period at which in women the sexual function, after a phase of intensified activity, enters upon a process of far-reaching involution; nor do men appear to be exempt from its influence, for men as well as women are subject to a ‘climacteric’ and to the susceptibilities to disease which go along with it. 1

I can well imagine what a dubious hypothesis it must appear to be to suppose that a man’s friendly feeling towards his doctor can suddenly break out in an intensified form after a lapse of eight years 2 and become the occasion of such a severe mental disorder. But I do not think we should be justified in dismissing such a hypothesis merely on account of its inherent improbability, if it recommends itself to us on other grounds; we ought rather to inquire how far we shall get if we follow it up. For the improbability may be of a passing kind and may be due to the fact that the doubtful hypothesis has not as yet been brought into relation with any other pieces of knowledge and that it is the first hypothesis with which the problem has been approached. But for the benefit of those who are unable to hold their judge-

1 I owe my knowledge of Schreber’s age at the time of his illness to some information which was kindly given me by one of his relatives, through the agency of Dr. Stegmann of Dresden. Apart from this one fact, however, I have made use of no material in this paper that is not derived from the actual text of the Denkwürdigkeiten. [Freud, as we now know, obtained certain other facts from Dr. Stegmann of which he made no use in the published paper. See p. 6, n. 1, and p. 50, n. 3.—The significance of the age of 51 is no doubt a survival of Fliess’s numerical theories. Cf. the same figure in a dream of Freud’s reported in The Interpretation of Dreams (1900a), Standard Ed., 5, 498–9.]

2 This was the length of the interval between Schreber’s first and second illnesses.
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Jener Zeit, in der Situation zwischen der Ernennung und der Übersiedlung: traf, das können wir ohne genauere Kenntnis seiner Lebensgeschichte nicht erraten. Im allgemeinen schwankt der Mensch sein Leben lang zwischen heterosexuellem und homosexuellem Fühlen, und Versorgung oder Enttäuschung von der einen Seite pflegt ihn zur andern hinüberzudrängen. Von diesen Momenten ist uns bei Schreber nichts bekannt; wir wollen aber nicht versäumen, auf einen somatischen Faktor aufmerksam zu machen, der sehr wohl in Betracht kommen könnte. Dr. Schreber war zur Zeit dieser Erkrankung 51 Jahre alt, er befand sich in jener für das Sexualleben kritischen Lebenszeit, in welcher nach vorheriger Steigerung die sexuelle Funktion des Weibes eine eingreifende Rückbildung erfährt, von deren Bedeutung aber auch der Mann nicht ausgenommen zu sein scheint; es gibt auch für den Mann ein ‘Klimakterium’ mit den abfolgenden Krankheitsdispositionen. 1

Ich kann es mir denken, wie mißlich die Annahme erscheinen muß, daß eine Empfindung von Sympathie für einen Arzt bei einem Manne acht Jahre später 2 plötzlich verstärkt hervorbrechen und zum Anlaß einer so schweren Seelenstörung werden kann. Ich meine aber, wir haben nicht das Recht, eine solche Annahme, wenn sie uns sonst empfohlen wird, ihrer inneren Unwahrscheinlichkeit wegen fallenzulassen, anstatt zu versuchen, wieweit man mit ihrer Durchführung kommt. Diese Unwahrscheinlichkeit mag eine vorläufige sein und daher rühren, daß die fragliche Annahme noch in keinen Zusammenhang eingereiht ist, daß sie die erste Annahme ist, mit welcher wir an das Problem herantreten. Wer sein Urteil nicht in der Schwebe zu halten versteht und unsere
ment in suspense and who regard our hypothesis as altogether untenable, it is easy to suggest a possibility which would rob it of its bewildering character. The patient's friendly feeling towards his doctor may very well have been due to a process of 'transference', by means of which an emotional cathexis became transposed from some person who was important to him on to the doctor who was in reality indifferent to him; so that the doctor will have been chosen as a deputy or surrogate for some one much closer to him. To put the matter in a more concrete form: the patient was reminded of his brother or father by the figure of the doctor, he rediscovered them in him; there will then be nothing to wonder at if, in certain circumstances, a longing for the surrogate figure reappeared in him and operated towards his doctor may very well have been due to a process of 'transference', by means of which an emotional cathexis became transposed from some person who was important to him on to his persecutor, and the content of his wishful phantasy became the content of his persecution. It may be presumed that the same schematic outline will turn out to be applicable to other cases of delusions of persecution. What distinguishes Schreber's


Im Interesse dieses Erklärungsversuches mußte es mir wissenswert erscheinen, ob der Vater des Patienten zur Zeit seiner Erkrankung noch am Leben war, ob er einen Bruder gehabt und ob dieser zur gleichen Zeit ein Lebender oder ein »Seliger« war. Ich war also befriedigt, als ich nach langem Suchen in den Denkwürdigkeiten endlich auf eine Stelle stieß, in welcher der Kranke diese Unsicherheit durch die Worte behebt: »Das Andenken meines Vaters und meines Bruders ... ist mir so heilig wie« usw. (442:) Beide waren also zur Zeit der zweiten Erkrankung (vielleicht auch der ersten?) schon verstorben 1.

Ich denke, wir sträuben uns; nicht weiter gegen die Annahme, daß der Anlaß der Erkrankung das »Auftreten« einer femininen (passiv homosexuellen) Wünschphantasie war, welche die Person des Arztes zu ihrem Objekte genommen hatte. Gegen dieselbe erhob sich von beiden der Persönlichkeit Schrebers ein intensiver Widerstand, und der Abwehrkampf, der vielleicht ebensowohl in anderen Formen sich hätte vollziehen können, wählte aus uns unbekannten Gründen die Form des Verfolgungs-Wahnes. Der Ersehnte wurde jetzt zum Verfolger, der Inhalt der Wünschphantasie zum Inhalte der Verfolgung. »Wir vermuten, daß diese schematische Auffassung sich auch bei anderen Fällen von Verfolgungswahn als durchführbar erweisen wird: Was aber den Fall Schreber vor

1 [Schrebers Vater war 1861, sein einziger Bruder 1877 gestorben (Baumeyer, 1856, 74 und 69).]
One such change was the replacement of Flechsig by the superior figure of God. This seems at first as though it were a sign of aggravation of the conflict, an intensification of the unbearable persecution, but it soon becomes evident that it was preparing the way for the second change and, with it, the solution of the conflict. It was impossible for Schreber to become reconciled to playing the part of a female wanton towards his doctor; but the task of providing God Himself with the compensation in his megalomania, while his feminine wishful phantasy made its way through and became acceptable. The struggle and the illness could cease. The patient’s sense of reality, however, which had in the meantime become stronger, compelled him to postpone the solution from the present to the remote future, and to content himself with what might be described as an asymptotic wish-fulfilment. 1 Some time or other, he anticipated, his transformation into a woman would come about; until then the personality of Dr. Schreber would remain indestructible.

In textbooks of psychiatry we frequently come across statements to the effect that megalomania can develop out of delusions of persecution. The process is supposed to be as follows. The patient is primarily the victim of a delusion that he is being persecuted by powers of the greatest might. He then feels a need to account to himself for this, and in that way hits on the idea that he himself is a very exalted personage and worthy of such persecution. The development of megalomania

1 ‘It is only’, he writes towards the end of the book, ‘as possibilities which must be taken into account, that I mention that my emasculation may even yet be accomplished and may result in a new generation issuing from my womb by divine impregnation.’ (293.)
is thus attributed by the textbooks to a process which (borrowing a useful word from Ernest Jones [1908]) we may describe as 'rationalization'. But to ascribe such important affective consequences to a rationalization is, as it seems to us, an entirely unpsychological proceeding; and we would consequently draw a sharp distinction between our opinion and the one which we have quoted from the textbooks. We are making no claim, for the moment, to knowing the origin of the megalomania.

Turning once more to the case of Schreber, we are bound to admit that any attempt at throwing light upon the transformation in his delusion brings us up against extraordinary difficulties. In what manner and by what means was the ascent from Flechsig to God brought about? From what source did he derive the megalomania which so fortunately enabled him to become reconciled to his persecution, or, in analytical phraseology, to accept the wishful phantasy which had had to be repressed? The Denkwürdigkeiten give us a first clue; for they show us that in the patient's mind 'Flechsig' and 'God' belonged to the same class. In one of his phantasies he overheard a conversation between Flechsig and his wife, in which the former asserted that he was 'God Flechsig', so that his wife thought he had gone mad (82). But there is another feature in the development of Schreber's delusions which claims our attention. If we take a survey of the delusions as a whole we see that the persecutor is divided into Flechsig and God; in just the same way Flechsig himself subsequently splits up into two personalities, the 'upper' and the 'middle' Flechsig [p. 40], and God into the 'lower' and the 'upper' God. In the later stages of the illness the decomposition of Flechsig goes further still (193). A process of decomposition of this kind is very characteristic of paranoia. Paranoia decomposes just as hysteria condenses. Or rather, paranoia resolves once more into their elements the products of the condensations and identifications which are effected in the unconscious. The frequent repetition of the decomposing process in Schreber's case would, according to Jung, be an


1 [The question is taken up again below, in connection with the concept of narcissism. See pp. 65 and 72–3.]
2 [There may possibly be some hint at this notion in the passage from the letter to Fliess of December 9, 1899, which is quoted in the Editor's Note to the paper on 'The Disposition to Obsessional Neurosis', p. 315 below.]
expression of the importance which the person in question possessed for him. All of this dividing up of Flechsig and God into a number of persons thus had the same meaning as the splitting of the persecutor into Flechsig and God. They were all duplications of one and the same important relationship. But in order to interpret all these details, we must further draw attention to our view of this decomposition of the persecutor into Flechsig and God as a paranoid reaction to a previously established identification of the two figures or their belonging to the same class. If the persecutor Flechsig was originally a person whom Schreber loved, then God must also simply be the reappearance of some one else whom he loved, and probably some one of greater importance.

If we pursue this train of thought, which seems to be a legitimate one, we shall be driven to the conclusion that this other person must have been his father; this makes it all the clearer that Flechsig must have stood for his brother—who, let us hope, may have been older than himself. The feminine phantasy, which aroused such violent opposition in the patient, thus had its root in a longing, intensified to an erotic pitch, for his father and brother. This feeling, so far as it referred to his brother, passed, by a process of transference, on to his doctor, Flechsig; and when it was carried back on to his father a settlement of the conflict was reached.

We shall not feel that we have been justified in thus introducing Schreber's father into his delusions, unless the new hypothesis shows itself of some use to us in understanding the case and in elucidating details of the delusions which are as yet

1 Jung (1910a). Jung is probably right when he goes on to say that this decomposition follows the general lines taken by schizophrenia in that it uses a process of analysis in order to produce a watering-down effect, and is thus designed to prevent the occurrence of unduly powerful impressions. When, however, one of his patients said to him: 'Oh, are you Dr. J. too? There was some one here this morning who said he was Dr. J.' we must interpret it as being an admission to this effect: 'You remind me now of a different member of the class of my transferences from the one you reminded me of when you visited me last.'

2 Otto Rank (1909) has found the same process at work in the formation of myths.

3 No information on this point is to be found in the Denkwürdigkeiten. [His only brother was, in fact, three years his senior (Baumeyer, 1956, 69). Freud had learnt that his 'guess was correct' through Dr. Stegmann. (See p. 6, n. 1, and p. 46, n. 1.)]
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Setzen wir diesen berechtigt scheinenden Gedankengang fort, so müssen wir uns sagen, diese andere Person kann niemand anderer als der Vater sein, womit ja Flechsig um so deutlicher in die Rolle des (hoffentlich älteren) Bruders gedrängt wird. Die Wurzel jener femininen Phantasie, die soviel Widerstreben beim Kranken entfesselte, wäre also die zu erotischer Verstärkung gelangte Sehnsucht nach Vater und Bruder gewesen, von denen die letztere durch Übertragung auf den Arzt Flechsig überging, während mit ihrer Zurückführung auf die erstere ein Ausgleich des Kampfes erzielt wurde.

Soll uns die Einführung des Vaters in den Schreberschen Wahn gerechtfertigt erscheinen, so muß sie unserem Verständnis Nutzen bringen und uns unbegreifliche Einzelheiten des Wahnes aufklären helfen. Wir er-

1 C. G. Jung (1910). Es ist wahrscheinlich richtig, wenn Jung fortführt, daß diese Zerlegung, der allgemeinen Tendenz der Schizophrenie entsprechend, eine analytisch deponentierende ist, welche das Zustandekommen zu starker Eindrücke verhindern soll. Die Rede einer seiner Patientinnen: »Ah, sind Sie auch ein Dr. J., heute morgen war schon einer mit mir, der sich für Dr. J. ausgab, ist aber zu übersetzen durch ein Geständnis: »Jetzt erinnern Sie mich wieder an einen andern aus der Reihe meiner Übertragungen als bei Ihrem vorigen Besuch.«

2 Es ist hierüber aus den Denkwürdigkeiten kein Aufschluß zu gewinnen. [Sein einziger Bruder war in der Tat drei Jahre älter (Baumeyer, 1956, 69). Daß er richtig getragen hatte, erfuhr Freud von Dr. Stegmann. (Siehe S. 137, Anm. 2, und S. 172, Anm. 1).]
unintelligible. It will be recalled that Schreber's God and his relations to Him exhibited the most curious features: how they showed the strangest mixture of blasphemous criticism and mutinous insubordination on the one hand and of reverent devotion on the other. God, according to him, had succumbed to the misleading influence of Flechsig: He was incapable of learning anything by experience, and did not understand living men because He only knew how to deal with corpses; and He manifested His power in a succession of miracles which, striking though they might be, were none the less futile and silly.

Now the father of Senatspräsident Dr. Schreber was no insignificant person. He was the Dr. Daniel Gottlob Moritz Schreber whose memory is kept green to this day by the numerous Schreber Associations which flourish especially in Saxony; and, moreover, he was a physician. His activities in favour of promoting the harmonious upbringing of the young, of securing co-ordination between education in the home and in the school, of introducing physical culture and manual work with a view to raising the standards of health—all this exerted a lasting influence upon his contemporaries. His great reputation as the founder of therapeutic gymnastics in Germany is still shown by the wide circulation of his *Arztliche Zimmergymnastik* in medical circles and the numerous editions through which it has passed.

Such a father as this was by no means unsuitable for transfiguration into a God in the affectionate memory of the son from whom he had been so early separated by death. It is true that we cannot help feeling that there is an impassable gulf between the personality of God and that of any human being, innern uns ja, welche sonderbaren Züge wir an dem Schreberschen Gott und an Schrebers Verhältnis zu seinem Gott fanden. Es war die merkwürdigste Vermengung von blasphemischer Kritik und rebellischer Auflehnung mit verehrungsvoller Ergebenheit. Gott, der dem verführenden Einfluß Flechsig's unterlag, war nicht fähig, etwas aus der Erfahrung zu lernen, kannte den lebenden Menschen nicht, weil er nur mit Leichen umzugehen verstand, und äußerte seine Macht in einer Reihe von Wundern, die auffällig genug, dabei aber insipid und läppisch waren.

Nun war der Vater des Senatspräsidenten Dr. Schreber kein unbedeutender Mensch gewesen. Es war der Dr. Daniel Gottlob Moritz Schreber, dessen Andenken heute noch von den besonders in Sachsen zahlreichen Schreber-Vereinen festgehalten wird, ein — Arzt, dessen Bemühungen um die harmonische Ausbildung der Jugend, um das Zusammenwirken von Familien- und Schülererziehung, um die Verwendung der Körperpflege und Körperarbeit zur Hebung der Gesundheit nachhaltige Wirkung auf die Zeitgenossen geübt haben. Von seinem Ruf als Begründer der Heilgymnastik in Deutschland zeugen noch die zahlreichen Auflagen, in denen seine *Arztliche Zimmergymnastik* in unseren Kreisen verbreitet ist.

Ein solcher Vater war gewiß nicht ungeeignet dazu, in der zärtlichen Erinnerung des Sohnes, dem er so früh durch den Tod entzogen wurde, zum Gott verklärt zu werden. Für unser Gefühl besteht zwar eine uneinnehmbare Kluft zwischen der Persönlichkeit Gottes und der irgend-

1 [In all the German editions this name is given incorrectly as 'Gottlieb'.]

8 [Nearly forty in all. An English translation of the book appeared under the title *Medical Indoor Gymnastics* in 1856 and again in 1899 and 1912.]

2 [Some biographical information about Schreber's father will also be found in Baumeyer (1956, 74).]

3 [Sic erliebe nahezu vierzig Auflagen.]
however eminent he may be. But we must remember that this has not always been so. The gods of the peoples of antiquity stood used to deify their dead emperors as a matter of routine; and the Emperor Vespasian, a sensible and competent man, exclaimed when he was first taken ill: 'Alas! Methinks I am becoming a God!' 1

We are perfectly familiar with the infantile attitude of boys towards their father; it is composed of the same mixture of reverent submission and mutinous insubordination that we have found in Schreber's relation to his God, and is the unmistakable prototype of that relation, which is faithfully copied from it. But the circumstance that Schreber's father was a physician, and a most eminent physician, and one who was no doubt highly respected by his patients, show for such a physician than by declaring that he understood nothing about living men and only knows how to deal with corpses? No doubt it is an essential attribute of God to perform miracles; but a physician performs miracles too; he effects miraculous cures, as his enthusiastic clients proclaim. So with corpses? No doubt it is an essential attribute of God to perform miracles; but a physician performs miracles too; he effects miraculous cures, as his enthusiastic clients proclaim.

Evidently, therefore, it is used for the same purposes in paranoia. As regards some of the other reproaches which he levelled against God, such, for instance, as that He learned nothing by experience, it is natural to suppose that they are examples of the tu quoque mechanism used by children, 8 which, when they receive a reproof, flings it back unchanged upon the person who originated it. Similarly, the voices give us grounds to believe that the voices give us grounds that absurdity in dreams expresses ridicule and derision. 9

1 Suetonius, Lives of the Caesars, Book VIII, Chapter 23. This practice of deification began with Julius Caesar. Augustus styled himself 'Divi filius' ['the son of the God'] in his inscriptions.
2 Standard Ed., 5, 444-5.
3 It looks remarkably like a revanche of this sort when we find the patient writing out the following memorandum one day: 'Any attempt at exercising an educative influence must be abandoned as hopeless.' (188.) The uneducable one was God.

Über einen autobiographisch beschriebenen Fall von Paranoia

Die infantile Einstellung des Knaben zu seinem Vater ist uns genau bekannt; sie enthält die nämliche Vereinigung von verehrungsvoller Unterwerfung und rebellischer Auflehnung, die wir im Verhältnisse Schrebers zu seinem Gott gefunden haben; sie ist das unverkennbare; getreu kopierte Vorbild dieses letzteren. Daß aber der Vater Schrebers ein Arzt, und zwar ein hochangesehener und gewiß von seinen Patienten verehrter Arzt war, erklärt uns die auffälligsten Charakterzüge, die Schreber an seinem Gott kritisch hervorhebt. Kann es einen stärkeren Ausdruck des Hohnes auf einen solchen Arzt geben, als wenn man von ihm behauptet, daß er vom lebenden Menschen nichts versteht und nur mit Leiden umzugehen weiß? Es gehört gewiß zum Wesen Gottes, daß er Wunder tut, aber auch ein Arzt tut Wunder, wie ihm seine enthusiastischen Klienten nachsagen; er vollbringt wunderbare Heilungen. Wenn dann gerade diese 'Wunder, zu denen der Hypochondrie des Kranken das Material geliefert hat, so unglaubwürdig, absurda und teilweise läppisch ausfallen, so werden wir an die Behauptung der Traumdeutung gemahnt, daß die Absurdität im Traume Spott und Hohn ausdrücke. 4 Sie dient also denselben Darstellungszwecken bei der Paranoia. Für andere Vorwürfe, z. B. den, daß Gott aus Erfahrung nichts lerne, liegt die Auffassung nahe, daß wir es mit dem Mechanismus der infantilen Retourkutsche zu tun haben, 7 der einen empfangenen Vorwurf unverändert auf den Absender zurückwendet, ähnlich wie die (23) erwähnten Stimmen vermuten lassen.

4 Suetonius' Kaiserbiographien [Buch VIII], Kapitel 23. Diese Vergottung nahm mit G. Julius Caesar ihren Anfang. Augustus nannte sich in seinen Inschriften 'Divi filius' [Sohn des Gottes].
5 Traumdeutung (1900 a, S. 428 ff., [Studienausgabe, Bd. 2, S. 429]). [Vgl. auch eine Fußnote zur »Rattenmann«-Fallgeschichte (1909 d), oben, S. 80, Anm. 3.]
6 Einer solchen Revanche sieht es außerordentlich ähnlich, wenn der Kranke sich eines Tages des Satz aufzeichnet: »Jeder Versuch einer erzieherischen Wirkung muß als aussichtslos aufgegeben werden.« (188.) Der Unerziehbare ist Gott.
for suspecting that the accusation of soul-murder brought against Flechsig was in the first instance a self-accusation.1

Emboldened by the discovery that his father's profession helps to explain the peculiarities of Schreber's God, we shall now venture upon an interpretation which may throw some light upon the remarkable structure of that Being. The heavenly world consisted, as we know, of the 'anterior realms of God', which were also called the 'fore-courts of Heaven' and which contained the souls of the dead, and of the 'lower' and the 'upper' God, who together constituted the 'posterior realms of God' (19) [pp. 23–4]. Although we must be prepared to find that there is a condensation here which we shall not be able to resolve, it is nevertheless worth while referring to a clue that is already in our hands. If the 'miracled' birds, which have been shown to be girls, were originally fore-courts of Heaven [p. 35], may it not be that the 'fore-court', is used in anatomy as a synonym for the 'vestibulum', a region of the female genitals. The word appears in Freud's analysis of 'Dora' (1905e), Standard Ed., 7, 99. [Cf. footnote 3, p. 50.]

1 'Whereas for some time past the facts have been deliberately inverted and an attempt has been made to "represent" myself as being the one who practices soul-murder ... etc. (23). [See above p. 45, n.]

2 'The German word 'Vorhof' besides having the literal meaning of 'fore-court', is used in anatomy as a synonym for the 'vestibulum', a region of the female genitals. The word appears in Freud's analysis of 'Dora' (1905e), Standard Ed., 7, 99. [Cf. footnote 3, p. 50.]

3 'The sun is a whore', he used to exclaim (384).
and hide. He himself tells us that the sun turns pale before him.\(^1\) The manner in which it is bound up with his fate is shown by the important alterations it undergoes as soon as changes begin to occur in him, as, for instance, during his first weeks at Sonnenstein (135). Schreber makes it easy for us to interpret this solar myth of his. He identifies the sun directly with God, sometimes with the lower God (Ahriman),\(^2\) and sometimes with the upper. ‘On the following day ... I saw the upper God (Ormuzd), and this time not with my spiritual eyes but with my bodily ones. It was the sun, but not the sun in its ordinary aspect, as it is known to all men; it was ... ’ etc. (137–8.) It is therefore no more than consistent of him to treat it in the same way as he treats God Himself.

The sun, therefore, is nothing but another sublimated symbol for the father; and in pointing this out I must disclaim all responsibility for the monotony of the solutions provided by psycho-analysis. In this instance symbolism overrides grammatical gender—at least so far as German goes,\(^3\) for in most other languages the sun is masculine. Its counterpart in this picture of the two parents is ‘Mother Earth’ as she is generally called. We frequently come upon confirmations of this assertion in resolving the pathogenic phantasies of neurotics by psycho-analysis. I can make no more than the barest allusion to the relation of all this to cosmic myths. One of my patients, who had lost his father at a very early age, was always seeking to rediscover him in what was grand and sublime in Nature. Since I have known this, it has seemed to me probable that Nietzsche’s hymn ‘Vor Sonnenaufgang’ [‘Before Sunrise’] is an expression of the same longing.\(^4\) Another patient, who became neurotic after his father’s death, was seized with his first attack

\(^1\) ‘To some extent, moreover, even to this day the sun presents a different picture to my eyes from what it did before my illness. When I stand facing it and speak aloud, its rays turn pale before me. I can gaze at it without any difficulty and without being more than slightly dazzled by it; whereas in my healthy days it would have been as impossible for me as for anyone else to gaze at it for a minute at a time.’ (135, footnote.) [The point is referred to again in Freud’s Postscript to the paper, below, p. 80 ff.]

\(^2\) ‘Since July, 1894, the voices that talk to me have identified him [Ahriman] directly with the sun.’ (88.)

\(^3\) [The German word for ‘sun’ is feminine: ‘die Sonne’.]  

\(^4\) Also Sprach Zarathustra, Part III. It was only as a child that Nietzsche too knew his father.
of anxiety and giddiness while the sun shone upon him as he
was working in the garden with a spade. He spontaneously put
forward as an interpretation that he had become frightened
because his father had looked at him while he was at work upon
his mother with a sharp instrument. When I ventured upon a
mild remonstrance, he gave an air of greater plausibility to his
view by telling me that even in his father’s lifetime he had
compared him with the sun, though then it had been in a
satirical sense. Whenever he had been asked where his father
was going to spend the summer he had replied
because his father had looked at him while he was at work upon
his mother with a sharp instrument. When I ventured upon a
words from the ‘Prologue in Heaven’:

Und seine vorgeschrieb’ne Reise
Vollendet er mit Donnergang.¹

His father, acting on medical advice, had been in the habit of
paying an annual visit to Marienbad. This patient’s infantile
attitude towards his father took effect in two successive phases.
As long as his father was alive it showed itself in unmitigated
rebelliousness and open discord, but immediately after his
death it took the form of a neurosis based upon abject sub­
mission and deferred obedience to him.³

Thus in the case of Schreber we find ourselves once again
on the familiar ground of the father-complex.⁵ The patient’s
struggle with Flechsig became revealed to him as a conflict
with God, and we must therefore construe it as an infantile
conflict with the father whom he loved; the details of that
conflict (of which we know nothing) are what determined the
content of his delusions. None of the material which in other
cases of the sort is brought to light by analysis is absent in the
present one: every element is hinted at in one way or another.
In infantile experiences such as this the father appears as an
interferer with the satisfaction which the child is trying to
obtain; this is usually of an auto-erotic character, though at a
later date it is often replaced in phantasy by some other satisfac­
tion of a less inglorious kind.⁶ In the final stage of Schreber’s

¹ [‘And with a tread of thunder he accomplishes his prescribed
journey.’ Goethe, Faust, Part I.]
² [Cf. some comments on ‘deferred obedience’ in the analysis of ‘Little
Hans’ (1909b), Standard Ed., 10, 35.]
³ In the same way, Schreber’s ‘feminine wishful phantasy’ is simply
one of the typical forms taken by the infantile nuclear complex.
⁴ See some remarks on this subject in my analysis of the ‘Rat Man’
(1909d), Standard Ed., 10, 206-8 n.
⁵ Wir befinden uns also auch im Falle Schreber auf dem wohlvertrauten
Boden des Vaterkomplexes. Wenn sich dem Kranken der Kampf mit
Fleschig als ein Konflikt mit Gott enthüllt, so müssen wir diesen in einen
infantilen Konflikt mit dem geliebten Vater übersetzen, dessen uns
 unbekannte Einzelheiten den Inhalt des Wahns bestimmen haben. Es fehlt
nichts von dem Material, das sonst durch die Analyse in solchen Fällen
aufgedeckt wird, alles ist durch irgendwelche Andeutungen vertreten.
Der Vater erscheint in diesen Kindererlebnissen als der Störer der vom
Kinde gesuchten, meist autoerotischen Befriedigung, die in der Phantasie
später oft durch eine minder ruhmlose ersetzt wird. Im Ausgang des

¹ [Vgl. einige Bemerkungen über ‘nachträglichen Gehorsam’ in der Analyse des ‘klei­
nen Hans’ (1909 b), Studienausgabe, Bd. 8, S. 36.]
² Wie auch die ‘feminine Wunschphantasie’ Schrebers nur eine der typischen Gestaltungen
des infantilen Kernkomplexes ist.
³ Vgl. die Bemerkungen zur Analyse des ‘Rattenmannes’ (1909 d) (oben, S.72-4,
Anm.).
delusion a magnificent victory was scored by the infantile sexual urge; for voluptuousness became God-fearing, and God Himself (his father) never tired of demanding it from him. His father’s most dreaded threat, castration, actually provided the material for his wishful fantasy (at first resisted but later accepted) of being transformed into a woman. His allusion to an offence covered by the surrogate idea ‘soul-murder’ could not be more transparent. The chief attendant was discovered to be identical with his neighbour von W. [p. 39 f.], who, according to the voices, had falsely accused him of masturbation (108). The voices said, as though giving grounds for the threat of castration: ‘For you are to be represented as being given over to voluptuous excesses.’ 1 (127–8.) Finally, we come to the enforced thinking (47) to which the patient submitted himself because he supposed that God would believe he had become an idiot and would withdraw from him if he ceased thinking for a moment. [See p. 25.] This is a reaction (with which we are also familiar in other connections) to the threat or fear of losing one’s reason* as a result of indulging in sexual practices and especially in masturbation. Considering the enormous number of delusional ideas of a hypochondriacal nature* which the patient developed, no great importance should perhaps be attached to the fact that some of them

1 The systems of ‘representing’ [128 n.] and of ‘noting down’ (126), taken in conjunction with the ‘proved souls’, point back to experiences in the patient’s school days.—[The process of purification of souls after death (p. 23) was known in the ‘basic language’ as ‘prüfungen’. This is the ordinary German word for a ‘school examination’, but is also used for ‘testing’ or ‘proving’ in general. Souls that had not yet been purified were called, not, as might have been expected, ‘unproved’, but, in accordance with the tendency of the ‘basic language’ to make use of euphemisms (p. 23), ‘proved’. ‘Representing’ was similarly a term meaning ‘misrepresenting’. Another instance of its use will be found on p. 55, n. 1. By the system of ‘noting down’, all Schreber’s thoughts, actions, and everything connected with him, were recorded year after year in note-books by half-witted beings, probably situated in remote heavenly bodies.)

* This was the end in view, as was frankly admitted at an earlier date in the phrase “We want to destroy your reason”, which I have heard proceeding from the upper God upon countless occasions.” (206 n.)

* I must not omit to remark at this point that I shall not consider any theory of paranoia trustworthy unless it also covers the *hypochondriacal* symptoms by which that disorder is almost invariably accom-

---

Über einen autobiographisch beschriebenen Fall von Paranoia


5 »Daß dies das erstrebte Ziel sei, wurde früher ganz offen in der vom oberen Gotte ausgehenden, unzählige Male von mir gehörten Phrase »Wir wollen Ihnen den Verstand zerstören eingestanden.« (206, Anm.)

6 Ich will es nicht unterlassen, hier zu bemerken, daß ich eine Theorie der Paranoia erst dann für vertrauenswürd vorhalten werde, wenn es ihr gelungen ist, die fast regelmäßigen hypochondrischen Begleitsymptome in ihren Zusammenhang einzufügen. Es scheint mir,
coincide word for word with the hypochondriacal fears of masturbators.¹

Any one who was more daring than I am in making interpretations, or who was in touch with Schreber’s family and consequently better acquainted with the society in which he moved and the small events of his life, would find it an easy matter to trace back innumerable details of his delusions to their sources and so discover their meaning, and this in spite of the censorship to which the Denkwürdigkeiten have been subjected. But as it is, we must necessarily content ourselves with this shadowy sketch of the infantile material which was used by the paranoid disorder in portraying the current conflict.

Perhaps I may be allowed to add a few words with a view to establishing the causes of this conflict that broke out in relation to the feminine wishful phantasy. As we know, when a wishful phantasy makes its appearance, our business is to bring it into connection with some frustration,⁸ some privation in real life. Now Schreber admits having suffered a privation of this kind. His marriage, which he describes as being in other respects a happy one, brought him no children; and in particular it brought him no son who might have consoled him or the loss of his father and brother and upon whom he might have drained off his unsatisfied homosexual affections.⁸ His panied. It seems to me that hypochondria stands in the same relation to paranoia as anxiety neurosis does to hysteria. (The position of hypochondria was discussed by Freud at some length at the beginning of Section II of his paper on narcissism (1914c), Standard Ed., 14, 83 ff.)

¹ For this reason attempts were made to pump out my spinal cord. This was done by means of so-called “little men” who were placed in my feet. I shall have more to say presently on the subject of these “little men”, who showed some resemblance to the phenomena of the same name which I have already discussed in Chapter VI. There used as a rule to be two of them—a “little Fleischig” and a “little von W.”—and I used to hear their voices, too, in my feet.’ (154.) [The word ‘gleichnamigen’ (of the same name’) has been accidentally omitted from the quotation in all the German editions.] Von W. was the man who was supposed to have accused Schreber of masturbation. The ‘little men’ are described by Schreber himself as being among the most remarkable and, in some respects, the most puzzling phenomena of his illness (157). It looks as though they were the product of a condensation of children and—spermatozoa.

¹¹ [See footnote 2 below, p. 62.]
² After my recovery from my first illness I spent eight years with my wife—years, upon the whole, of great happiness, rich in outward S.P. XIX—E
family line threatened to die out, and it seems that he felt no little pride in his birth and lineage. 'Both the Flechsig and the Schrebers were members of “the highest nobility of Heaven”, as the phrase went. The Schrebers in particular bore the title of “Margraves of Tuscany and Tasmania”; for souls, urged by some sort of personal vanity, have a custom of adorning themselves with somewhat high-sounding titles borrowed from this world.'

1 (24.) The great Napoleon obtained a divorce from Josephine (though only after severe internal struggles) because she could not propagate the dynasty. Dr. Schreber may have formed a phantasy that if he were a woman he would manage the business of having children more successfully; and he may thus have found his way back into the feminine attitude towards his father which he had exhibited in the earliest years of his childhood. If that were so, then his delusion that as a result of his emasculation the world was to be peopled with a new race of men, born from the spirit of Schreber’ (288)—a delusion the realization of which he was continually postponing to a more and more remote future—would also be designed to offer him an escape from his childlessness. If the ‘little men’ whom Schreber himself finds so puzzling were children, then we should have no difficulty in understanding why they were collected in such great numbers on his head (158): they were in truth the ‘children of his spirit’.

honours, and only clou ded from time to time by the oft-repeated disappointment of our hope that we might be blessed with children.' (36).

1 He goes on from this remark, which preserves in his delusions the good-natured irony of his saner days, to trace back through former centuries the relations between the Flechsig and Schreber families. In just the same way a young man who is newly engaged, and cannot understand how he can have lived so many years without knowing the girl he is now in love with, will insist that he really made her acquaintance at some earlier time.

2 In this connection it is worth mentioning a protest entered by the patient against some statements made in the medical report: ‘I have never trifled with the idea of obtaining a divorce, nor have I displayed any indifference to the maintenance of our marriage tie, such as might be inferred from the expression used in the report to the effect that “I am always ready with the rejoinder that my wife can get a divorce if she likes”’ (436.).

8 Cf. what I have said about the method of representing patrilineal descent and about the birth of Athena in my analysis of the ‘Rat Man’ (1909d), Standard Ed., 10, 233 n.

Geschlecht drohte auszusterben, und es scheint, daß er stolz genug war auf seine Abstammung und Familie. »Die Flechsig und die Schrebers gehörten nämlich beide, wie der Ausdruck lautete, »dem höchsten himmlischen Adel« an; die Schrebers führten insbesondere den Titel »Markgrafen von Tuscien und Tasmanien«, entsprechend einer Gewohnheit der Seelen, sich, einer Art persönlicher Eitelkeit folgend, mit etwas hochtrabenden irdischen Titeln zu schmücken.« (24.) Der große Napoleon ließ sich, wiewohl erst nach schweren inneren Kämpfen, von seiner Josephine scheiden, weil sie die Dynastie nicht fortsetzen konnte; Dr. Schreber mochte die Phantasie gebildet haben, wenn er ein Weib wäre, würde er das Kinderbekommen besser treffen, und fand so den Weg, sich in die feminine Einstellung zum Vater in den ersten Kinderjahren zurückzuversetzen. Der später immer weiter in die Zukunft geschobene Wahn, daß die Welt durch seine Entmannung mit »neuen Menschen aus Schreberschem Geist« (288) bevölkert würde, war also auch zur Abhilfe seiner Kinderlosigkeit bestimmt. Wenn die »kleinen Männer«, die Schreber selbst so rätselhaft findet, Kinder sind, so finden wir es durchaus verständlich, daß sie auf seinem Kopfe in großer Anzahl versammelt stehen (158); es sind ja wirklich die »Kinder seines Geistes«. (Vgl. die Bemerkung über die Darstellung der Abstammung vom Vater und über die Geburt der Athene in der Krankengeschichte des »Rattenmannes«, oben, S. 91, Anm.)

der Hoffnung auf Kinderzeugen zeitweilig getrübte Jahre mit meiner Frau verlebt.« (36.)

8 Im Anschluß an diese Äußerung, die den liebenswürdigsten Spott gesunder Tage im Wahne bewahrt hat, verfolgt er die Beziehungen zwischen den Familien Flechsig und Schreber in frühere Jahrhunderte zurück, wie ein Bräutigam, der nicht begreifen kann, wie er so lange Jahre ohne Beziehung zur Geliebten leben konnte, ihre Bekanntschaft durchaus schon in früheren Zeiten gemacht haben will.

3 In dieser Hinsicht ist eine Verwahrung des Patienten gegen Angabe des ärztlichen Gutachtens erwähnenswert: »Ich habe niemals mit dem Gedanken einer Scheidung gespielt oder Gleichgültigkeit gegen das Fortbestehen der ehelichen Bandes zu erkennen gegeben, wie man nach der Ausdrucksweise des Gutachtens, sich als bald mit der An­
deutung bei der Hand, daß meine Frau sich scheiden lassen könne, annehmen möchte.« (436.)
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ON THE MECHANISM OF PARANOIA

We have hitherto been dealing with the father-complex, which was the dominant element in Schreber's case and with the wishful phantasy round which the illness centred. But in all of this there is nothing characteristic of the form of disease known as paranoia, nothing that might not be found (and that has not in fact been found) in other kinds of neuroses. The distinctive character of paranoia (or of dementia paranoides) must be sought for elsewhere—namely, in the particular form assumed by the symptoms; and we shall expect to find that this is determined, not by the nature of the complexes themselves, but by the mechanism by which the symptoms are formed or by which repression is brought about. We should be inclined to say that what was characteristically paranoic about the illness was the fact that the patient, as a means of warding off a homosexual wishful phantasy, reacted precisely with delusions of persecution of this kind.

These considerations therefore lend an added weight to the circumstance that we are in point of fact driven by experience to attribute to homosexual wishful phantasies an intimate (perhaps an invariable) relation to the particular form of disease. Distrusting my own experience on the subject, I have during the last few years joined with my friends C. G. Jung of Zurich and Sándor Ferenczi of Budapest in investigating upon this single point a number of cases of paranoid disorder which have come under observation. The patients whose histories provided the material for this enquiry included both men and women, and varied in race, occupation, and social standing. Yet we were astonished to find that in all of these cases a defence against a homosexual wish was clearly recognizable at the very centre of the conflict which underlay the disease, and that it was in an attempt to master an unconsciously reinforced current of homosexuality that they had all of them come to grief. 1 This was certainly not what we had expected.

1 Further confirmation is afforded by Maeder's analysis of a paranoid patient J. B. (1910). The present paper, I regret to say, was completed before I had an opportunity of reading Maeder's work.

ÜBER DEN PARANOISCHEN MECHANISMUS

Wir haben bisher den Fall Schreber beherrschenden Vaterkomplex und die zentrale Wunschphantasie der Erkrankung behandelt. An allem ist nichts für die Krankheitsform der Paranoia Charakteristisches, nichts, was wir nicht bei anderen Fällen von Neurose finden könnten und auch wirklich gefunden haben. Die Eigenart der Paranoia (oder der paranoiden Demenz) müssen wir in etwas anderes verlegen, in die besondere Erscheinungsform der Symptome, und für diese wird unsere Erwartung nicht die Komplexe, sondern den Mechanismus der Symptombildung oder den der Verdrängung verantwortlich machen. Wir würden sagen, der paranoiaische Charakter liegt darin, daß zur Abwehr einer homosexuellen Wunschphantasie gerade mit einem Verfolgungswahn von solcher Art reagiert wird.

Um so bedeutungsvoller ist es, wenn wir durch die Erfahrung gemahnt werden, gerade der homosexuellen Wunschphantasie eine innigere, vielleicht eine konstante Beziehung zur Krankheitsform, zuzusprechen. Meiner eigenen Erfahrung hierüber mißtrauend, habe ich in den letzten Jahren mit meinen Freunden C. G. Jung in Zürich und S. Ferenczi in Budapest eine Anzahl von Fällen paranoider Erkrankung aus deren Beobachtung auf diesen einen Punkt hin-untersucht. Es waren Männer wie Frauen, deren Krankengeschichten uns als Untersuchungsmaterial vorlagen, verschieden durch Rasse, Beruf und sozialen Rang, und wir sahen mit Überraschung, wie deutlich in all diesen Fällen die Abwehr des homosexuellen Wunsches im Mittelpunkt des Krankheitskonfliktes zu erkennen war, wie sie alle an der Bewältigung ihrer unbewußt verstärkten Homosexualität gescheitert waren. 1 Es entsprach gewiß nicht unserer Erwartung.

Paranoia is precisely a disorder in which a sexual aetiology is by no means obvious; far from this, the strikingly prominent features in the causation of paranoia, especially among males, are social humiliations and slights. But if we go into the matter only a little more deeply, we shall be able to see that the really operative factor in these social injuries lies in the part played in them by the homosexual components of emotional life. So long as the individual is functioning normally and it is consequently impossible to see into the depths of his mental life, we may doubt whether his emotional relations to his neighbours in society have anything to do with sexuality, either actually or in their genesis. But delusions never fail to uncover roots in a directly sensual erotic wish. We may doubt whether his emotional relations to his neighbours in society have anything to do with sexuality, either actually or in their genesis. But delusions never fail to uncover these relations and to trace back the social feelings to their roots in a directly sensual erotic wish. So long as he was healthy, Dr. Schreber, too, whose delusions culminated in a wishful phantasy of an unmistakably homosexual nature, had, by all accounts, shown no signs of homosexuality in the ordinary sense of the word.

I shall now endeavour (and I think the attempt is neither unnecessary nor unjustifiable) to show that the knowledge of psychological processes, which, thanks to psycho-analysis, we now possess, already enables us to understand the part played by a homosexual wish in the development of paranoia. Recent investigations have directed our attention to a stage in the development of the libido which it passes through on the way from auto-erotism to object-love. This stage has been given the name of narcissism. What happens is this. There comes a time in the development of the individual at which he unifies his sexual instincts (which have hitherto been engaged in auto-erotic activities) in order to obtain a love-object; and he begins by taking himself, his own body, as his love-object, and only subsequently proceeds from this to the choice of some person.

1 Sadger (1910) and Freud (1910c).
3 In the original this sentence reads: 'This stage has been described as "Narzissmus"; I prefer to give it the name of "Narzißmus", which may not be so correct, but is shorter and less cacophonous.'—The passage in the second edition of the *Three Essays* referred to in the last footnote was probably Freud's first mention of the subject in print. See the Editor's Note to his paper on narcissism (1914c), *Standard Ed., 14, 69.*
other than himself as his object. This half-way phase between
auto-eroticism and object-love may perhaps be indispensable
normally; but it appears that many people linger unusually
long in this condition, and that many of its features are carried
over by them into the later stages of their development. What
is of chief importance in the subject's self thus chosen as a love-
object may already be the genitals. The line of development
then leads on to the choice of an external object with similar
genitals—that is, to homosexual object-choice—and thence to
heterosexuality. People who are manifest homosexuals in
later life have, it may be presumed, never emancipated them-

selves from the binding condition that the object of their choice
must possess genitals like their own; and in this connection
the infantile sexual theories which attribute the same kind of

genitals to both sexes exert much influence. [Cf. Freud, 1908c.]

After the stage of heterosexual object-choice has been reached,
the homosexual tendencies are not, as might be supposed, done
away with or brought to a stop; they are merely deflected from
their sexual aim and applied to fresh uses. They now combine
with portions of the ego-instincts and, as 'attached' components,
help to constitute the social instincts, thus contributing

an erotic factor to friendship and comradeship, to esprit de

corps and to the love of mankind in general. How large a con-
tribution is in fact derived from erotic sources (with the sexual
aim inhibited) could scarcely be guessed from the normal social
relations of mankind. But it is not irrelevant to note that it is
precisely manifest homosexuals, and among them again precisely
those that set themselves against an indulgence in sensual acts,
who are distinguished by taking a particularly active share
in the general interests of humanity—interests which have
themselves sprung from a sublimation of erotic instincts.

In my Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality [Standard Ed.,
7, 235] I have expressed the opinion that each stage in the
development of psychosexuality affords a possibility of 'fixation'
suche zwischen Autoerotismus und Objektwahl vermittlende Phase ist
vielleicht normalerweise unerlässlich; es scheint, daß viele Personen un-
gewöhnlich lange in ihr aufgehalten werden und daß von diesem Zu-
stande viel für spätere Entwicklungsstufen erübrigt. An diesem zum
Liebesobjekt genommenen Selbst können bereits die Genitalien die
Hauptsache sein. Der weitere Weg führt zur Wahl eines Objekts mit
ähnlichen Genitalien, also über die homosexuelle Objektwahl, zur He-
terosexualität. Wir nehmen an, daß die später manifest Homosexuellen
sich von der Anforderung der den-eigenen gleichen Genitalien beim Ob-
ject nie frei gemacht haben, wobei: den kindlichen Sexualtheorien, die
beiden Geschlechtern zunächst die gleichen Genitalien zuschreiben, ein
erheblicher Einfluß zukommt1.

Nach der Erreichung der heterosexuellen Objektwahl werden die homo-
sexuellen Strebungen nicht etwa aufgehoben oder eingestellt, sondern
bloß vom Sexualziel abgedrängt und neuen Verwendungen zugeführt.
Sie treten nun mit Anteilen der Ichtriebe zusammen, um mit ihnen als
angelehnte* Komponenten die sozialen Triebe zu konstituieren, und
stellt so den Beitrag der Erotik zur Freundschaft, Kameradschaft, zum
Gemeinsinn und zur allgemeinen Menschenliebe dar. Wie groß diese
Beiträge aus erotischer Quelle mit Hemmung des Sexualziels eigentlich
sind, würde man aus den normalen sozialen Beziehungen der Menschen
kaum erraten. Es gehört aber in den gleichen Zusammenhang, daß
garabt manifest Homosexuelle und unter ihnen wieder solche, die der
sinnlichen Betätigung widerstreben, sich durch besonders intensive Be-
teiligung an den allgemeinen, an den 'durch· Sublimierung· der Erotik
hervorgehengen Interessen der Menschheit auszeichnen.

Ich habe in den Drei Abhandlungen zur Sexualtheorie die Ansicht
ausgesprochen, daß jede Entwicklungsstufe der Psychosexualität eine
Möglichkeit der 'Fixierung'

1 ['Angelehnte' (in quotation marks in the original). In his paper on
narcissism (1914c), written some three years after the present paper,
Freud explained his view that 'the sexual instincts are at the outset
attached to ("lehnen sich an") the satisfaction of the ego-instincts'. From
this he derived his 'Anlehnungstypus' ('attachment' or 'anaclitic type')
of object-choice. See Standard Ed., 14, 87, footnote 2, for a discussion
of the 'anaclitic type'.—Cf. also ibid., 126.]

2 [Vgl. Über infantile Sexualtheorien (1908 c).]
3 [In seiner Narzissmus-Arbeit (1914 c, S. 153) erläutert Freud seine Ansicht. Er sagt
dort: »Die Sexualtriebe lehnen sich zunächst an die Befriedigung der Ichtriebe an, ...«
Von daher leitete er seinen »Anlehnungstypus« der Objektwahl ab.]
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and thus of a dispositional point. People who have not freed themselves completely from the stage of narcissism—who, that is to say, have at that point a fixation which may operate as a disposition to a later illness—are exposed to the danger that some unusually intense wave of libido, finding no other outlet, may lead to a sexualization of their social instincts and so undo the sublimations which they had achieved in the course of their development. This result may be produced by anything that causes the libido to flow backwards (i.e. that causes a 'regression'): whether, on the one hand, the libido becomes collaterally reinforced owing to some disappointment over a woman, or is directly dammed up owing to a mishap in social relations with other men—both of these being instances of 'frustration'; or whether, on the other hand, there is a general intensification of the libido, so that it becomes too powerful to find an outlet along the channels which are already open to it, and consequently bursts through its banks at the weakest spot. Since our analyses show that paranoics endeavour to protect themselves against any such sexualization of their social instinctual cathexes, we are driven to suppose that the weak spot in their development is to be looked for somewhere between the stages of auto-erotism, narcissism and homosexuality, and that their disposition to illness (which may perhaps be susceptible of more precise definition) must be located in that region. A similar disposition would have to be assigned to patients suffering from Kraepelin's dementia praecox or (as Bleuler has named it) schizophrenia; and we shall hope later on to find clues which will enable us to trace back the differences between the two disorders (as regards both the form they take and the course they run) to corresponding differences in the patients' dispositional fixations.

In taking the view, then, that what lies at the core of the conflict in cases of paranoia among males is a homosexual wishful phantasy of loving a man, we shall certainly not forget that the confirmation of such an important hypothesis can only

1 [This is further explained below at the beginning of the paper on 'The Disposition to Obsessional Neurosis' (1913), p. 317. The whole subject raised in this paragraph is dealt with more fully in that work.]

2 [This question is discussed much more fully in Freud's slightly later paper on 'Types of Onset of Neurosis' (1912), p. 231 below. Freud's use of the term 'frustration', which has appeared already on p. 57, is considered in the Editor's Note to that paper.]
follow upon the investigation of a large number of instances of every variety of paranoic disorder. We must therefore be prepared, if need be, to limit our assertion to a single type of paranoia. Nevertheless, it is a remarkable fact that the familiar principal forms of paranoia can all be represented as contradictions of the single proposition: 'I (a man) love him (a man)', and indeed that they exhaust all the possible ways in which such contradictions could be formulated.

The proposition 'I (a man) love him' is contradicted by:

(a) Delusions of persecution; for they loudly assert:

'I do not love him—I hate him.'

This contradiction, which must have run thus in the unconscious, cannot, however, become conscious to a paranoic in this form. The mechanism of symptom-formation in paranoia requires that internal perceptions—feelings—shall be replaced by external perceptions. Consequently the proposition 'I hate him' becomes transformed by projection into another one: 'He hates (persecutes) me, which will justify me in hating him.' And thus the impelling unconscious feeling makes its appearance as though it were the consequence of an external perception:

'I do not love him—I hate him, because he persecutes me.'

Observation leaves room for no doubt that the persecutor is some one who was once loved.

(b) Another element is chosen for contradiction in erotomania, which remains totally unintelligible on any other view:

'I do not love him—I love her.'

And in obedience to the same need for projection, the proposition is transformed into: 'I observe that she loves me.'

'I do not love him—I love her, because she loves me.'

Many cases of erotomania might give an impression that they could be satisfactorily explained as being exaggerated or distorted heterosexual fixations, if our attention were not attracted by the circumstance that these infatuations invariably begin, not with any internal perception of loving, but with an external perception of being loved. But in this form of paranoia the intermediate proposition 'I love her' can also become conscious, because the contradiction between it and the original proposition is not a diametrical one, not so irreconcilable as that between love and hate: it is, after all, possible to love her as well as him. It can thus come about that the proposition which

1 Or in the 'basic language' [p. 23], as Schreber would say.
has been substituted by projection (‘she loves me’) may make way again for the ‘basic language’ proposition ‘I love her’.

(c) The third way in which the original proposition can be contradicted would be by delusions of jealousy, which we can study in the characteristic forms in which they appear in each sex.

(a) Alcoholic delusions of jealousy. The part played by alcohol in this disorder is intelligible in every way. We know that that source of pleasure removes inhibitions and undoes sublimations. It is not infrequently disappointment over a woman that drives a man to drink—but this means, as a rule, that he resorts to the public-house and to the company of men, who afford him the emotional satisfaction which he has failed to get from his wife at home. If now these men become the objects of a strong libidinal cathexis in his unconscious, he will ward it off with the third kind of contradiction: ‘It is not I who love the man—she loves him’, and he suspects the woman in relation to all the men whom he himself is tempted to love.

Distortion by means of projection is necessarily absent in this instance, since, with the change of the subject who loves, the whole process is in any case thrown outside the self. The fact that the woman loves the men is a matter of external perception to him; whereas the facts that he himself does not love but hates, or that he himself loves not this but that person, are matters of internal perception.

(b) Delusions of jealousy in women are exactly analogous.

‘It is not I who love the women—he loves them.’ The jealous woman suspects her husband in relation to all the women by whom she is herself attracted owing to her homosexuality and the dispositional effect of her excessive narcissism. The influence of the time of life at which her fixation occurred is clearly shown by the selection of the love-objects which she imputes to her husband; they are often old and quite inappropriate for a real love relation—revivals of the nurses and servants and girls who were her friends in childhood, or sisters who were her actual rivals.

Now it might be supposed that a proposition consisting of three terms, such as ‘I love him’, could only be contradicted in three different ways. Delusions of jealousy contradict the subject, delusions of persecution contradict the verb, and eroto-

\[\text{Über einen autobiographisch beschriebenen Fall von Paranoia}\]

kann es geschehen, daß der Projektionsersatz >Sie liebt mich< wieder gegen das >grundsprachliche< >Ich liebe ja sie< zurücktritt.

c) Die dritte noch mögliche Art des Widerspruches wäre jetzt der Eifersuchtwahn, den wir in charakteristischen Formen bei Mann und Weib studieren können.

\(a\) der Eifersuchtwahn des Alkoholikers. Die Rolle des Alkohols bei dieser Affektion ist uns nach allen Richtungen verständlich. Wir wissen, daß dies Genußmittel Hemmungen aufhebt und Sublimierungen rückgängig macht. Der Mann wird nicht selten durch die Enttäuschung beim Weibe zum Alkohol getrieben, das heißt aber in der Regel, er begibt sich ins Wirtshaus und in die Gesellschaft der Männer, die ihm die in seinem Heim beim Weibe vermeinte Gefühlsbefriedigung gewährt. Werden nun diese Männer-Objekte einer stärkeren libidinösen Besetzung in seinem Unbewußten, so erwehrt er sich derselben durch die dritte Art des Widerspruches:

>‘Nicht ich liebe den Mann — sie liebt ihn ja< — und verdächtigt die Frau mit all den Männern, die er zu lieben versucht ist.

Die Projektionsentstellung muß hier entfallen, weil mit dem Wechsel des liebenden Subjekts der Vorgang ohnedies aus dem Ich herausgeworden ist. Daß die Frau die Männer liebt, bleibt eine Angelegenheit der äußern Wahrnehmung; daß man selbst nicht liebt, sondern haßt, daß man nicht diese, sondern jene Person liebt, das sind allerdings Tatsachen der inneren Wahrnehmung.

\(b\) Ganz analog stellt sich die eifersüchtige Paranoia der Frauen her. >‘Nicht ich liebe die Frauen — sondern er liebt sie<. Die Eifersüchtige verdächtigt den Mann mit all den Frauen, die ihr selbst gefallen, infolge ihres überstark gewordenen, disponierenden Narzissmus und ihrer Homosexualität. In der Auswahl der dem Manne zugeschobenen Liebesobjekte offenbart sich unverkennbar der Einfluß der Lebenszeit, in welcher die Fixierung erfolgte; es sind häufig alte, zur realen Liebe ungeeignete Personen, Auffrischungen der Pflegerinnen, Dienerinnen, Freundinnen ihrer Kindheit oder direkt ihrer konkurrierenden Schwestern.

Man sollte nun glauben, ein aus drei Gliedern bestehender Satz wie >Ich liebe ihn< ließe nur drei Arten des Widerspruches zu. Der Eifersuchtwahn widerspricht dem Subjekt, der Verfolgungswahn dem Ver-
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mania contradicts the object. But in fact a fourth kind of contradiction is possible—namely, one which rejects the proposition as a whole:

'I do not love at all—I do not love any one.' And since, after all, one's libido must go somewhere, this proposition seems to be the psychological equivalent of the proposition: 'I love only myself.' So that this kind of contradiction would give us megalomania, which we may regard as a sexual overvaluation of the ego and may thus set aside the overvaluation of the love-object with which we are already familiar.¹

It is of some importance in connection with other parts of the theory of paranoia to notice that we can detect an element of megalomania in most other forms of paranoic disorder. We are justified in assuming that megalomania is essentially of an infantile nature and that, as development proceeds, it is sacrificed to social considerations. Similarly, an individual's megalomania is never so vehemently suppressed as when he is in the grip of an overpowering love:

Denn wo die Lieb' erwachet, stirbt
das Ich, der finstere Despot.²

After this discussion of the unexpectedly important part played by homosexual wishful phantasies in paranoia, let us return to the two factors in which we expected from the first to find the distinguishing marks of paranoia, namely, the mechanism by which the symptoms are formed and the mechanism by which repression is brought about [p. 59].

We certainly have no right to begin by assuming that these two mechanisms are identical, and that symptom-formation follows the same path as repression, each proceeding along it, perhaps, in an opposite direction. Nor does there seem to be

¹ Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality (1905d), Standard Ed., 7, 150–1. The same view and the same formulation will be found in the papers by Abraham and Maeder to which I have already referred [pp. 41 n. and 59 n.].
² From the Ghazzals of Muhammad ibn Muhammad (Jalâl al-Dîn) Rûmî, translated by Rückert.

[For when the flames of love atise,
Then Self, the gloomy tyrant, dies.

In Rückert's version the word 'dunkele' ('dark') appears in place of 'finstere'.]

III. Über den paranoischen Mechanismus

... bum, die Erotomanie dem Objekt. Allein, es ist wirklich noch eine vierte Art des Widerspruches möglich, die Gesamtablehnung des ganzen Satzes:

>Ich liebe überhaupt nicht und niemand« — und dieser Satz scheint psychologisch äquivalent, da man doch mit seiner Libido irgendwohin muß, mit dem Satze: »Ich liebe nur mich.« Diese Art des Widerspruches ergäbe uns also den Größenwahn, den wir als eine Sexualüberschätzung des eigenen Ichs auffassen und so der bekannten Überschätzung des Liebesobjekts an die Seite stellen können ³.

Es wird nicht ohne Bedeutung für andere Stücke der Paranoiallehre bleiben, daß ein Zusatz von Größenwahn bei den meisten anderen Formen paranoischer Erkrankung zu konstatieren ist. Wir haben ja das Recht anzunehmen, daß der Größenwahn überhaupt infantil ist und daß er in der späteren Entwicklung der Gesellschaft zum Opfer gebracht wird, so wie er durch keinen andern Einfluß so intensiv unterdrückt wird wie durch eine das Individuum mächtig ergreifende Verliebtheit.

>»Denn wo die Lieb' erwachet, stirbt
das Ich, der finstere Despot.« ².

Nach diesen Erörterungen über die unerwartete Bedeutung der homosexuellen Wunschphantasie für die Paranoia kehren wir zu jenen beiden Momenten zurück, in welche wir das Charakteristische dieser Erkrankungsform von vornherein verlegen wollten: zum Mechanismus der Symptombildung und zu dem der Verdrängung [s. S. 183].

Wir haben zunächst gewiß keines Rechtes anzunehmen, daß diese beiden Mechanismen identisch seien, daß die Symptombildung auf demselben Wege vor sich gehe wie die Verdrängung, etwa indem der nähere Weg dabei in entgegengesetzter Richtung beschritten werde. Eine solche

³ Drei Abhandlungen zur Sexualtheorie (1905 d, S. 17 [Studienausgabe, Bd. 5, S. 61]. — Dieselbe Auffassung und Formel bei Abraham (l. c.) und Maeder (l. c.) [s. S. 167; Anm. 2, und S. 183, Anm.].
⁴ Dschelaledin Rumi, übersetzt von Rückert; zitiert nach Kuhlenbecks Einleitung zum V. Band der Werke von Giordano Bruno. [Bei Rückert heißt es allerdings der »dunkele«, nicht der »finstere« Despot.]
any great probability that such an identity exists. Nevertheless, we shall refrain from expressing any opinion on the subject until we have completed our investigation.

The most striking characteristic of symptom-formation in paranoia is the process which deserves the name of projection. An internal perception is suppressed, and, instead, its content, after undergoing a certain kind of distortion, enters consciousness in the form of an external perception. In delusions of persecution the distortion consists in a transformation of affect; what should have been felt internally as love is perceived externally as hate. We should feel tempted to regard this remarkable process as the most important element in paranoia and as being absolutely pathognomonic for it, if we were not opportunely reminded of two things. In the first place, projection does not play the same part in all forms of paranoia; and, in the second place, it makes its appearance not only in paranoia but under other psychological conditions as well, and in fact it has a regular share assigned to it in our attitude towards the external world. For when we refer the causes of certain sensations to the external world, instead of looking for them (as we do in the case of others) inside ourselves, this normal proceeding, too, deserves to be called projection. Having thus been made aware that more general psychological problems are involved in the question of the nature of projection, let us make up our minds to postpone the investigation of it (and with it that of the mechanism of paranoid symptom-formation in general) until some other occasion; and let us now turn to consider what ideas we can collect on the subject of the mechanism of repression in paranoia. I should like to say at once, in justification of this temporary renunciation, that we shall find that the manner in which the process of repression occurs is far more intimately connected with the developmental history of the libido and with the disposition to which it gives rise than is the manner in which symptoms are formed.

In psycho-analysis we have been accustomed to look upon pathological phenomena as being derived in a general way from repression. If we examine what is spoken of as 'repression'

1 [There seems no trace of any such later discussion. Freud may perhaps have dealt with the subject in one of the missing metapsychological papers. See the Editor's Introduction to the 'Papers on Metapsychology', Standard Ed., 14, 106.]

"We have in the Psychoanalytic the pathologischen Phänomene ganz allgemein aus der Verdrängung hervorgehen lassen. Fassen wir das «Verdrängung»"
more closely, we shall find reason to split the process up into three phases which are easily distinguishable from one another conceptually.¹

(1) The first phase consists in fixation, which is the precursor and necessary condition of every 'repression'. Fixation can be described in this way. One instinct or instinctual component fails to accompany the rest along the anticipated normal path of development, and, in consequence of this inhibition in its development, it is left behind at a more infantile stage. The libidinal current in question then behaves in the unconscious, like one that is repressed. We have already shown [pp. 61–2] that these instinctual fixations constitute the basis for the disposition to subsequent illness, and we may now add that they constitute above all the basis for the determination of the outcome of the third phase of repression.

(2) The second phase of repression is that of repression proper—the phase to which most attention has hitherto been given. It emanates from the more highly developed systems of the ego—systems which are capable of being conscious—and may in fact be described as a process of 'after-pressure'. It gives an impression of being an essentially active process, while fixation appears in fact to be a passive lagging behind. What undergo repression may either be the psychical derivatives of the original lagging instincts, when these have become reinforced and so come into conflict with the ego (or ego-syntonic instincts), or they may be psychical trends which have for other reasons aroused strong aversion. But this aversion would not in itself lead to repression, unless some connection had been established between the unwelcome trends which have to be repressed and those which have been repressed already. Where this is so, the repulsion exercised by the conscious system and the attraction exercised by the unconscious one tend in the same direction towards bringing about repression. The two possibilities which are here treated separately may in practice, perhaps, be less sharply differentiated, and the distinction between them may merely depend upon the greater or lesser

¹ [What follows is repeated somewhat differently in the metapsychological paper on 'Repression' (1915d), *Standard Ed.*, 14, 148. It had already been outlined by Freud in a letter to Ferenczi of December 6, 1910 (Jones, 1955, 499).]
degree in which the primarily repressed instincts contribute to the result.

(3) The third phase, and the most important as regards pathological phenomena, is that of failure of repression, of *irruption*, of return of the repressed. This irruption takes its start from the point of fixation, and it implies a regression of the libidinal development to that point.

We have already [p. 61 f.] alluded to the multiplicity of the possible points of fixation; there are, in fact, as many as there are stages in the development of the libido. We must be prepared to find a similar multiplicity of the mechanisms of repression proper and of the mechanisms of irruption (or of symptom-formation), and we may already begin to suspect that it will not be possible to trace back all of these multiplicities to the developmental history of the libido alone.

It is easy to see that this discussion is beginning to trench upon the problem of 'choice of neurosis', which, however, cannot be taken in hand until preliminary work of another kind has been accomplished. Let us bear in mind for the present that we have already dealt with fixation, and that we have postponed the subject of symptom-formation; and let us restrict ourselves to the question of whether the analysis of Schreber's case throws any light upon the mechanism of repression proper which predominates in paranoia.

At the climax of his illness, under the influence of visions which were 'partly of a terrifying character, but partly, too, of an indescribable grandeur' (73), Schreber became convinced of the imminence of a great catastrophe, of the end of the world. Voices told him that the work of the past 14,000 years had now come to nothing, and that the earth's allotted span was only 212 years more (71); and during the last part of his stay in Flechsig's clinic he believed that that period had already elapsed. He himself was 'the only real man left alive', and the few human shapes that he still saw—the doctor, the attendants, the other patients—he explained as being 'miracled up, cursorily improvised men'. Occasionally the converse current of feeling also made itself apparent: a newspaper was put into his hands in which there was a report of his own death (81); he himself existed in a second, inferior shape, and in this second shape he one day quietly passed away (73). But the form of his

*Über einen autobiographisch beschriebenen Fall von Paranoia*

an Beitrag von seiten der primär verdrängten Triebe unterscheiden.

3) Als dritte, für die pathologischen Phänomene bedeutamsste Phase ist die des Mißlingens der Verdrängung, des Durchbruches, der Wiederkehr des Verdrängten anzuführen: Dieser Durchbruch erfolgt von der Stelle der Fixierung her und hat eine Regression der Libidoentwicklung bis zu dieser Stelle zum Inhalte.


Es ist leicht zu erraten, daß wir mit diesen Erörterungen das Problem der Neurosenwahl streifen, welches indes nicht ohne Vorarbeiten anderer Art in Angriff genommen werden kann. Erinnern wir uns jetzt, daß wir die Fixierung bereits behandelt, die Symptombildung zurückgestellt haben, und beschränken wir uns auf die Frage, ob sich aus der Analyse des Falles Schreber ein Hinweis auf den bei der Paranoia vorwaltenden Mechanismen der (eigentlichen) Verdrängung gewinnen läßt.

Auf der Höhe der Krankheit bildete sich bei Schreber unter dem Einfluß von Visionen von ›zum Teil grausiger, zum Teil aber wiederrum von unbeschreiblicher Großartigkeit‹ (73) die Überzeugung einer großen Katastrophe, eines Weltunterganges. Stimmen sagten ihm, jetzt sei das Werk einer 14000jährigen Vergangenheit verloren; der Erde sei nur noch die Dauer von 212 Jahren beschieden (71); in der letzten Zeit seines Aufenthaltes in der Flechsig'schen Anstalt hielt er diesen Zeitraum für bereits abgelaufen. Er selbst war der ›einzige noch übriggebliebene wirkliche Mensch‹, und die wenigen menschlichen Gestalten, die er noch sah, den Arzt, die Wärter und Patienten, erklärte er als ›hingewunderte, flüchtig hingemachte Männer‹. Zeitweilig brach sich auch die reziproke Strömung Bahn; es wurde ihm ein Zeitungsblatt vorgelegt, in dem seine eigene Todesnachricht zu lesen war (81), er war selbst in einer zweiten, minderwertigen Gestalt vorhanden und in dieser eines Tages sanft verschieden (73). Aber die Gestaltung des

1. [Das Problem wird ferner unten, auf S. 194 und S. 198–9, erörtert.]
delusion in which his ego was retained and the world sacrificed proved itself by far the more powerful. He had various theories of the cause of the catastrophe. At one time he had in mind a process of glaciation owing to the withdrawal of the sun; at another it was to be destruction by an earthquake, in the occurrence of which he, in his capacity of 'seer of spirits', was to act a leading part, just as another seer was alleged to have done in the Lisbon earthquake of 1755 (91). Or again, Flechsig was the culprit, since through his magic arts he had sown fear and terror among men, had wrecked the foundations of religion, and spread abroad general nervous disorders and immorality, so that devastating pestilences had descended upon mankind (91). In any case the end of the world was the consequence of the conflict which had broken out between him and Flechsig, or, according to the aetiology adopted in the second phase of his delusion, of the indissoluble bond which had been formed between him and God; it was, in fact, the inevitable result of his illness. Years afterwards, when Dr. Schreber had returned to human society, and could find no trace in the books, the musical scores, or the other articles of daily use which fell into his hands once more, of anything to bear out his theory that there had been a gap of vast duration in the history of mankind, he admitted that his view was no longer tenable: '... I can no longer avoid recognizing that, externally considered, everything is as it used to be. Whether, nevertheless, there may not have been a profound internal change is a question to which I shall recur later.' (84–5.) He could not bring himself to doubt that during his illness the world had come to an end and that, in spite of everything, the one that he now saw before him was a different one.

A world-catastrophe of this kind is not infrequent during the agitated stage in other cases of paranoia. If we base ourselves on our theory of libidinal cathexis, and if we follow the hint given by Schreber’s view of other people as being ‘cursorily improvised men’, we shall not find it difficult to explain these

1 An 'end of the world' based upon other motives is to be found at the climax of the ecstasy of love (cf. Wagner's Tristan und Isolde); in this case it is not the ego but the single love-object which absorbs all the cathexes directed upon the external world. [Freud recurred to this point in his paper on narcissism (1914c), Standard Ed., 14, 76.]
NOTES ON A CASE OF PARANOIA

The patient has withdrawn from the people in his environment and from the external world generally the libidinal cathexis which he has hitherto directed on to them. Thus everything has become indifferent and irrelevant to him, and has to be explained by means of a secondary rationalization as being 'miracled up, cursorily improvised'. The end of the world is the projection of this internal catastrophe; his subjective world has come to an end since his withdrawal of his love from it.\(^1\)

After Faust has uttered the curses which free him from the world, the Chorus of Spirits sings:

```
Weh! Weh!
Du hast sie zerstört,
die schöne Welt,
mit mächtiger Faust!
sie stürzt, sie zerfällt!
Ein Halbgott hat sie zerschlagen!
```

```
Mächtiger
der Erdensöhne,
Prächtiger
baue sie wieder,
in deinem Busen baue sie auf!\(^3\)
```

And the paranoic builds it again, not more splendid, it is

\(^1\) Cf. Abraham (1908) and Jung (1907). Abraham's short paper contains almost all the essential views put forward in the present study of the case of Schreber.

\(^2\) He has perhaps withdrawn from it not only his libidinal cathexis, but his interest in general—that is, the cathexes that proceed from his ego as well. This question is discussed below [p. 73 ff.].

\(^3\) [Woe! Woe!
Thou hast it destroyed,
The beautiful world,
With powerful fist!
In ruins 'tis hurled,
By the blow of a demigod shattered!

Mightier
For the children of men,
More splendid
Build it again,
In thine own bosom build it anew!
GOETHE, Faust, Part I, Scene 4.
(Bayard Taylor’s translation, modified.)]
true, but at least so that he can once more live in it. He builds it up by the work of his delusions. *The delusional formation, which we take to be the pathological product, is in reality an attempt at recovery, a process of reconstruction.* 1 Such a reconstruction after the catastrophe is successful to a greater or lesser extent, but never wholly so; in Schreber's words, there has been a 'profound internal change' in the world. But the human subject has recaptured a relation, and often a very intense one, to the people and things in the world, even though the relation is a hostile one now, where formerly it was hopelessly affectionate. We may say, then, that the process of repression proper consists in a detachment of the libido from people—and things—that were previously loved. It happens silently; we receive no intelligence of it, but can only infer it from subsequent events. What forces itself so noisily upon our attention is the process of recovery, which undoes the work of repression and brings back the libido again on to the people it had abandoned. In paranoia this process is carried out by the method of projection. It was incorrect to say that the perception which was suppressed internally is projected outwards; the truth is rather, as we now see, that what was abolished internally returns from without. The thorough examination of the process of projection which we have postponed to another occasion 2 will clear up our remaining doubts on this subject.

In the meantime, however, it is a source of some satisfaction to find that our newly acquired knowledge involves us in a number of further discussions.

(1) Our first reflection will tell us that it cannot be the case that this detachment of the libido occurs exclusively in paranoia; nor can it be that, where it occurs elsewhere, it has such disastrous consequences. It is quite possible that a detachment of the libido is the essential and regular mechanism of every repression. We can have no positive knowledge on that point until the other disorders that are based upon repression

---

1 [Freud returned to this idea and extended it to the symptoms of other psychoses below, on p. 77, as well as in his paper on narcissism (1914c), *Standard Ed.*, 14, 74 and 86, in 'The Unconscious' (1915e), ibid., 203-4, and in the metapsychological paper on dreams (1917d), ibid., 230.]

2 [See footnote, p. 66.]

---

Nun aber wollen wir nicht unzufrieden sein, daß uns die neugewonnene Einsicht zu einer Reihe von weiteren Diskussionen nötigt.

1) Die nächste Erwägung sagt uns, daß eine Ablösung der Libido weder ausschließlich bei der Paranoia vorkommen noch dort, wo sie sonst vorkommt, so unheilvolle Folgen haben kann. Es ist sehr wohl möglich, daß die Ablösung der Libido der wesentliche und regelmäßige Mechanismus einer jeden Verdrängung ist; wir wissen nichts darüber, solange nicht die anderen Verdrängungsaffektionen einer analogen Untersu-

---

2 [Freud kommt auf diesen Gedanken weiter unten, auf S. 198 f., noch einmal zurück und erweitert ihn auf die Symptome anderer Psychosen.]

---

1 [S. die Anm. S. 189.]
have been similarly examined. But it is certain that in normal
mental life (and not only in periods of mourning) we are con-
stantly detaching our libido in this way from people or from
other objects without falling ill. When Faust freed himself from
the world by uttering his curses, the result was not a paranoia
or any other neurosis but simply a certain general frame of
mind. The detachment of the libido, therefore, cannot in itself
be the pathogenic factor in paranoia; there must be some
special characteristic which distinguishes a paranoic detach-
ment of the libido from other kinds. It is not difficult to suggest
what that characteristic may be. What use is made of the
libido after it has been set free by the process of detachment?
A normal person will at once begin looking about for a sub-
stitute for the lost attachment; and until that substitute has
been found the liberated libido will be kept in suspension
within his mind, and will there give rise to tensions and colour
his mood. In hysteria the liberated libido becomes transformed
into somatic innervations or into anxiety. But in paranoia the
clinical evidence goes to show that the libido, after it has been
withdrawn from the object, is put to a special use. It will be
remembered [p. 65] that the majority of cases of paranoia
exhibit traces of megalomania, and that megalomania can by
itself constitute a paranoia. From this it may be concluded that
in paranoia the liberated libido becomes attached to the ego,
and is used for the aggrandizement of the ego. A return is
thus made to the stage of narcissism (known to us from the
development of the libido), in which a person’s only sexual
object is his own ego. On the basis of this clinical evidence we
can suppose that paranoids have brought along with them a
fixation at the stage of narcissism, and we can assert that the length
of the step back from sublimated homosexuality to narcissism is a
measure of the amount of regression characteristic of paranoia.

2) An equally plausible objection can be based upon
Schreber’s case history, as well as upon many others. For it
can be urged that the delusions of persecution (which were
directed against Flechsig) unquestionably made their appear-
ance at an earlier date than the phantasy of the end of the

1 [The part played by megalomania in schizophrenia is further in-
vestigated in the paper on narcissism (1914c), Standard Ed., 14, 86.]
2 [See further “The Disposition to Obsessional Neurosis” (1913b),
p. 318 below.]
world; so that what is supposed to have been a return of the repressed actually preceded the repression itself—and this is patent nonsense. In order to meet this objection we must leave the high ground of generalization and descend to the detailed consideration of actual circumstances, which are undoubtedly very much more complicated. We must admit the possibility that a detachment of the libido such as we are discussing might just as easily be a partial one, a drawing back from some single complex, as a general one. A partial detachment should be by far the commoner of the two, and should precede a general one, since to begin with it is only for a partial detachment that the influences of life provide a motive. The process may then stop at the stage of a partial detachment or it may spread to a general one, which will loudly proclaim its presence in the symptoms of megalomania. Thus the detachment of the libido from the figure of Flechsig may nevertheless have been what was primary in the case of Schreber; it was immediately followed by the appearance of the delusion, which brought back the libido on to Flechsig again (though with a negative sign to mark the fact that repression had taken place) and thus annulled the work of repression. And now the battle of repression broke out anew, but this time with more powerful weapons. In proportion as the object of contention became the most important thing in the external world, trying on the one hand to draw the whole of the libido on to itself, and on the other hand mobilizing all the resistances against itself, so the struggle raging around this single object became more and more comparable to a general engagement; till at length a victory for the forces of repression found expression in a conviction that the world had come to an end and that the self alone survived. If we review the ingenious constructions which were raised by Schreber’s delusion in the domain of religion—the hierarchy of God, the proved souls, the fore-courts of Heaven, the lower and the upper God—we can gauge in retrospect the wealth of sublimations which were brought down in ruin by the catastrophe of the general detachment of his libido.

(III) THE MECHANISM OF PARANOIA

3) A third consideration which arises from the views that have been developed in these pages is as follows. Are we to suppose that a general detachment of the libido from the external world would be an effective enough agent to account for the ‘end of the world'? Or would not the ego-
cathexes\textsuperscript{1} which still remained in existence have been sufficient to maintain rapport with the external world? To meet this difficulty we should either have to assume that what we call libidinal cathexis (that is, interest emanating from erotic sources) coincides with interest in general, or we should have to consider the possibility that a very widespread disturbance in the distribution of libido may bring about a corresponding disturbance in the ego-cathexes. But these are problems which we are still quite helpless and incompetent to solve. It would be otherwise if we could start out from some well-grounded theory of instincts; but in fact we have nothing of the kind at our disposal. We regard instinct as being the concept on the frontier-line between the somatic and the mental, and see in it the psychical representative of organic forces.\textsuperscript{2} Further, we accept the popular distinction between ego-instincts and a sexual instinct; for such a distinction seems to agree with the biological conception that the individual has a double orientation, aiming on the one hand at self-preservation and on the other at the preservation of the species. But beyond this are only hypotheses, which we have taken up—and are quite ready to drop again—in order to help us to find our bearings in the chaos of the obscurer processes of the mind. What we expect from psycho-analytic investigations of pathological mental processes is precisely that they shall drive us to some conclusions on questions connected with the theory of instincts. These investigations, however, are in their infancy and are only being carried out by isolated workers, so that the 

\textsuperscript{1} ['Ichbesetzungen.'] This German word, which occurs twice more in what follows, is unfortunately ambiguous. It may mean either 'cathexes of the ego' or 'cathexes by the ego'. The ambiguity remains in the English 'ego-cathexes'. There can, however, be no doubt that in the present context the second of the two possible meanings, 'cathexes by the ego', is intended. The word is the equivalent of what is elsewhere called 'Ichinteresse' ('ego-interest'), e.g. in the paper on narcissism, \textit{Standard Ed.}, 14, 82. This is directly implied, indeed, in the very next sentence, and has moreover been explicitly stated in footnote 2 on p. 70 above. Occasionally Freud uses the word in its other possible sense—to mean 'cathexis of the ego'. Thus, for instance, he speaks of 'die Ichbesetzung mit Libido' ('the cathexis of the ego with libido'), once again in the paper on narcissism (ibid., 85). This ambiguity, unless it is borne in mind, may open the door to serious confusion.

\textsuperscript{2} [A discussion of this and other questions raised in this paragraph will be found in the Editor's Note to the metapsychological paper on 'Instincts and their Vicissitudes' (1915c), \textit{Standard Ed.}, 14, 111 ff.]
hopes we place in them must still remain unfulfilled. We can no more dismiss the possibility that disturbances of the libido may react upon the ego-cathexes than we can overlook the converse possibility—namely, that a secondary or induced disturbance of the libidinal processes may result from abnormal changes in the ego. Indeed, it is probable that processes of this kind constitute the distinctive characteristic of psychoses. How much of all this may apply to paranoia it is impossible at present to say. There is one consideration, however, on which I should like to lay stress. It cannot be asserted that a paranoid, even at the height of the repression, withdraws his interest from the external world completely—as must be considered to occur in certain other kinds of hallucinatory psychosis (such as Meynert's amnésia). The paranoid perceives the external world and takes into account any alterations that may happen in it, and the effect it makes upon him stimulates him to invent explanatory theories (such as Schreber's 'cursorily improvised men'). It therefore appears to me far more probable that the paranoid's altered relation to the world is to be explained entirely or in the main by the loss of his libidinal interest.1

(4) It is impossible to avoid asking, in view of the close connection between the two disorders, how far this conception of paranoia will affect our conception of dementia praecox. I am of opinion that Kraepelin was entirely justified in taking the step of separating off a large part of what had hitherto been called paranoia and merging it, together with catatonia and certain other forms of disease, into a new clinical unit—though 'dementia praecox' was a particularly unhappy name to choose for it. The designation chosen by Bleuler for the same group of forms—'schizophrenia'—is also open to the objection that the name appears appropriate only so long as we forget its literal meaning.2 For otherwise it prejudices the issue, since it is based on a characteristic of the disease which is theoretically postulated—a characteristic, moreover, which does not belong exclusively to that disease, and which, in the light of other considerations, cannot be regarded as the essential one. However, it is not on the whole of very great importance what names

---

1 [This paragraph was the basis of criticisms by Jung which are discussed by Freud at the end of the first section of his paper on narcissism (1914c), Standard Ed., 14, 79-81.]

2 [I.e. 'split mind'.]
we give to clinical pictures. What seems to me more essential is that paranoia should be maintained as an independent clinical type, however frequently the picture it offers may be complicated by the presence of schizophrenic features. For, from the standpoint of the libido theory, while it would resemble dementia praecox in so far as the repression proper would in both disorders have the same principal feature—detachment of the libido, together with its regression on to the ego—it would be distinguished from dementia praecox by having its dispositional fixation differently located and by having a different mechanism for the return of the repressed (that is, for the formation of symptoms). It would seem to me the most convenient plan to give dementia praecox the name of *paraphrenia*. This term has no special connotation, and it would serve to indicate a relationship with paranoia (a name which cannot be changed) and would further recall hebephrenia, an entity which is now merged in dementia praecox. It is true that the name has already been proposed for other purposes; but this need not concern us, since the alternative applications have not passed into general use.

Abraham has very convincingly shown\(^1\) that the turning

\(^1\)[Freud's suggestion, as introduced for the first time in this passage, seemed evidently to be that the term 'paraphrenia' should replace 'dementia praecox' and 'schizophrenia', and should be distinct from the kindred 'paranoia'. He continued to use the term in this sense—for instance, in the technical paper 'On Beginning the Treatment' (1913c), p. 124 below. Not long afterwards, however, he began to use it in a wider sense, as a combined term to cover both 'dementia praecox' and 'paranoia'. This is made quite clear in the paper on narcissism (1914c), in which (Standard Ed., 14, 82) he classes dementia praecox and paranoia together as 'the paraphrenias' and (ibid., 86) distinguishes 'dementia praecox or paraphrenia proper' from 'paranoia'. That the change in meaning was made deliberately is shown by a passage in 'The Disposition to Obsessional Neurosis' (1913i), p. 318 below. Here, in the first edition of the paper, published at the end of 1913, Freud spoke of 'the two other psychoneuroses, which are termed by me paraphrenia and paranoia'. But when the paper was reprinted in 1918, the last clause was altered to 'which I have brought together under the heading of "paraphrenia"'. Finally, in Lecture XXVI of the *Introductory Lectures* (1916–17) he wrote: 'I once ventured to suggest that paranoia and dementia praecox should be brought together under the common designation of paraphrenia.' Thereafter, however, he seems to have dropped his attempt to introduce the term.]

1 [Von den hier erstmals vorgetragenen Erwägungen ausgehend, schlägt Freud offenbarlich vor, die Bezeichnungen 'Dementia praecox' und 'Schizophrenie' durch 'Paraphrenie' zu ersetzen und diese von der damit verwandten 'Paranoia' zu trennen. Etwa drei Jahre später begann er jedoch, den Terminus 'Paraphrenie' in einem weiteren Sinne als übergreifende Bezeichnung zu gebrauchen, unter der 'Dementia praecox' und 'Paranoia' subsumiert werden. Daß dieser Bedeutungswandel absichtlich geschah, geht aus einer Passage in 'Die Disposition zur Zwangsnervose' (1913i) hervor, die in der zweiten Auflage (1918) umformuliert worden ist, s. oben, S.110; und die edito- rische Anm. dazu. In seinen Arbeiten nach 1918 scheint Freud jedoch den Versuch, den Terminus 'Paraphrenie' einzuführen, aufgegeben zu haben.]
away of the libido from the external world is a particularly clearly-marked feature in dementia praecox. From this feature we infer that the repression is effected by means of detachment of the libido. Here once more we may regard the phase of violent hallucinations as a struggle between repression and an attempt at recovery by bringing the libido back again on to its objects. [Cf. p. 71.] Jung, with extraordinary analytic acumen, has perceived that the deliria¹ and motor stereotypes occurring in this disorder are the residues of former object-cathexes, clung to with great persistence. This attempt at recovery, which observers mistake for the disease itself, does not, as in paranoia, make use of projection, but employs a hallucinatory (hysterical) mechanism. This is one of the two major respects in which dementia praecox differs from paranoia; and this difference can be explained genetically from another direction.² The second difference is shown by the outcome of the disease in those cases where the process has not remained too restricted. The prognosis is on the whole more unfavourable than in paranoia. The victory lies with repression and not, as in the former, with reconstruction. The regression extends not merely to narcissism (manifesting itself in the shape of megalomania) but to a complete abandonment of object-love and a return to infantile auto-erotism. The dispositional fixation must therefore be situated further back than in paranoia, and must lie somewhere at the beginning of the course of development from auto-erotism to object-love. Moreover, it is not at all likely that homosexual impulses, which are so frequently—perhaps invariably—to be found in paranoia, play an equally important part in the aetiology of that far more comprehensive disorder, dementia praecox.

Our hypotheses as to the dispositional fixations in paranoia and paraphrenia make it easy to see that a case may begin with paranoid symptoms and may yet develop into a dementia praecox, and that paranoid and schizophrenic phenomena may be combined in any proportion. And we can understand how

---

¹ [In French and German psychiatry the word 'delirium' is often used of delusional states. See also Freud's use of it in the 'Rat Man' case history (1909d), Standard Ed., 10, 222.]

² [The genetic explanation of the difference appears three sentences lower down—in the earlier dispositional fixation in the case of dementia praecox.]

---

from the Außenwelt ganz besonders deutlich ist, hat Abraham (loc. cit. [s. S. 192, Anm. 2]) auf sehr eindrückliche Weise auseinandergesetzt. Aus diesem Charakter erschließt wir die Verdrängung durch Libido­ablösung. Die Phase der stürmischen Halluzinationen fassen wir auch hier als eine des Kampfes der Verdrängung mit einem Heilungsversuch, der die Libido wieder zu ihren Objekten bringen will. [Vgl. S. 193f.] In den Delirien² und motorischen Stereotypien der Krankheit hat Jung [1908] mit außerordentlichem analytischem Scharfsinn die krankhaft festgehaltenen Reste der einstigen Objektbesetzungen erkannt. Dieser vom Beobachter für die Krankheit selbst gehaltene Heilungsversuch bedient sich aber nicht wie bei Paranoia der Projektion, sondern des halluzinatorischen (hysterischen) Mechanismus. Dies ist der eine der großen Unterschiede von der Paranoia; er ist einer genetischen Aufklärung von anderer Seite her fähig³. Der Ausgang der Dementia praecox, wo die Affektion nicht allzusehr partiell bleibt, bringt den zweiten Unterschied. Er ist in allgemeinen ungünstiger als der der Paranoia; der Sieg bleibt nicht wie bei letzterer der Rekonstruktion, sondern der Verdrängung. Die Regression geht nicht nur bis zum Narzissmus, der sich in Größenwahn äußert, sondern bis zur vollen Auflösung der Objektliebe und Rückkehr zum infantilen Autoerotismus. Die disponierende Fixierung muß also weiter zurückliegen als die der Paranoia, im Beginn der Entwicklung, die vom Autoerotismus zur Objektliebe strebt, enthalten sein. Es ist auch keineswegs wahrsecheinlich, daß die homosexuellen Anstöße, die wir bei der Paranoia so häufig, vielleicht regelmäßig finden, in der Ätiologie der weit uneingeschränkteren Dementia praecox eine ähnliche bedeutsame Rolle spielen.

Unsere Annahmen über die disponierenden Fixierungen bei Paranoia und Paraphrenie machen es ohne weiteres verständlich, daß ein Fall mit paranoiden Symptomen beginnen und sich doch zur Demenz entwickeln kann, daß paraonide und schizophren Erscheinungen sich in jedem Ausmaße kombinieren, daß ein Krankheitsbild wie das Schreibers
a clinical picture such as Schreber's can come about, and merit the name of a paranoid dementia, from the fact that in its production of a wishful phantasy and of hallucinations it shows paraphrenic traits, while in its exciting cause, in its use of the mechanism of projection, and in its outcome it exhibits a paranoid character. For it is possible for several fixations to be left behind in the course of development, and each of these in succession may allow an irruption of the libido that has been pushed off—beginning, perhaps, with the later acquired fixations, and going on, as the illness develops, to the original ones that lie nearer the starting-point. We should be glad to know to what conditions the relatively favourable issue of the present case is due; for we cannot willingly attribute the whole responsibility for the outcome to anything so casual as the 'improvement due to change in domicile', which set in after the patient's removal from Flechsig's clinic. But our insufficient acquaintance with the intimate circumstances of the history of the case makes it impossible to give an answer to this interesting question. It may be suspected, however, that what enabled Schreber to reconcile himself to his homosexual phantasy, and so made it possible for his illness to terminate in something approximating to a recovery, may have been the fact that his father-complex was in the main positively toned and that in real life the later years of his relationship with an excellent father had probably been unclouded.

Since I neither fear the criticism of others nor shrink from criticizing myself, I have no motive for avoiding the mention of a similarity which may possibly damage our libido theory in the estimation of many of my readers. Schreber's 'rays of God', which are made up of a condensation of the sun's rays, of nerve-fibres, and of spermatozoa [p. 22], are in reality nothing else than a concrete representation and projection outwards of libidinal cathexes; and they thus lend his delusions a striking conformity with our theory. His belief that the world must come to an end because his ego was attracting all the rays to

[Ein Fall dieser Art, der von einer Hysterie zu einer Zwangsneurose überwechselte, spielt in 'Die Disposition zur Zwangsneurose' (S. 111 ff., oben) eine wichtige Rolle.]
itself, his anxious concern at a later period, during the process of reconstruction, lest God should sever His ray-connection with him,—these and many other details of Schreber's delusional structure sound almost like endopsychic perceptions of the processes whose existence I have assumed in these pages as the basis of our explanation of paranoia. I can nevertheless call a friend and fellow-specialist to witness that I had developed my theory of paranoia before I became acquainted with the contents of Schreber's book. It remains for the future to decide whether there is more delusion in my theory than I should like to admit, or whether there is more truth in Schreber's delusion than other people are as yet prepared to believe.

Lastly, I cannot conclude the present work, which is once again only a fragment of a larger whole, without foreshadowing the two chief theses towards the establishment of which the libido theory of the neuroses and psychoses is advancing: namely, that the neuroses arise in the main from a conflict between the ego and the sexual instinct, and that the forms which the neuroses assume retain the imprint of the course of development followed by the libido—and by the ego.
In dealing with the case history of Senatspräsident Schreber I purposely restricted myself to a minimum of interpretation; and I feel confident that every reader with a knowledge of psycho-analysis will have learned from the material which I presented more than was explicitly stated by me, and that he will have found no difficulty in drawing the threads closer and in reaching conclusions at which I no more than hinted. By a happy chance the same issue of this periodical as that in which my own paper appeared showed that the attention of some other contributors had been directed to Schreber's autobiography, and made it easy to guess how much more material remains to be gathered from the symbolic content of the phantasies and delusions of this gifted paranoic.

Since I published my work upon Schreber, a chance acquisition of knowledge has put me in a position to appreciate one of his delusional beliefs more adequately, and to recognize the wealth of its bearing upon mythology. I mentioned on p. 53 the patient's peculiar relation to the sun, and I was led to explain the sun as a sublimated 'father-symbol'. The sun used to speak to him in human language and thus revealed itself to him as a living being. Schreber was in the habit of abusing it and shouting threats at it; he declares, moreover, that when he stood facing it and spoke aloud, its rays would turn pale before him. After his 'recovery' he boasts that he can gaze at it without any difficulty and without being more than slightly dazzled by it, a thing which would naturally have been impossible for him formerly.

It is to this delusional privilege of being able to gaze at the sun without being dazzled that the mythological interest attaches. We read in Reinach that the natural historians of

NACHTRAG
(1912 [1911])


Eine zufällige Bereicherung meiner Kenntnisse seit der Veröffentlichung meiner Arbeit über Schreber hat mich nun in den Stand gesetzt, eine seiner wahnhaften Behauptungen besser zu würdigen und als mythologisch beziehungsreich zu erkennen. Auf Seite 178 erwähne ich das besondere Verhältnis des Kranken zur Sonne, die ich für ein sublimiertes Vatersymbol erklären mußte. Die Sonne spricht mit ihm in menschlichen Worten und gibt sich ihm so als ein belebtes Wesen zu erkennen. Er pflegt sie zu beschimpfen, mit Drohworten anzuschreien; er versichert auch, daß ihre Strahlen vor ihm erbleichen, wenn er gegen sie gewendet laut spricht. Nach seiner Genesung ruht er sich, daß er ruhig in die Sonne sehen kann und davon nur in sehr bescheidenem Maße geblendet wird, was natürlich früher nicht möglich gewesen wäre (Anmerkung auf S. 139 des Schreberschen Buches [zitiert auf S. 178, Anm. 4, oben]).

An dieses wahnhafte Vorrecht, ungeblendet in die Sonne schauen zu können, knüpft nun das mythologische Interesse an. Man liest bei S. Reignach, daß die alten Naturforscher dieses Vermögen allein den

1 [In the first edition only, the following footnote appeared at this point: 'See my paper in the first half-volume of the Jahrbuch (Vol. III), which is based on the Denkwürdigkeiten eines Nervenkranken.]
2 Cf. Jung (1911, 164 and 207); Spielrein (1911, 350).
3 See the footnote to page 139 of Schreber's book [which is quoted above on p. 54, n. 1].
4 Reinach (1905–12, 3, 80), quoting Keller (1887 [268]), 80

1 Vgl. Jung (1911, 164 und 207); Spielrein (1911, 350).
2 (1905–12), Bd. 3 (1908), 80. (Nach Keller, 1887 [268].)
antiquity attributed this power to the eagle alone, who, as a
dweller in the highest regions of the air, was brought into
especially intimate relation with the heavens, with the sun,
and with lightning.¹ We learn from the same sources, moreover,
that the eagle puts his young to a test before recognizing them
as his legitimate offspring. Unless they can succeed in looking
into the sun without blinking they are thrown out of the eyrie.

There can be no doubt about the meaning of this animal
myth. It is certain that this is merely ascribing to animals some­
thing that is a hallowed custom among men. The procedure
gone through by the eagle with his young is an ordeal, a test of
lineage, such as is reported of the most various races of
antiquity. Thus the Celts living on the banks of the Rhine used
to entrust their new-born babies to the waters of the river, in
order to ascertain whether they were truly of their own blood.
The clan of Psylli, who inhabited what is now Tripoli, boasted
that they were descended from snakes, and used to expose their
infants to contact with them; those who were true-born children
of the clan were either not bitten or recovered rapidly from the
effects of the bite.² The assumption underlying these trials leads
us deep into the totemic habits of thought of primitive peoples.
The totem—an animal, or a natural force animistically con­
ceived, to which the tribe traces back its origin—spares the
members of the tribe as being its own children, just as it itself is
honoured by them as being their ancestor and is spared by
them. We have here arrived at the consideration of matters
which, as it seems to me, may make it possible to arrive at a
psycho-analytic explanation of the origins of religion.³

The eagle, then, who makes his young look into the sun and
requires of them that they shall not be dazzled by its light, is
behaving as though he were himself a descendant of the sun
and were submitting his children to a test of their ancestry. And
when Schreber boasts that he can look into the sun unsathed
and undazzled, he has rediscovered the mythological method
of expressing his filial relation to the sun, and has confirmed

¹ Representations of eagles were set up at the highest points of
temples, so as to serve as 'magical' lightning-conductors. (Cf. Reinach,
loc. cit.)
² For lists of references see Reinach, loc. cit. and ibid., 1, 74.
³ [Freud followed up this line of thought not long afterwards in his Totem and Taboo (1912-13).]

Adlern zugestanden, die als Bewohner der höchsten Luftschichten zum
Himmel, zur Sonne und zum Blitze in besonders innige Beziehung ge­
bracht wurden¹. Dieselben Quellen berichten aber auch, daß der Adler
seine Jungen einer Probe unterzieht, ehe er sie als legitim anerkennt.
Wenn sie es nicht zustande bringen, in die Sonne zu schauen, ohne zu
blinzeln, werden sie aus dem Nest geworfen.

Über die Bedeutung dieses Tiermythus kann kein Zweifel sein. Gewiß
wird hier den Tieren nur zugeschrieben, was bei den Menschen gehei­
glitter Gebrauch ist. Was der Adler mit seinen Jungen anstellt, ist ein
Ordal, eine Abkunftsprobe, wie sie von den verschiedensten Völkern
aus alten Zeiten berichtet wird. So vertrauten die am Rhein wohnenden
Kelten ihre Neugeborenen den Fluten des Stromes an, um sich zu über­
zeugen, ob sie wirklich ihres Blutes wären. Der Stamm der Psyllen im
heutigen Tripolis, der sich der Abkunft von Schlangen rühmte, setzte
seine Kinder der Berührungs solcher Schlange aus; die rechtmäßig Ge­
borneen wurden entweder nicht gebissen oder erholten sich rasch von
den Folgen des Bisses². Die Voraussetzung dieser Erprobungen führt
tief in die totemistische Denkweise primitiver Völker hinein. Der To­
tem – das Tier oder die animistisch gedachte Naturmacht, von der der
Stamm seine Abkunft herleitet – verschont die Angehörigen dieses Stammes
als seine Kinder, wie er selbst von ihnen als Stammvater verehrt
und eventuell verschont wird. Wir sind hier bei Dingen angelangt, die
mir berufen erscheinen, ein psychoanalytisches Verständnis für die Ur­
sprünge der Religion zu ermöglichen³.

Der Adler, der seine Jungen in die Sonne schauen läßt und verlangt, daß
sie von ihrem Licht nicht geblendet werden, benimmt sich also wie ein
Abkömmling der Sonne, der seine Kinder der Ahnenprobe unterwirft.
Und wenn Schreber sich rühmt, daß er ungefährt und ungeblendet in
die Sonne schauen kann, hat er den mythologischen Ausdruck für seine
Kindesbeziehung zur Sonne wiedergefunden, hat uns von neuem be­

¹ An den höchsten Stellen der Tempel waren Bilder von Adlern angebracht, um als »magische« Blitzableiter zu wirken. (S. Reinach, loc. cit.)
² Siehe Literaturangaben bei Reinach, loc. cit. und ibid., Bd. 1, 74.
³ [Freud verfolgte diesen Gedankengang bald darauf in Totem und Tabu (1912–13) weiter.]
us once again in our view that the sun is a symbol of the father. It will be remembered that during his illness Schreber gave free expression to his family pride, and that we discovered in the fact of his childlessness a human motive for his having fallen ill with a feminine wishful phantasy [p. 58]. Thus the connection between his delusional privilege and the basis of his illness becomes evident.

This short postscript to my analysis of a paranoid patient may serve to show that Jung had excellent grounds for his assertion that the mythopoeic forces of mankind are not extinct, but that to this very day they give rise in the neuroses to the same psychical products as in the remotest past ages. I should like to take up a suggestion that I myself made some time ago, and add that the same holds good of the forces that construct religions. And I am of opinion that the time will soon be ripe for us to make an extension of a thesis which has long been asserted by psycho-analysts, and to complete what has hitherto had only an individual and ontogenetic application by the addition of its anthropological counterpart, which is to be conceived phylogenetically. 'In dreams and in neuroses', so our thesis has run, 'we come once more upon the child and the peculiarities which characterize his modes of thought and his emotional life.' 'And we come upon the savage too,' we may now add, 'upon the primitive man, as he stands revealed to us in the light of the researches of archaeology and of ethnology.'

1 The Schrebers are 'members of the highest nobility of Heaven' (24). [See above, p. 58.]—'Adel' is the attribute of an 'Adler'. ['Adel' means 'nobility' or 'noble'. 'Adler' means 'eagle' or 'noble (person)' .]

2 [Of being able to look into the sun.]
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capacity of unconscious for, 108
in Schreber (see also 'Voices'), 13, 14, 78

Haller, 325

Hallen for Он, 14
psychosis (Meynert's amentia), 75, 218
stupor, 14

Hatred
as primary emotion (Stekel), 325
in obsessional neurosis, 321
Hebepehrenia, 276

Hereditary factor in illness (see also Constitution), 209

Hermes, 342

Homoerosexual
anal erotism as predisposition to, 322
and dementia praecox, 77
and paranoia, 4, 59, 60, 62, 63, 77
and social instincts, 61
as resistance, 150
in Schreber, 43-7, 50, 60

Horace, A.D. n. 1
Horace, The, 297-8
Hugo, Victor, 253
Hunter, Dr. R. A., 7

Hypnosis
abreacting in, 147
and psycho-analysis, 133, 148, 208

Hypochondria an 'actual' neurosis, 56 n. 3, 248

Hysteria
as allo-eroticism, 315
condensation in, 49
contrasted with paranoia, 49, 315
correlation in, 208
disposition to, 319, 325-6
due to degeneracy (Janet), 207
due to passive experience, 314, 319
dynamic view of, 207, 208
first field of analytic research, 207
regression in, 325-6
traumatic (Charcot), 207

Hysterical symptoms
due to 'reminiscences', 207
masking dementia praecox, 124

Illness, secondary gain from, 133, 143

Impotence, sexual
and regression to anal erotism, 199-200
dreams due to, 199-202
effect on wife, 320
psychical, 345
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Object-choice (contd.)
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stages before, 318

Object-love (see also erotism)

Obsessional neurosis
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anal sadism in, 321
and character, 323–4
and regression, 322, 324
disposition to, 319–20
due to active experiences, 314, 319
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'pairs of opposites' in, 107
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ana-sadism in, 65, 72, 318
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repression in, 59, 65, 66–8
symptom-formation in, 59, 65–6
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Paraphrenia, 76, 77, 78, 124, 125
n. 1, 318, 321
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preparation of material by, 136
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social ties with, 125
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Paul, St., 343
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Persephone, 299
Perversions, 209
Phallic stage, 316
Phantasmagoria

and pleasure principle, 222
and regression, 232
and repression, 223
removed from reality-testing, 222, 232

Pietro, Dr., 7, 14, 39
Pleasure-ego, 223
transformed into reality-ego, 224
Pleasure principle, 219
and attachment to parents, 219 n. 4
and phantasmagory, 222

Pleasure principle (contd.)

and reality principle, 219, 222
religion and, 223
Pleasure-unpleasure principle (see also Pleasure principle), 219
Poggio [Bracciolini] (see also Bibliography), 200 n. 2
Points of fixation (see also Fixation), 5, 68, 318
Portia, 296
Positive transference (see also Transference)

and remembering, 151
erotic (see also Transference-love), 105, 106, 162
friendly, 105, 106
Post-hypnotic suggestion, 261

'Posterior realms of God', 24, 53
Poverty and neurosis, 133
Preconscious activity, 262–4
Predisposition (see also Disposition) to homosexuality, 322
Pregenital organizations (see also Anal-sadistic organization), 315–16, 321–4
Pressure technique, 85

'Prince of Hell', 31 n. 1
Privilege, 299
Projection, 4, 5, 65, 70, 71, 117, 223
'Proved souls', 56 n. 1, 73
Psychasthenia, 249
Psyche, 293, 300 n. 1
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and reality, 219, 220
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Psychical inertia, 156 n. 1
Psycho-analysis
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fundamental rule of, 107, 112, 115, 119, 134–5, 144 n. 1
ignorant attitudes to, 210
suggestion in, 106, 118, 131, 143
therapeutic aims of, 329
Psycho-analytic (see also Psycho-analytical technique)

analysis of own dreams by, 116
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necessity of own analysis for, 87–8, 116–17
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evenly-suspended attention in, 111–12
helped by dreams (see Dream interpretation)
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outside information in, 141–2
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remembering facts, 111–13
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Psycho-analytic treatment (see also Beginning treatment; Patients in treatment; Psycho-analytic technique)
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outside hostility to, 120, 125
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slowness of, 153
sources of cure in, 143–4
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Psychic autonomy, 81

Purification of souls, 23, 53 n. 1

Quantitative factor in illness, 236, 237, 253
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Rationalization, 49

'Rays' (of God) (see also 'Voices'), 17, 22, 26, 27, 30 and nerves, 22 n. 2

leader of, 39, 78

Reaction-formation, 299, 323

Reality (see also External world) neurotics turn from, 218

non-adaptation to, 233-5

Reality-ego, 224, 225

Reality principle, 219

in ego-instincts, 222

Reality-testing and phantasy, 222, 232
disregard of, by unconscious, 225

Regression due to attraction of unconscious, 103, 232, 236
due to frustration, 62, 232, 236

in paranoia, 62, 72

to anal stage, 322

Religion and pleasure principle, 223

origins of, 81

Religious delusions of grandeur, 18

Remembering and repeating, 150-4

in hypnosis, 147-52

Repeating (see also Compulsion to repeat) and remembering, 150-4

brings illness into treatment, 152

in transference (see Transference) of old instincts, 193

Repressed, the return of the, 68, 323

Repression and cultural development, 209

detachment of libido, 71

and unpleasure, 219

and withdrawal from stimulus, 219 n. 4

as basic part of theory, 210

dynamic view of, 207-8

in character, 323

in psycho-analytic theory, 210

of phantasies, 223

replaced by judgement, 221

three phases of, 67-8

Resistance, 102, 264

and conscious knowledge, 142

and repetition, 151

and stoppage of associations, 137-8

as agent provocateur, 163

disguised as eagerness, 136

due to attraction of unconscious, 103

due to frustration, 103

intensity of, in transference, 101

overcoming of, essential, 142

Rollett, Dr. H., 181 n. 2
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Schizophrenia, 8, 50 n. 1, 62, 75, 124

Schréber attempts to regain liberty, 14, 16

dreams before returning illness, 13, 39, 42

'forced thinking', 25

feminine attitudes, 13, 17, 20, 21, 42

hallucinations, 13, 14

hyperaesthesia, 19

hynochondria (see also Schreber's delusions), 12-14, 52, 56-7

megalomania, 18-19, 48-9

passive homosexuality, 43-8, 50, 55

relations to father (see also Schreber's father), 50-7, 78

relations to God (see also Schreber's delusions; Schreber's God), 24, 27, 28, 32

relations to sun, 53, 54, 55, 80-2

social behaviour, 14-15

Statement of his Case, 29

strict morals, 31, 32

suicidal attempts, 14

'transference', 47, 50, 55

wish for children, 13, 57-8

'Schréber, Miss', 20

Schreber's brother, 47, 50, 53

Schreber's delusions about Flechsig (see Flechsig) of being changed into a woman, 17-21, 32-4, 43, 44, 55 n. 3, 56, 58

Schréber's delusions (contd.) of destruction of body, 13, 14, 17, 18, 56, 57 n. 1
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of 'soul-murder' (see 'Soul-murder')
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own views on, 31, 35, 43

sexual nature of, 30, 31

Schréber's father, 6, 51

as prototype of God, 51-3

Schréber's God characteristics of, 18-29, 34, 51-1

divided into 'lower' (Ahriman) and 'upper' (Ormuzd), 24, 26, 44, 49, 53-4, 73

Schréber's illness based on feminine (passive homosexual) impulses, 45-7

chronology of, 6-7

somatic factor in, 46

Schréber's Memoirs (Denkwürdigkeiten) apology for, 40

Appendices to, 12 n. 2

bowdlerized, 37

Schréber's wife, 12, 20, 39 n. 1, 42, 45, 49, 58 n. 2

Science and pleasure principle, 223-4

Scrupulosity, 134

Screen memories, 148

Seduction, phantasy of, 320

Self-analysis, 117

'Selig', 30 n. 2

Semen (see also Spermatozoan) 22 n. 1, 52 n. 1

symbol of, 104

Sense-organs and external reality, 220

Sexual and genital, 322-3

Sexual differences, wish for freedom from, 29 n. 2

Sexual instincts and ego-instincts, 74

and phantasy, 222

and sublimation, 209

development of, 224, 317-18, 321, 325-6

sources of, 209

Sexual need aggression from, 185-6, 198-9

represented by material need, 185

Sexual objects first to be known, 105

Sexual observation, early, 306

Sexual perversions, 209

Sexual theories of children, 61, 277

Sexuality as basis of emotional relations, 105

in psycho-analytic theory, 210

Shaw, Bernard, 223 n. 1

Sigmund Freud Archives, 177

Social instincts, sexualization of, 62

sublimated from sexual instinct, 61

Sleep, wish to, 219 n. 3

Society for Psychical Research, 257

Sodom and Gomorrah, 31

Somatic compliance, 248

Somatic factor in illness, 209, 248

in masturbation, 245

Sonnenstein Asylum, 7, 13, 14, 40

'Soul-division' (see also Decomposition), 39, 40

'Soul-murder', 14, 19, 37, 38, 39, 44, 53

Spermatozoan, 22 n. 1, 56 n. 3, 78

'State of bliss', 16, 17, 21, 23, 30, 35

and voluptuousness, 29, 30

male and female, 29

Steinmann, Dr., 6 n. 1, 46 n. 1, 50 n. 3, 51 n. 2

Stekel, W. (see also Bibliography), 108 n. 1, 248-50
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Stimulus
increase of, and unpleasure, 219
withdrawal from, as repression, 219 n. 4
Sublimation, 61, 119, 209, 232, 323
Suggestion in psycho-analysis, 106, 118, 131, 143
Sun
as father-symbol, 80–2
relation of God to, 22, 54, 55
Schreber’s relation to, 53, 54, 55, 80, 82
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bridge as, 275–6
dagger as, 183–5
dumbness as, 295
eagle as, 81
egg as, 182 n. 3
extensible objects as, 193–4
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hiding as, 295
egg as, 182
grass as, 196
hiding as, 295
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raven as, 296
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ring as, 200
road as, 181
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Teleological arguments, 247–8
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splitting off of, 222
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and suggestion, 106, 131
as repetition (see also Compulsion to repeat; Repeating), 151
as resistance, 101–7, 138, 162–3, 167–8
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in paranoia, 107
in Schreber, 47, 50
isolation of, 134
negative, 105, 106, 107
not only in analysis, 101, 106
over-intense, 154
positive (see also Positive transference; Transference-love), 105, 106, 151, 162
pre-analytic, 125
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unconscious nature of, 107–8
used to obviate repeating, 153, 154, 155
used to overcome resistance, 143
via imagos, 100
Transference-love (see also Transference)
attraction of, 170
compliance with, 165–6
compromise with, 164
compulsive, 168
genuineness of, 167
hopeless cases, 166–7
proper response to, 165–71
rebuff to, 164
Traumatic homosexual experience
141
‘Traumatic Hysteria’ (Charcot), 207
‘Traumhandlung’, 185 n. 2
Tristan und Isolde (Wagner), 69 n.
Ucs., 266 n. 2
Unconscious
activity, 263, 264
and conscious activity, 266
definition of term, 260
ideas, 262
Unconscious, the
active, 261–2
and dream-formation, 265
attraction by, 87, 103
descriptive, 258, 260–2
dynamic, 258, 261–6
W., von (soul), 19, 39, 40, 56
‘little’, 57 n. 1
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‘Wild’ analysis, 86, 140 n. 2, 142
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sameness of sexes as, 29 n. 2
Wishful phantasy
becomes persecutory fear, 47
feminine (see Schreber’s delusions)
Working through, 155–6
‘Zoroaster rays’, 23
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Zurich school of psycho-analysis, 116